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Introduction
This section introduces the X-Porte ultrasound system and this user guide.

About the X-Porte User Guide
The X-Porte User Guide is intended for a user familiar with ultrasound. It does
not provide training in sonography, ultrasound, or clinical practices. Before
using the X-Porte ultrasound system, youmust complete such training.



Welcome to the X-Porte User Guide

Document conventions
AWARNINGdescribesprecautionsnecessary to prevent injury or lossof life.

ACaution describesprecautionsnecessary to protect the products.

Numbered and lettered stepsmust be performed in a specific order.

Bulleted lists present information in list format but do not imply a sequence.
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For a description of labeling symbols that appear on the product, see "Labeling Symbols" on page 288.

Getting help
In addition to theX-Porte User Guide, the following are available:

VisualGuide videos. See "VisualGuide videos" on page 23.

On-systemHelp: tapMORE, and then tapHelp.

X-Porte Getting Started Guide.

Servicemanual.

FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport

Phone (U.S. or Canada) (877) 657-8118
Phone (Outside U.S. or Canada) (425) 951-1330, or call your local representative
Fax (425) 951-6700
E-mail service@sonosite.com
Web www.sonosite.com
Europe Service Center Main: +31 20 751 2020

English support: +44 14 6234 1151
French support: +33 1 8288 0702
German support: +49 69 8088 4030
Italian support: +39 02 9475 3655
Spanish support: +34 91 123 8451

Asia Service Center +65 6380-5589

Printed in the U.S.

Getting help 3
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Getting started
WARNING Do not use the system if it exhibits erratic or inconsistent beha-

vior. Such behavior indicatesa hardware failure. Contact
FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport.

About the system
X-Porte is a portable device that acquiresand displayshigh-resolution, real-
time ultrasound images. Featuresavailable depend on your system con-
figuration, transducer, and exam type.



Figure 2-1X-Porte front view

1. Clinicalmonitor, 2. Touch panel, 3. Platform,
4. Hook (4), 5. Transducer connector, 6. Locking
wheel (4), 7. Height-adjustment pedal, 8. Basket,
9. USBports (3), 10. Power button

Figure 2-2X-Porte rear view

1. Ports on dock, 2. Power cord connector, 3. Battery
charge indicator, 4. Ports on dock

A license key is required to activate the software. See "Software licensing" on page 251.

Basic operating steps

1 Connect a transducer. See "Connecting transducers" on page 13.

2 Turn on the system. See "Turning on the system" on the facing page.

3 Select the transducer and exam type (or use the default selections). See "Selecting a transducer and exam type"
on page 16.

4 (Optional) Enter patient information. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

5 Scan. See "Scanning" on page 88.

Accessories and peripherals
The system supports variousaccessories and peripherals. See "Compatible accessories and peripherals" on page 281.
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Preparing the system

Turning on the system
WARNING Verify that the hospital supply voltage corresponds to the power supply voltage range.

WARNING Plug the system only into a grounded hospital-grade outlet.

WARNING Use only power cordsprovided byFUJIFILMSonoSite with the system.

Caution Do not use the system if an error message appears on the clinicalmonitor. Note the error code
and turn off the system. Call FUJIFILMSonoSite or your local representative.

Caution When using AC power, position the system to allow easyaccess to disconnect it.

To turn on the system

The system can be powered by the internal battery or byAC power.

1 If you are operating the system using AC power, connect the AC power cord to the stand, and then con-
nect the AC power cord to a hospital-grade outlet.

2 Press the power button.
The power button turnsgreen when the system is ready for scanning.

If the system doesnot maintain expected battery charge, or if the battery icon on the clinicalmonitor doesnot dis-
play the battery charge status, disconnect and reconnect the system to AC power.

Connect the system to AC power tomaintain battery charge, especially if the systemwill not be used for several
days.

To connect the system to AC power (battery charge maintenance)

1 Turn off the system.

2 Disconnect the system fromAC power.

3 Check the battery switches; ensure that all three switchesare depressed to theʘ symbol, which is the
ON position.

Note The systemwill not charge andmaintain the batteries if the battery switchesare
depressed to the ·O symbol, which is the OFF position.

4 Reconnect the system to AC power.
The battery charge indicator at the base of the stand blinksgreen, and the battery icon on the clinical
monitor displays the battery charging state.

To turn off the system

Note If the system appears unresponsive, wait severalminutesbefore restarting it. Restarting the
systemwhile it is performing data-intensive background activities, such as transferring patient
files, can result in lossof patient data. To power down an unresponsive system, pressand hold
the power button until the system shuts down. This proceduremay take 5 secondsor longer.

Press the power button.

Preparing the system 7



Adjusting the height and angle
WARNING Lock the wheelswhenever the system is unattended or stationary.

WARNING To avoid possible injury from an unexpected clinicalmonitor collapse during system transport, collapse the
clinicalmonitor before system transport (see "To collapse the clinicalmonitor" below).

To raise or lower the platform

While pressing down the height-adjustment pedal, grasp both sidesof the platform and push down or pull up to
the desired height.

To lock a wheel

Pressdown the lever on the wheel.

To unlock the wheel, pressup on the bottom of the lever.

To adjust the clinical monitor angle

Grasping the clinicalmonitor on both sides, tilt or rotate it.

To adjust the touch-panel angle

Grasping the sidesof the touch panel, pull it forward or push it backward to the desired angle.

To collapse the clinical monitor

Always collapse the clinicalmonitor before system transport.

1. Adjust the touch panel angle to the lowest position.

2. Grasping the clinicalmonitor on both sides, align it squarely above the touch panel.

3. Fold the clinicalmonitor downward over the touch panel.

Figure 2-3Clinicalmonitor collapsed for system transport
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USB devices
You can use the USBports on the system for connecting devices such asa USBprinter or a USBmemory stick.
(For a list of supported devices, see "Compatible accessories and peripherals" on page 281.

One of the USBports at the backof the system is for DVR recording only. See "Ports" on page 21 and "DVR
recording" on page 173.

USB memory sticks

You can use a USBmemory stick to export patient exams, import and export logsand setup configurations, and
to import custom obstetric calculation tables.

Note The system doesnot support password-protected USBmemory sticks. Make sure that the
USBmemory stick you use doesnot have password protection enabled.

Caution To avoid damaging the USBmemory stick and losing patient data from it, observe the following:

Do not remove the USBmemory stick or turn off the ultrasound systemwhile the sys-
tem is exporting.

Do not bump or otherwise apply pressure to the USBmemory stickwhile it is in a USB
port on the ultrasound system. The connector could break.

Caution If the USB icon doesnot appear in the system statusarea on the clinicalmonitor, the

USBmemory stickmaybe defective or password-protected. Replace the USBmemory stick.

To connect a USB memory stick for importing or exporting

Insert the USBmemory stick into a USBport (see "About the system" on page 5).

The USBmemory stick is readywhen the USB icon appears onscreen.

To view information about the device, see "USB settings" on page 77.

To disconnect a USB memory stick

Disconnecting the USBmemory stickwhile the system is exporting to it may cause the exported files to be cor-
rupted or incomplete.

1 If exporting, wait at least five secondsafter the USBanimation icon stops.

2 Remove the USBmemory stick from the port.

Preparing the system 9



General interaction

Clinical monitor
WARNING FUJIFILMSonoSite recommendsagainst using amonitor other than the clinicalmonitor

provided byFUJIFILMSonoSite. Using a different monitor may result in image distortion
and degradation of image quality.

The clinicalmonitor displays the ultrasound image aswell as details about the exam and system status.

Figure 2-4Clinicalmonitor layout

Legend:

1. Patient header

2. Measurement and calculation area

3. Selected transducer, exam type, andMI and TI values

4. Imagingmode or modes, controls selected

5. System statusarea

6. Depth scale
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7. Ultrasound image

8. Orientationmarker

Touch panel
The touch panel iswhere you adjust settings; select the exam type, transducer, and imagingmode; enter
patient information; andmore. As you adjust the image settingsor controls, the results appear on the clinical
monitor.When an image is frozen, the touch panel displaysan outline of the image.

You interact with the touch panel the same aswith manyother touchscreen devices:

Swipe: Move your finger quickly across the panel. Faster than dragging.

Drag: Move one or two fingers across the panel, usually to move an object from one location to
another.

Tap: Quickly touch the panel once; for example, to activate a control.

Double-tap: Quickly touch the panel twice with one or more fingers.

Pinch or spread: Slide two fingers together or apart on the panel.

Use these gestures to perform these actions:

Gesture Action
Swipe Steer D-line (linear transducers only)

Steer color box (linear transducers only)
Scroll through pages in forms, such as the patient form, worksheets, and thumbnails in Review
Select previousor next images in full-screen Review

Drag Adjust depth or gain
Move color or zoom box
Move calipers
Move D-line or M-line
Move Doppler baseline
With two or more fingers, drag anywhere on the touch panel to move or resize the active object,
such as the Color boxor the Doppler gate.
Move depthmarker in biopsyguide
Change the D-line angle selection
Move labels, pictograms, and transducer marker
Move through frames in the cine buffer
Move controls to the Controls bar
Pan a frozen zoomed 2D image (panning is disabled if measurements or labels exist on the frozen
zoomed image)
Unfreeze a frozen image bydragging theSlide to Unfreeze slider

Tap Freeze
Adjust depth
Select calipers
Select image in dual

General interaction 11



Gesture Action
Select mode in split screen (2D, D-line, or Doppler trace)

Double-tapWith two or more fingers, double-tap to freeze or unfreeze
Double-tap with one finger in the zoom box to zoom
Double-tap with one finger on a live zoomed image to unzoom

Pinch or
spread

Sample volume size

Resize color or zoom box

Onscreen keyboard

You can enter text into text boxes (for example, on the patient form) using the onscreen keyboard.

To enter text using the onscreen keyboard

1 Tap a text box (for example, in the patient form).
The onscreen keyboard appears.

2 Tap keysasneeded.

Figure 2-5Onscreen keyboard

Legend:

1. Alpha keys: Tap and hold the alpha keys to reveal options for selecting accented versionsof the characters

2. Shift key: Changesalphabet keys to uppercase and international characters

3. Jumps to previous text box

4. Advances to next text box

5. Spacebar
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6. Displays keys for numbers, symbols, and special characters

Note To display international characters on the keyboard, tap , and then tap the

Shift key.

7. Closes the keyboard

8. Starts a new line or advances to next text box

9. Deletes character on left side of pointer

Preparing transducers
WARNING Some transducer sheaths contain natural rubber latex and talc, which can cause allergic reac-

tions in some individuals. FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends that you identify your latex and talc-
sensitive patients and be prepared to treat allergic reactionspromptly.

WARNING Some gels and sterilants can cause an allergic reaction on some individuals.

Caution To avoid damage to the transducer, use only gels recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite.
Using other gels can damage the transducer and void the warranty. If you have questions
about gel compatibility, contact FUJIFILMSonoSite or your local representative.

Caution Clean transducers after each use. See "Cleaning and disinfecting " on page 255.

Connecting transducers
This section provides instructions to connect a transducer, with or without the Triple Transducer Connect
(TTC), aswell as instructions to remove a transducer.

To connect a transducer to the TTC

The TTC is a three-transducer module that lets you simultaneously connect up to three transducers to the ultra-
sound system. The TTC is standard with the system.

Preparing transducers 13



1 Pull the transducer latch handle up, and rotate it clockwise.

2 Insert the transducer connector into one of the three TTC connector ports on the bottom of the TTC.

3 Make sure that the connector is firmly seated, and then turn the latch handle counterclockwise.
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4 Press the latch handle up, securing the transducer connector to the TTC.

To connect a transducer to the system (without a TTC)

If the TTCis not installed on your system, you can connect one transducer directly to the system.

1 Pull the transducer latch up, and rotate it clockwise.

2 Insert the transducer connector into the transducer port underneath the stand platform.

Preparing transducers 15



3 Make sure that the connector is firmly seated, and then turn the latch handle counterclockwise.

4 Press the latch up, securing the transducer connector to the system.

To remove a transducer

Caution To avoid equipment damage that could lead to image quality degradation, do not disconnect a transducer
while it is in use. Either freeze the image or switch to another transducer before disconnecting.

1 Pull the transducer latch up, and rotate it clockwise.

2 Pull the transducer connector away from the system.

Selecting a transducer and exam type
WARNING To prevent misdiagnosis or harm to the patient, use the correct transducer for the application. The dia-

gnostic capability differs for each transducer, exam type, and imagingmode. Transducers are developed
to specific criteria depending on their physical application. These criteria include biocompatibility require-
ments. Understand the system's capabilities prior to use.
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Before scanning, select a transducer and exam type.

To select a transducer and exam type

1 Do one of the following:

On the start select screen, tapSELECT if present. (To set up the start select screen, see
"User profile settings" on page 71.)

Tap TRANSDUCERS & EXAMS at the top of the touch panel.

TRANSDUCERS & EXAMS

Cards for the available transducers appear (see "Connecting transducers" on page 13).

2 On the card for the appropriate transducer, do one of the following:

Double-tap the exam type.

Tap the exam type, and then tapSCAN, or tapCancel to cancel.

Scrolling the list of exam typesdisplaysanyhidden items.

You can also select the exam type on the patient form. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

Transducer
Exam
type

Imaging mode

2D
M Mode CPD Color

PW
Doppler*

CW
Doppler

C60xp Abdomen —

Gynecology —

Musculoskeletal —

Nerve —

Obstetrics —

Table 2-1 Imagingmodesand exam typeson transducers
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Transducer
Exam
type

Imaging mode

2D
M Mode CPD Color

PW
Doppler*

CW
Doppler

HFL38xp Arterial —

Breast —

Musculoskeletal —

Nerve —

Small Parts —

Venous —

HFL50xp Breast —

Musculoskeletal —

Nerve —

Small Parts —

Table 2-1 Imagingmodesand exam typeson transducers (continued)
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Transducer
Exam
type

Imaging mode

2D
M Mode CPD Color

PW
Doppler*

CW
Doppler

HSL25xp Arterial —

Breast —

Musculoskeletal —

Nerve —

Small Parts —

Venous —

ICTxp Gynecology —

Obstetrics —

L25xp Musculoskeletal —

Nerve —

Superficial —

Arterial —

Venous —

Ophthalmic —

Lung —

Table 2-1 Imagingmodesand exam typeson transducers (continued)
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Transducer
Exam
type

Imaging mode

2D
M Mode CPD Color

PW
Doppler*

CW
Doppler

L38xp Nerve —

Small Parts —

Arterial —

Venous —

Lung —

P21xp Abdomen —

Cardiac —**

Lung —

Obstetrics —

* For the cardiac exam type, PW TDI is also available.
**The system uses Variance Color Doppler instead of CPD for the cardiac exam type on the P21xp transducer.

Table 2-1 Imagingmodesand exam typeson transducers (continued)

Related topics
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Gel
Use acoustic coupling gel on the transducer during exams. Althoughmost gels provide suitable acoustic coupling, some
gels are incompatible with some transducer materials. FUJIFILMSonoSite recommendsAquasonic gel and providesa
sample with the system.

For general use, apply a liberal amount of gel between the transducer and the body. For interventional use, apply a trans-
ducer sheath.
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Sheaths
WARNING Usemarket-cleared, sterile transducer sheathsand sterile coupling gel for transrectal, trans-

vaginal, or guided-needle procedures. Do not apply the transducer sheath and coupling gel
until you are ready to perform the procedure. After use, remove and discard the single-use
sheath, and clean and disinfect the transducer using a FUJIFILMSonoSite-recommended
high-level disinfectant.

To apply a transducer sheath

1 Place gel inside the sheath. Make sure that the gel is at the end of the sheath.

2 Insert the transducer into the sheath.

3 Pull the sheath over the transducer and cable until the sheath is fully extended.

4 Secure the sheath using the bands supplied with the sheath.

5 Check for and eliminate air bubblesbetween the face of the transducer and the sheath.
Air bubblesbetween the face of the transducer and the sheathmayaffect the ultrasound image.

6 Inspect the sheath to ensure that there are no holesor tears.

Ports
The system providesports for USB, digital video-in, audio-in, DVR, E-SATA (unsupported), and Ethernet.

Figure 2-6Ports on the dock

1. USB2. Digital video-in 3. Audio in 4. MicroSD - DVR software upgrade 5. USB storage - DVR 6.E-SATA
(unsupported) 7. USB8. Ethernet

Battery charge indicator
WARNING Connect the system to AC power when the battery charge is low.

Periodically check tomake sure that the battery charges fully. If the battery fails to charge fully,

Ports 21



contact FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport (see "FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport"
on page 3).

Caution Use onlyFUJIFILMSonoSite batterieswith the system.

The battery charge indicator on the base of the stand blinkswhile the battery is charging. The battery charging indicator is
steadywhen the battery is fully charged. Icons in the connectivity statusarea on the clinicalmonitor show the power and
battery status:

The battery is partially charged. The length of the blue bar indicates the level of battery charge. If Beep Alert is
on (see "Audio settings" on page 34), the system beepswhen the battery charge is below 14%.

The system is on AC power only, either because the batteries are switched off or because no batteries are
installed.

The system is on AC power, and the battery is charged. The length of the blue bar indicates the level of the bat-
tery charge.

Transporting the system
If you need to transport the system,make sure to observe the following:

Collapse the clinicalmonitor. See "To collapse the clinicalmonitor" on page 8.

To wheel the system, push forward on the bar on the platform instead of pushing downward on the bar or push-
ing the clinicalmonitor.

Caution Make sure to turn the battery switchesoff before transporting the system for shipping: Open the battery
compartment door located at the base of the stand and depressall three battery switches to the ·O sym-
bol, which is the OFF position.
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Figure 2-7Battery switches in off positions

Visual Guide videos
The VisualGuide library contains animated 3D videos that describe scanning techniques, terminology, and
more. Scanning is active while a video plays, so you can practice scanning techniques in conjunction with the
visual guides.
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Figure 2-8AVisualGuide video

Note SomeVisualGuide videosmaydisplay incorrect representationsof the X-Porte user inter-
face due to using different versionsof the software.

To play a Visual Guide video

1 Display the VisualGuide screen bydoing one of the following:

Tap LEARN on the startup screen.

In the upper right corner of the touch panel, tap LEARN, or tapMORE and then tap LEARN, depending
on your setup.

To specify the location of this command, see "Presets settings" on page 66.

2 At the top of the VisualGuide screen, tap a category (for example,Basics).
The current selection is highlighted.

3 Tap a video selection in one of the cards that appear.

4 Tap the left and right controls to show additional cards.

The video player starts. Tap to play your selection.
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5 Do anyof the following:

Restart or pause the video using the controls at the bottom of the player.

Tap the volume control to mute the audio. (Tap again to unmute.)

Drag the volume slider to adjust the volume.

TapHide to hide the player. (You can tap LEARN to show the player again.)

Tap another video in the list to play it.

Tap LEARN to return to the VisualGuide screen.

Intended uses
The system is used with a transducer attached and is powered either bybattery or byAC electrical power. The
clinician is positioned beside the patient and places the transducer onto the patient’s bodywhere needed to
obtain the desired ultrasound image.

The system transmits ultrasound energy into the patient's body to obtain ultrasound imagesas listed below.

For the intended transducer and imagingmodes for each exam type, see "Selecting a transducer and exam
type" on page 16.

Abdominal imaging applicationsYou can assess the liver, kidneys, pancreas, spleen, gallbladder, bile
ducts, transplanted organs, abdominal vessels, and surrounding anatomical structures for the presence or
absence of pathology transabdominally. You can evaluate and perform interventional abdominal procedures
and evaluate blood flow in abdominal organs.

Arterial and venous imaging applicationsYou can assess the carotid arteries, deep veins, and arteries in
the armsand legs, superficial veins in the armsand legs, great vessels in the abdomen, and various small ves-
sels feeding organs for the presence or absence of pathology.

Cardiac imaging applicationsYou can assess the cardiac valves, the great vessels, heart size, cardiac func-
tion, hemodynamicassessment, and surrounding anatomical structures for the presence or absence of patho-
logy.

You can use the ECGoption to display the patient's heart rate. (ECG is available only on the cardiac exam type.)

WARNING To prevent misdiagnosis, do not use the ECG trace to diagnose cardiac rhythms. The
FUJIFILMSonoSite ECGoption is a non-diagnostic feature.

Gynecology and infertility imaging applicationsYou can assess the uterus, ovaries, adnexa, and sur-
rounding anatomical structures for the presence or absence of pathology transabdominally or transvaginally.
You can assessblood flow in pelvic organs transabdominally and transvaginally.
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Interventional department imaging applicationsYou can use the system for ultrasound guidance in biopsyand drain-
age procedures, vascular line placement, peripheral nerve blocks, amniocentesis and other obstetrical procedures.

Obstetrical imaging applicationsYou can assess the fetal anatomy, viability, estimated fetalweight, fetal heart rate,
fetal position, gestational age, amniotic fluid, and surrounding anatomical structures for the presence or absence of patho-
logy transabdominally or transvaginally.

You can evaluate the blood flow of the fetus, placenta, umbilical cord, and surroundingmaternal structures.

Color Power Doppler (CPD) and Color VelocityDoppler (CVD) imaging tools are intended to evaluate the blood flow of
the fetus, placenta, umbilical cord, and surroundingmaternal structures in all cases, including high-risk pregnancies. High-
risk pregnancy indications include, but are not limited to, multiple pregnancies, fetal hydrops, placental abnormalities,
maternal hypertension, diabetes, and lupus. CPD and Color imaging tools are not intended asa solemeansof diagnosis
nor asa solemethod of high-risk pregnancy screening.

WARNING CPD or Color images can be used asan adjunctivemethod, not asa screening tool, for the detection of
structural anomalies of the fetal heart and asan adjunctivemethod, not asa screening tool, for the dia-
gnosis of Intrauterine Growth Retardation (IUGR).

WARNING To prevent injury or misdiagnosis, do not use this system for PercutaneousUmbilicalBlood Sampling
(PUBS) or in vitro Fertilization (IVF). The system hasnot been validated to be proven effective for these
two uses.

Small parts, breast, musculoskeletal, nerve, superficial, and lung imaging applicationsYou can assess the
breast, thyroid, testicle, lymph nodes, hernias, musculoskeletal structures, soft tissue structures, ophthalmic structures,
and surrounding anatomical structures for the presence or absence of pathology. You can detect normal lungmotion for
the presence or absence of pathology. You can demonstrate blood flow in superficial anatomical structures.

You can use the system for ultrasound guidance in biopsyand drainage procedures, vascular line placement, and peri-
pheral nerve blocks.

WARNING To avoid injury to the patient, use only anOphthalmic exam type when performing imaging through the
eye. The FDAhasestablished lower acoustic energy limits for ophthalmic use. The systemwill not exceed
these limits only if the Ophthalmic exam type is selected.

Contraindications
The X-Porte ultrasound system hasno known contraindications.
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Setting up the system
SystemSettings iswhere you customize the system and set preferences.

Note Not all system settingsare available if you log in to the system
asa guest (see "Logging in" on page 34).

Note Reset functionsare provided on some system settingspages.
For example, you can reset theMore Controlswindow for
your user profile to the factory default. For more information
about user profile settings, see "User profile settings" on
page 71.

To display a settings page

TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

Tapping a settingspage in the list displays its settingson the right
side. The active selection is highlighted.

Administration

Audio

Calculations

CDA Report



Connectivity

Date and Time

Display Information

Network Status

Power and Battery

Presets

System Information

USB

Logs

Administration settings
On the Administration settingspage, you can configure the system to require users to log in and enter passwords.
Required login helpsprotect patient information. You can also add and delete users and change passwords.
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To display the Administration Login settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapAdministration in the list on the left.

Administration

About security settings
WARNING Healthcare providerswhomaintain or transmit health information are required by the Health

Insurance Portability and AccountabilityAct (HIPAA) of 1996 and the European Union Data
Protection Directive (95/46/EC) to implement appropriate procedures: to ensure the integrity
and confidentiality of information and to protect against any reasonably anticipated threats or
hazards to the security or integrity of the information or unauthorized usesor disclosuresof the
information.

The Administration settingspage includes security settings that help you tomeet the applicable security require-
ments listed in the HIPAA standard. Users are ultimately responsible for ensuring the security and protection of
all electronic protected health information collected, stored, reviewed, and transmitted on the system.

Managing the Administrator account
To log in as Administrator

The default Administrator login name isAdministrator. If you don't have the administrator password, contact
FUJIFILMSonoSite. (See "Getting help" on page 3.)

Anyuser with administrative privileges can log in asan administrator.

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, type the login name of a user with administrative privileges
in theName text box.

2 Type the password for the login name in thePassword text box.

3 Tap Login.

Login
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To log out as Administrator

Do one of the following:

Tap anyother settingspage.

Turn off or restart the system.

To change the administrator password

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 Under User List, tapAdministrator.

3 Type the new password in thePassword text boxand in theConfirm text box.
To ensure security, choose a password that contains uppercase characters (A-Z), lowercase characters (a-z),
and numbers (0-9). Passwordsare case-sensitive.

4 TapSave.

Save

Protecting patient information
To require user login

You can set the system to require a user name and password at startup. If you require user login, you also need to set up
user accounts. (See "Adding andmanaging user accounts" on the facing page.)

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 SelectOn from theUser Login list.

3 TapDone.

Done
To hide patient information

You can choose not to display the patient name and ID number on the clinicalmonitor and to remove it from exported
imagesand video clips.

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 TapAdministrator in theUser List.
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3 SelectDisable Patient Header.

4 TapSave.

Save

To disable export and recording of patient data

You can prevent users from exporting patient data to USB memory sticks and from recording video displayed on
the clinicalmonitor to a USBmemory stick inserted in the DVR (see "DVR recording" on page 173).

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 TapAdministrator in theUser List.

3 SelectDisable USB Export.

4 TapSave.

Save

Adding andmanaging user accounts
You can add up to 20 user accounts (including the default Administrator account).

To add a new user

Note Once you add a new user, you cannot edit the user’s name.

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 TapNew.

New

3 Under User Information, fill in theName,Password, andConfirm text boxes.
To ensure security, choose a password that contains uppercase characters (A-Z), lowercase char-
acters (a-z), and numbers (0-9). Passwordsare case-sensitive.

4 (Optional) In theUser box, type the user's name. This information appears bydefault in theUser field
in the patient form and on the clinicalmonitor.
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5 (Optional) SelectAdministration Access to allow access to all administration privileges.

6 TapSave.

Save

7 TapDone.

Done
To modify a user

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 Under User List, select the user.

3 Make changes to theName,User, or Administration Access entries.

4 TapSave.

Save

5 TapDone.

Done
To change a user password

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 Under User List, select the user.

3 Type the new password in thePassword andConfirm text boxes.

4 TapSave.

Save
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5 TapDone.

Done 
To allow users to change their password

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 Under User List, tapAdministrator.

3 SelectPassword Changes.

4 TapSave.

Save

5 TapDone.

Done
To delete a user

1 On the Administration Login settingspage, log in asa user with administrative privileges.

2 Select the user under User List.

3 Tap .

4 TapYes.

5 TapDone.

Done
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Logging in
If user login is required, the user login screen appearswhen you turn on the system. (See "To require user login" on
page 30.)

To log in as a user

1 Turn on the system.

2 In the login screen, type your user name and password, and then tapOK.

To log in as guest

Guests can scan, save imagesand clips, view worksheets, and accessHelp and VisualGuide videos. Guests cannot
accesspatient information or system settings (exceptMonitor Brightness and Touch Panel Brightness).

When you log in asa guest, the system alwaysdisplays the 2D imaging screen, nomatter which startupmode is specified
in User Profile settings (see "User profile settings" on page 71).

1 Turn on the system.

2 In the login screen, tapGuest.

To change your password

You can change your password only if the administrator hasenabled password changes. See "To allow users to change
their password" on the previouspage.

1 Turn on the system.

2 In the login screen, tapChange Password.

3 Type your old and new passwords, confirm the new password, and then tapChange.

Audio settings
On the Audio settingspage, you can specify sound settingsand adjust the volume for beepsand clicks.

To display the Audio settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapAudio in the list on the left.

Audio
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To specify sound settings

On the Audio settingspage, do either or both of the following:

SelectButton Clicks for keys to clickwhen tapped.

SelectBeep Alert for the system to play sounds.

To adjust the volume for beeps and clicks

On the Audio settingspage, drag theBeeps and Clicks Volume slider. Tomute the volume for

Beepsand Clicks, tap . To restore volume, tap .

Related topics

Saving imagesand video clips 169
Setting up the system 27

Calculations settings
On the Calculations settingspage, you can specifymeasurement names that appear in the Tissue Doppler Ima-
ging (TDI) calculations list and in the reports for cardiac exams.

You can select authors for obstetrics calculation tablesand import custom obstetrics calculation tables.

You can also set up obstetrics custommeasurements that appear in the obstetrics calculations lists and in
the report for obstetrics exams.

To display the Calculations settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapCalculations in the list on the left.

Calculations

Cardiac calculations settings
To specify cardiac measurement names

1 On the Calculations settingspage, tapCardiac.

Cardiac
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2 Under TDI Walls, select a name for each wall.

3 TapDone.

Done

Obstetrics calculations settings

Specifying gestational age and growth analysis

To specify gestational age and growth analysis

1 On the Calculations settingspage, tapOB.

OB

2 Select the desired authors (or selectNone) in themeasurement lists underGestational Age andGrowth Ana-
lysis.
Selecting a gestational age author places the associatedmeasurement in the calculations list.

3 To reset the authors for theGestational Age andGrowth Analysismeasurement lists to the factory default,
tapReset.

Reset

Creating custom obstetrics measurements

You can create up to five custommeasurements that appear in the obstetrics calculations lists, in the list of custommeas-
urements in Calculations settings, and in the obstetric report.

You can create custommeasurements on the system or in the X-Porte OB Custom Table Editor, a Microsoft Excel file avail-
able at www.sonosite.com. You can associate table data with a custommeasurement only if you create themeasurement
in the OB Custom Table Editor.

WARNING When you create, remove, or import a custom obstetricmeasurement, the system clears all savedmeas-
urements and calculations for the current patient.
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To create custom obstetrics measurements on the system

1 End the current exam.

2 On the Calculations settingspage, tapOB.

OB

3 In theOB Custom Measurements area, tap Add New.

4 In theName box, type a unique name.

5 In the Type list, select the desiredmeasurement type.

6 TapSave.

Save

To create custom obstetrics measurements in the OB Custom Table Editor

Before you use theOB Custom Table Editor, make sure that your systemmeets theminimum requirements for
the editor and specify the language for the editor (see "Setting up custom obstetric tables" on the next page).

Note The language of the OB Custom Table Editor must match the language of the X-Porte system
onwhich you import themeasurements.

1 On theSetup-First tab of the OB Custom Table Editor, click the Age-User Table to which you want to
add ameasurement.

2 In theMeasurement Name cell, type a unique name of up to six characters.
Note If you create a custommeasurement with a name that matches the name of a custom

measurement alreadyon the system, the system overwrites the custommeasurement
on the systemwith the new custommeasurement when you import it.

3 In theMeasurement Type cell, select the desiredmeasurement type.

4 Enter table data.
Once you've created custommeasurements in the custom table editor, you can export the editor to a
USBmemory stick and then import the custommeasurements from the editor onto the system (see
"Exporting and importing custom obstetric tables andmeasurements" on page 39).

To delete a custom obstetric measurement

1 End the current exam.

2 On the Calculations setup page, tapOB.

OB
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3 In theOB Custom Measurements area, tap next to themeasurement you want to delete.

4 TapYes to confirm the deletion.
Themeasurement and its associated table is removed from the system.

Viewing obstetric calculation tables

You can view obstetric calculation tableson the system, including tables you've imported using theOBCustom Table
Editor.

You cannot modify or delete default (system-defined) obstetric calculation tables.

To view obstetric calculations tables

1 On the Calculations setup page, tap Tables.

Tables...

2 Select the desired table type andmeasurement/author.

Setting up custom obstetric tables

You can use the X-Porte OBCustom Table Editor, a Microsoft Excel file available at www.sonosite.com, to set up custom
obstetric gestational age and growth analysis tables.

After you enter custom tables in the editor, you export the tables to a USBmemory stick and then import the tablesonto the
X-Porte system. (See "Exporting and importing custom obstetric tables andmeasurements" on the facing page.)

Before you use the X-Porte OB Custom Table Editor, make sure that your computer meets the followingminimum require-
ments:

Windows

WindowsVista, 32-bit or 64-bit, or later

Microsoft Excel 2007 or later, configured to enable allmacrosand to trust access to the VBAproject object model
(see ExcelHelp for instructions).

Mac OS

MacOS X 10.5 (Leopard) or later

Microsoft Excel 2011 or later
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To specify the language of the OB Custom Table Editor

On theSetup-First tab in the editor, select a language from thePlease Specify Language list.
The language selectedmust match the language of the X-Porte system onwhich you import the tables.

To set up custom obstetric tables in the OB Custom Table Editor

You can set up custom tablesof up to 120 entries (age tables) or 210 entries (growth tables).

Youmust enable allmacros in Excelwhen you use theOBCustom Table Editor inWindows.

When you are finished using theOBCustom Table Editor, you can revert themacro settings in Excel if desired.
For instructions, see ExcelHelp.

Entries in the table editor cannot be negative and cannot contain slashes, asterisks, brackets, commas, or semi-
colons.

WARNING Prior to use, verify that custom table data entries are correct. The system doesnot confirm the
accuracyof the custom table data that you enter.

1 Open the editor in Excel.

2 (MacOS only) ClickEnable Macros.

3 On theSetup-First tab, click the Growth or Age table that you want to edit.

4 Enter a unique namewith amaximum of 24 characters in theAuthor field. You cannot use author
names that occur in system-definedOB calculation tables.

5 Do one of the following:

(Growth tables) Enter values in theWeeks,Min,Mid, andMax fields.
Values in theWeeks columnmust increase.

(Age tables) Enter values in theValue,Age (weeks),Age (days),Range (weeks), and
Range (days) fields.
Values in theValue column and the totals of the values in theAge (weeks) andAge (days)
columnsmust increase.

6 Agraphical representation of the values you enter appears to the right of the cells in each tab.

7 Save the data.

Exporting and importing custom obstetric tables and measurements

To export custom obstetric tables and measurements from the OB Custom Table Editor

When you export custom tables from the editor, all content from all tabs, including custommeasurements, is
included in the exported CSV file.

1 Insert a USBmemory stick into your computer.

2 ClickExport on any tab in the editor.
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3 In thePlease Select the Export File Folderwindow, navigate to the USBmemory stick and clickOK. You can-
not change the file name of the exported file.

Note Do not modify the exported CSV file. The systemwill not import data from the CSV file if the file
hasbeenmodified.

To import custom obstetric tables and measurements

On import, the system updates the custom tablesand custommeasurements.

WARNING When you import custom obstetric tables andmeasurements, the system replacesexisting tableswith
tables from theOBCustom Table Editor.

WARNING When you create, remove, or import a custom obstetricmeasurement, the system clears all savedmeas-
urements and calculations for the current patient.

WARNING Prior to use, verify that custom table data entries are correct. The system doesnot confirm the accuracyof
the custom table data entered by the user.

1 End the current exam.

2 Insert the USBmemory stick that contains the exported CSV file into a USB port on the side of the system.

3 On the Calculations settingspage, tap Tables.

Tables...

4 Tap Import.

Import

5 Select the USBmemory stick that contains the CSV file, and then tap Import.

Import

The system restarts.

Deleting custom obstetric tables

You cannot delete system-defined obstetric tables.
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1 On the Calculations settingspage, tap Tables.

2 SelectGestational Age orGrowth Analysis, and then select theMeasurement andAuthor for the
table you want to delete.

3 TapDelete.

CDA Report settings
When you select Include CDA on the DICOMArchivers configuration page, the ultrasound system archives
the patient report in DICOMEncapsulated CDA (ClinicalDocument Architecture) format using the profile you
specify on the CDAReport settingspage.

SomeCDA report settingsappear in the patient report (see "Displaying reports and worksheets after the exam
hasended" on page 225). For example, theCustodian/Provider Organization Name appears in the
report's banner.

You can configure up to four CDAprofiles on the system.

To display the CDA Report settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapCDA Report in the list on the left.

CDAReport

To configure a CDA profile

Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

1 On the CDAReport settingspage, tapConfig.

Config
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2 On the CDAReport page, tapNew.

New

3 To change the profile name, type a new profile name in theSystem/Author ID box. Each profile namemust be
unique.

4 Complete the fields in theCustodian/Provider Organization andAuthor/Authenticator Organization sec-
tions.

5 To enter information about the authenticator, select Include? in theAuthenticator section and complete the
fields in theAuthenticator section.

6 TapSave.

Save

To specify a CDA profile

On the CDAReport settingspage, select a profile from theActive Configuration list.

To delete a CDA profile

1 On the CDAReport settingspage, tapConfig.

Config

2 Select the CDAprofile you want to delete in theCDA List, and tapDelete.

Delete

Related topics

DICOM 46
Setting up the system 27
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Connectivity settings
On the Connectivity settingspage, you specify the system location, and specify options for alertswhen internal
storage is full. You can also import and export connectivity settings.

You can alsomanage wireless certificatesand specify settings for DICOM, which is an optional feature. See
"DICOM" on page 46.

To display the Connectivity settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity in the list on the left.

Connectivity

To specify the system location

The location you specify in Connectivity settings represents the active location of the system.

On the Connectivity settingspage, select a location from the Location list.

To receive storage alerts

On the Connectivity settingspage, select Internal Storage Capacity Alert.
The system displaysamessage if internal storage is near capacitywhen you end an exam.

Related topics

Entering patient information 150
NetworkStatus settings 65
DICOM 46
Setting up the system 27

Importing and exporting connectivity settings
You can import and export all location and connectivity settings from and to another X-Porte system. These set-
tings include DICOM configuration data for locations, wireless settings, archivers, printers, storage commit serv-
ers, worklist servers, andMPPS servers.

The system doesnot import IP addressesor AE titleswhen you import configuration data from another system.

Caution To avoid losing data from or damaging the USB memory stick, do not remove the USB memory
stick or turn off the ultrasound systemwhile exporting. In addition, do not bump or apply pres-
sure to the USBmemory stickwhile it is connected to the system. The connector could break.
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To import connectivity settings

1 Connect the USB memory stick that contains the settings (see "To connect a USBmemory stick for importing or
exporting" on page 9).

2 On the Connectivity settingspage, tapDICOM Setup.

DICOM Setup

3 TapConfig.

Config

4 Tap Import.

Import

5 Select the USBmemory stick, and then tap Import.

Import

The system restarts. All configurationson the system are replaced with imported data.

To export connectivity settings

1 Connect a USB memory stick (see "To connect a USBmemory stick for importing or exporting" on page 9).

2 On the Connectivity settingspage, tapDICOM Setup.

DICOM Setup

3 TapConfig.

Config
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4 TapExport.

Export

5 Select the USBmemory stick, and then tapExport.

Export
All configurationson the USBmemory stick are replaced with exported data. Five secondsafter the
exporting completes, you can safely remove the USBmemory stick and use it to import the data onto
another X-Porte system.

Date and Time settings
WARNING To obtain accurate obstetrics calculations, an accurate date and time are critical. Verify that the

date and time are accurate before each use of the system.

To display the Date and Time settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapDate and Time in the list on the left.

Date and Time
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To set the date and time

On the Date and Time settingspage, do the following:

In theDate boxes, type the current year, month, and day.

In the Time boxes, type the current time in hours andminutes.

To obtain the system time from a time server, selectUse Time on Time Server and enter theServer
Address. These optionsare available only if the DICOM licensed feature is enabled on the system.

Note If you selectUse Time on Time Server, you cannot edit theDate and Time. If you
want to edit theDate and Time, deselectUse Time on Time Server first.

To specify that the system automatically adjusts for daylight savings time changes, selectDaylight Sav-
ings Time. This option is available only if you selectUse Time on Time Server.

Select your time zone from the Time Zone list.

Related topics

Setting up the system 27

DICOM
Using data in the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standard, the ultrasound system can do the
following:

Transfer patient exam data to an archiver, DICOM printer, or storage commitment server. See "Archiving and
exporting" on page 165.

Import patient data from aworklist. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

Export exam data asDICOMDIR files to a USB storage device. See "USB settings" on page 77.

DICOM isa licensed feature. The system conforms to the DICOM standard as specified in theX-Porte DICOMCon-
formance Statement, available at www.sonosite.com.

The X-Porte DICOMConformance Statement provides information about the purpose, characteristics, configuration,
and specificationsof the network connections supported by the system.

The system connects over a local area network (LAN) to the following:

Picture Archive and Communication Systems (PACS) archivers

Worklist servers

ModalityPerformed Procedure Step (MPPS) servers

DICOM printers

Storage commitment servers

The system can transfer to one or more devicesand connect to different networks, depending on how you configure it.
The DICOM log collects network errors and events, typically to support diagnostics (see "Logs" on page 63).
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Related topics

Logs 63
Entering patient information 150
Worksheets and reports 220
CDAReport settings 41
Archiving and exporting 165
NetworkStatus settings 65
Connectivity settings 43
Routing selections 74

Configuring the system for DICOM transfer
To configure the system for DICOM transfer, you do the following tasks (typically completed bya network admin-
istrator or PACSmanager):

1 Backup default DICOM configuration settings to a USB memory stick kept in a secure location. You can
revert to the default settings if necessary. See "Importing and exporting connectivity settings" on
page 43.

2 Connect to the network. See "Connecting to the network" below.

3 Complete the configuration pages for locationsand devices. See "DICOM configuration pages" on
page 50.

4 Associate deviceswith locations. See "Associating deviceswith locations" on page 59.

Connecting to the network
Before configuring the system for DICOM transfer, youmust connect to the network. You can connect byEth-
ernet or wirelessly.

If you connect byEthernet, the X-Porte ultrasound systemmust be connected to a standard Ethernet
10/100/1000 network.

To connect to the network by Ethernet

Devices connected to the system’sEthernet port must complywith the IEC 60601-1 or IEC 60950 standards.

Connect the Ethernet cable to the Ethernet port on the backof the dock (see "Ports" on page 21).
With the system on, the LAN link light (green LED) next to the Ethernet connector indicatesphysical con-
nection to the network.

To connect to the network wirelessly

Wireless connectivity is a licensed feature.
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1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity in the list on the left.

Connectivity

3 On the Connectivity setup page, tapDICOM Setup.

DICOM Setup

4 TapConfig.

Config

5 Tap Location.

6 TapNewand complete the fields on theDICOM Location configuration page. Required fields aremarked with
asterisks. See "DICOM configuration pages" on page 50.

New

7 SelectWireless on the Location configuration page.

8 TapWireless Configuration.

Wireless
Configuration

9 Complete the wireless connectivity fields. Required fields aremarked with asterisks.See "DICOM configuration
pages" on page 50.
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10 TapSave.

Save

Thewireless icon indicates the statusof the wireless connection (the number of white bars indic-
ates the strength of the connection).

(Optional) To import or delete wireless certificates

If your security scheme requires it, you can import wireless certificates. The system supports the following file
types: CER, PFX, and PVK.

Caution To avoid losing data from or damaging the USB memory stick, do not remove the USB memory
stick or turn off the ultrasound systemwhile exporting. In addition, do not bump or apply pres-
sure to the USBmemory stickwhile it is connected to the system. The connector could break.

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity in the list on the left.

Connectivity

3 On the Connectivity setup page, tapWireless Certificates.
A list of certificateson the system appears.
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4 Do one of the following:

Import certificates: Connect the USB memory stick that contains the certificates (see "To connect a USB
memory stick for importing or exporting" on page 9). Verify that the certificateson the system, plus those
on the USBmemory stick, do not exceed 20. Delete certificates if necessary. Then tap Import.

Import

Note Certificateson the USBmemory stick replace certificateson the system.

Delete certificates: Select the certificates to delete, and then tapDelete.

Delete

5 TapDone.

Done
6 Restart the system.

DICOM configuration pages
TheDICOM configuration pagesare as follows:

Location Configuration for network settings, including settings for a wirelessnetwork connection. Also specifieswhich
devices you want to associate with that network. For example, configure a location called “Office,” and then associate a
printer and archiver with it. You can configure up to eight locations. (See "Associating deviceswith locations" on page 59.)

ArchiveConfiguration for PACSarchivers, devices for storing patient exams (imagesand clips). Only one archiver per loc-
ation can receive in-progress image transfers. You can associate up to four archivers per location.

PrinterConfiguration for DICOM printers for printing images. You can associate up to two printers per location.

Storage Commit Configuration for storage commitment servers, devices that take responsibility for and provide receipt
of content sent by the ultrasound system.

Worklist Configuration for worklist servers, devices that contain scheduled patient procedure data. You can import the
data into the patient form (see "Entering patient information" on page 150).
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MPPSConfiguration for MPPS servers, devices that coordinate detailed information about the exam per-
formed. You can associate oneMPPS server per location.

To configure a new location or device

Note Changing the configuration can require a system restart.

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity in the list on the left.

Connectivity

3 On the Connectivity setup page, tapDICOM Setup.

4 TapConfig.

Config

5 From theDICOM list, select a configuration page.

6 TapNew.

New

7 Complete the configuration setup fields, and tapSave.

Save
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To delete a location or device

1 On the proper configuration page, select the name from the list of locationsor devices.

2 TapDelete.

Delete

3 TapYes to confirm the deletion.

4 TapDone.

Done

Configuration setup fields

Location

Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

Name
Unique network name for the ultrasound system. The default isSonoSite.

Alias
Name that identifies the network location of the ultrasound system.

AE Title
DICOMApplication Entity Title.

Port
Device port number. IP port 104 is typically assigned for DICOM.

DHCP
If desired, select to enable DynamicHost Configuration Protocol. The IPAddress, Subnet Mask, and Default Gateway
fields become unavailable.

IP Address
Unique identifier of the ultrasound system location. Cannot be between 127.0.0.0 and 127.0.0.8.

Subnet Mask
Identifies a network subdivision. The default value is 255.255.0.0.
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Default Gateway
IP addresswhere network connects to another network. Cannot be between 127.0.0.0 and 127.0.0.8.

Transfer Images
Specifywhen to transfer images: during or at end of exam.

JPEG Compression
Select High, Medium, or Low. A high compression hasa smaller file size but lessdetail. For best image quality,
select Low. See "Limitationsof JPEG format" on page 79.

Wireless
Select if configuring a wireless location.

The following fields are available for wirelessnetwork connections:

Profile Name
Name of the profile set for this location. For each wireless location, you can have up to 10 profiles.

Network Name (SSID)
NetworkNameService Set Identifier for the router.

Security Policy
Security type that authenticates the network:

Open No security.

WEP or Shared WEPThe following fields appear:

Encryption Encryption key type (64 bit or 128 bit)

Key indexWEPkey index1-4. Network location where a specific key is stored.

KeyWEPkeyvalue used to encrypt data.
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RADIUSRemote AccessDial-Up User Service -802.1xKeyExchange. The following fields appear:

Authentication TypeSelect one of the following:

EAP-TLSExtensible Authentication Protocol-Transport Layer Security. The following fields
appear:

User NameName of designated user.

Client CertificateSelect from the list of client certificates installed on the system.

Private KeyOne of a pair of keys (public and private) that is provided only to the
requestor and never shared.

Private Key Password Aunique combination of letters and symbols that allowsuser
access.

Certification AuthorityValidates the authentication server or certificate authority.
The list is populated bywireless certificates that you have imported. (See "(Optional) To
import or delete wireless certificates" on page 49.) Select the desired certificate from
the list.

EAP-PEAPV0

User NameName of designated user.

Password Aunique combination of letters and symbols that allowsuser access.

Certification AuthorityValidates the authentication server or certificate authority.
The list is populated bywireless certificates that you have imported. (See "(Optional) To
import or delete wireless certificates" on page 49.) Select the desired certificate from
the list.
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WPA or WPA2Wi-FiProtected Access. The following fields appear:

Authentication If you selectPERSONAL, thePassphrase field appears; enter theWPA
Shared Keyentry used in configuring the router.

Encryption Encryption protocol for the router.

Authentication TypeSelect one of the following:

EAP-TLSExtensible Authentication Protocol-Transport Layer Security. The following fields
appear: 

User NameName of designated user.

Client CertificateSelect from the list of client certificates installed on the system.

Private KeyOne of a pair of keys (public and private) that is provided only to the
requestor and never shared.

Private Key Password Aunique combination of letters and symbols that allowsuser
access.

Certification AuthorityValidates the authentication server or certificate authority.
The list is populated bywireless certificates that you have imported. (See "(Optional)
 To import or delete wireless certificates" on page 49.) Select the desired certificate
from the list.

EAP-PEAPv0Extensible Authentication Protocol-Protected Extensible Authentication Pro-
tocol. The following fields appear: 

User NameName of designated user

Password Aunique combination of letters and symbols that allowsuser access.

Certification AuthorityValidates the authentication server or certificate authority.
The list is populated bywireless certificates that you have imported. (See "(Optional)
 To import or delete wireless certificates" on page 49.) Select the desired certificate
from the list.

Archiver
Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

Name
Network host name for an archiver.

Alias
Personalized name for an archiver.

AE Title
Archiver DICOMApplication Entity Title.

Images
Defineshow imagesare sent to the archiver: RGB (uncompressed), Mono (uncompressed), or JPEG.
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Image Type
List of archiver image types, based on capturemode.

IP Address
Unique identifier for the archiver.

Port
Device port number. IP port 104 is typically assigned for DICOM.

Ping
Tap to determine whether the IP address is accessible. The system displaysOKor Failed.

Exclude Video Clips
If the checkbox is selected, only images (no video clips) are transferred. Available only if Image Type is set to Ultrasound.

Include CDA
Select this checkbox to send the CDA report to the archiver.

Include SR
Select this checkbox to send the Structured Report to the archiver.

Educational
Select this checkbox to associate the archiver with theEducational routing select. See "Routing selections" on page 74.

Printer
Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

Name
Network host name for a printer.

Alias
Personalized name for a printer.

IP Address
Unique identifier for the printer.

Port
Device port number. IP port 104 is typically assigned for DICOM.

AE Title
Printer DICOMApplication Entity Title.

Ping
Select to determine whether the IP address is accessible. The system displaysOKor Failed.

Model
List of Agfa, Codonics, and Kodakprinter models. If your model is not listed, choose a genericmodel at the end of the list.

Film Size
Film sizes supported by the printer.
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Film Type
Filmmedium supported by the printer.

Destination
Location film is placed after it is printed.

Format
Number of columnsand rows in the image printout.

Orientation
Film layout.

Settings
Defineshow imagesare sent to the printer, either asColor (RGB) or Monochrome images.

Copies
Number of copies to print for each image.

Priority
Importance of the print job.

Max
Maximum density of the black value (in hundredthsof optical density (OD)).

Min
Minimum density of the white value (in hundredthsof optical density (OD)).

Border
Density of the areas surrounding and between film images (in hundredthsof optical density (OD)) .

Empty
Empty image density (in hundredthsof optical density (OD)).

Magnification
Type of interpolation used during printing.

Configure
Printer-specific configuration value. If using generic printer settings, no configuration stringsare available.

Storage Commit
Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

Name
Unique network name for the Storage Commit server. Default isSonoSite.

Alias
Name that identifies the network location of the Storage Commit server.

AE Title
DICOMApplication Entity Title.
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IP Address
Unique identifier of the storage commitment server.

Port
Device port number. IP port 104 is typically assigned for DICOM.

Ping
Tap to determine whether the IP address is accessible. The system displaysOKor Failed.

Worklist
Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

Name
Network host name for a worklist server.

Alias
Personalized name for a worklist server.

AE Title
Application Entity Title.

Worklist
Today; Yesterday, today, tomorrow; All.

This Device Only
Restricts the query to patient procedures that are scheduled for the system based on itsAETitle.

Modality
US (Ultrasound) is the default procedure type.

IP Address
Unique identifier for the worklist server.

Port
Device port number. IP port 104 is typically assigned for DICOM.

Automatic Query
Turnsautomatic query on/off.

Occurs Every
In an automatic query, length of time between automatic updates.

Start Time
In an automatic query, start time for the automatic update (displayed in 24 hour time).

Ping
Tap to determine whether the IP address is accessible. The system displaysOKor Failed.

MPPS

Required fields aremarked with asterisks.
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Name
Network host name for theMPPS server.

Alias
Name that identifies the network location of theMPPS system.

AE Title
DICOMApplication Entity Title.

IP Address
Unique identifier of theMPPS server.

Port
Device port number. IP port 104 is typically assigned for DICOM.

Ping
Tap to determine whether the IP address is accessible. The system displaysOKor Failed.

Associating devices with locations
For each location, select which devices (archivers and printers) you want to receive the data that you transfer,
which archivers you want to designate asanMPPSor storage commitment server, and which worklist server
you want to receive data from. Once these selectionsare complete, select the location you want to use.

Note Changing the configuration requiresa system restart.

To associate devices with a location

The devicesmust be configured before you can associate them. See "To configure a new location or device" on
page 51.

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity in the list on the left.

Connectivity

3 On the Connectivity setup page, tapDICOM Setup.

4 In the Location list, select the location of the system.
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5 In the list of devices, select the checkboxnext to one or more archivers, printers, or worklist servers.
You can select amaximum of two printers, four archivers, and one worklist server for each location. Only one
archiver can be selected to receive in-progress transfers. Selected deviceshave a checkmark in the left-hand
column.

6 If you want to use theMPPS service, associate theMPPS server with the archiver:

a. Select the checkboxof theMPPS server that you want. (MPPS servers appear near the end of the list.)

b. Select the checkboxof the archiver.

c. Select the checkbox in the archiver'sMPPS column.

7 If you want to use the storage commitment service, associate the storage commitment server with the archiver:

a. Select the checkbox for the storage commitment server that you want. (Storage commitment servers
appear at the end of the list.)

b. Select the checkbox for the archiver.

c. Select the checkbox in the archiver'sSC column.

8 Complete anyadditional configuration tasks, and then tapDone.

Done
To disassociate devices with a location

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity in the list on the left.

Connectivity

3 On the Connectivity setup page, tapDICOM Setup.

4 In the Location list, select the location.

5 Do anyof the following:

To disassociate a printer, archiver, or worklist server, select its checkbox.

To disassociate anMPPS server from an archiver, select the checkbox for theMPPS server.

To disassociate a storage commitment server from an archiver, select the checkbox for the storage com-
mitment server.

To disassociate an archiver from all servers, deselect and then reselect its checkbox.
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6 TapDone.

Done
To verify the connection status of devices

1 On the Connectivity setup page, tapDICOM Setup.

2 Select the device you want to verify, and tapVerify to confirm that the associated devicesare con-
nected. (IfVerify is unavailable, check cable and wireless connections. Restart the system if you
changed configuration. If the problem continues, see your system administrator.)

Verify

The connection statusof the devicesappears in theStatus column:

Failed DICOM cannot communicate with the device.

SuccessDICOM can communicate with the device.

Unknown The device doesnot support the C-ECHO (for example, Verify query command).

Display Information settings
On the Display Information settingspage, you can specifywhich details appear on the clinicalmonitor during ima-
ging.

To display the Display Information settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapDisplay Information in the list on the left.

Display Information
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To specify details that appear on the clinical monitor

On the Display Information settingspage, select settings in the following sections:
Patient Header Information that appears in the patient header, including thePatient Name,Patient ID,
Department ID,User, Institution, andDate and Time.
Mode Data Imaging information for 2D,Doppler,Color, orM Mode.

Related topics

Setting up the system 27

Labels
You can customize predefined labels, create new labels, delete labels, and set the preference for clearing labelswhen
unfreezing images.

To manage predefined labels

Each exam type supports up to 35 predefined labels.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tap Labels.

Labels
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2 Tap an exam type and do anyof the following:

To customize a label, tap it and edit the text in the text boxat the top of the form. TapApply.

Apply
To create a new label, tap an empty label, and type the new label in the text box. TapApply.

To delete a label, tap theX next to the label.

To reset labels to the factory default, tapReset.

Reset

To select a new exam type, tapExam Type.

Exam Type

To specify label retention when unfreezing

You can specify that all labels be cleared from an image when you unfreeze the image.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tap Labels.

Labels

2 SelectClear Labels on Unfreeze.

Logs
On the Logs settingspage, you can view the following logs:

UserCollects information about user logins and user creation, aswell as information about when the
log wasexported or cleared.
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DICOM Collects network errors and events, typically to support diagnostics (see "DICOM" on page 46).

Assert Collects processor exceptionsand software-generated assertions to support diagnostics. The assert log
is visible only to userswith administrative privileges.

System Collects errors and events to support diagnostics. The system log is visible only to userswith admin-
istrative privileges.

The logsare text files that you can open in a text-editing application (for example, Notepad or TextEdit).You can export the
logs to a USBmemory stick and read them on a PC.

Log contents are saved asentries are generated. The logshave limited space and overwrite existing content when full.

To display the Logs settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 Tap Logs in the list on the left.

Logs

To export a log

Caution To avoid losing data from or damaging the USB memory stick, do not remove the USB memory stick or
turn off the ultrasound systemwhile exporting. In addition, do not bump or apply pressure to the USB
memory stickwhile it is connected to the system. The connector could break.

1 Connect a USB memory stick (see "To connect a USBmemory stick for importing or exporting" on page 9).

2 On the Logs settingspage, tap the log.

3 TapExport .

Export

A list of USBdevicesappears.

4 Select the appropriate USBmemory stick, and tapExport.

Export
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5 TapYes to confirm the export.
Five secondsafter the exporting completes, you can safely remove the USBmemory stick.

To clear a log

1 On the Logs settingspage, tap the log.

2 TapClear to delete all text.

Clear

3 TapYes to confirm the deletion.

Related topics

DICOM 46
Setting up the system 27

Network Status settings
TheNetworkStatus settingspage displays information on system IP address, location, subnet mask, default
gateway, and the Ethernet MAC address.

To display the Network Status settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapNetwork Status in the list on the left.

Network Status

Related topics

Connectivity settings 43
DICOM 46
Setting up the system 27
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Power and Battery settings
On the Power and Battery settingspage, you can specify the period of inactivity before the system goes into sleepmode or
turnsoff.

To display the Power and Battery settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapPower and Battery in the list on the left.

Power and Battery

To specify power settings

On thePower and Battery settingspage, select from the following lists:

Sleep DelaySelectOff, or 5 or 10 minutes to specify the period of inactivity before the system goes into
sleepmode.
The systemwill automatically turn off if it is in sleepmode and the battery charge level dropsbelow 14%.

Note The systemwill not sleep if you are in Proceduremode (see "Controls in 2D" on
page 101) or if the system is archiving or exporting exams.

Power DelaySelectOff, or 15 or 30 minutes to specify the period of inactivity before the system auto-
matically turnsoff.

Related topics

Setting up the system 27

Presets settings
The Presets settingspage has settings for general preferences, brightness, labels, exam types, and user profile settings.
You can export and import these settings.

To display the Presets settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE
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2 TapPresets in the list on the left.

Presets

General preferences
To set general preferences

On the Presets settingspage, select from the following lists:
Note ChangingDoppler Scale or Units clears allmeasurements and calculations for the

current exam.

Doppler ScaleSelect cm/s or kHz.

Thermal IndexSelect TIS, TIB, or TIC. The setting is retained for the current session.When
the exam is ended or another transducer or exam type is selected, the exam type-based
default setting is used.

Units Units for patient height and weight in cardiac exams: in/ft/lbs or cm/m/kg.

Auto Save Patient FormWhen this option is on, the system saves the patient form asan
image in the patient's exam.

Generate Patient IDWhen this option is on, the system automatically generatesa unique
patient ID upon starting an exam from the patient form, unlessa patient ID is enteredmanually
or from the worklist. This option can be used to accommodate certain workflows.

PrefixDefinesa prefix string attached to the beginning of the automatically generated patient
ID. This enables you to easily search for the patient ID on the image storage system at a later
time. This option is available onlywhen theGenerate Patient ID option is on.

Brightness
You can adjust the brightnessof the clinicalmonitor or the touch panel to compensate for the level of light in the
room in which the system is located.

To adjust brightness

Do either or both of the following on the Presets settingspage:

Drag theMonitor Brightness slider. The range is0-10.

Drag the Touch Panel Brightness slider. The range is2-10.
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Labels
You can customize predefined labels, create new labels, delete labels, and set the preference for clearing labelswhen
unfreezing images.

To manage predefined labels

Each exam type supports up to 35 predefined labels.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tap Labels.

Labels

2 Tap an exam type and do anyof the following:

To customize a label, tap it and edit the text in the text boxat the top of the form. TapApply.

Apply
To create a new label, tap an empty label, and type the new label in the text box. TapApply.

To delete a label, tap theX next to the label.

To reset labels to the factory default, tapReset.

Reset

To select a new exam type, tapExam Type.

Exam Type

To specify label retention when unfreezing

You can specify that all labels be cleared from an image when you unfreeze the image.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tap Labels.
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Labels

2 SelectClear Labels on Unfreeze.

Exam types
The system displaysboth system-defined and user-defined exam types, organized by transducer.

You cannot share user-defined exam typesamong transducers.

To manage exam types

1 On the Presets settingspage, tapExam Types.

Exam Types

2 Tap the transducer that includes the exam type you want to manage.

Note If the transducer that includes the exam type you want to manage doesnot appear,
make sure that the transducer is connected to the system.

3 Do anyof the following:

(User-defined exam typesonly) To rename the exam type, tap the exam type name and type
a new name.

(User-defined exam typesonly) To delete the exam type, tap .

To show or hide the exam type in the transducer & exam types list, tap the checkboxnext to

the exam type in the column.

To rearrange the exam type, tap it and then tapUp or Down.

To return to the transducer and exam types list, tap Transducer.

4 TapDone.

Done
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Customizing exam types

You can customize, or define, anyexam type to use your favorite settings.When you select the new exam type (that is, the
user-defined exam type) the system automatically uses the settings you specified.

The system displaysuser-defined exam typesalong with the original exam types in the transducer-selection lists.

You can customize up to five exam types for each exam type/ transducer combination. For example, you can customize
five different exam types for Abdomen on the P21xp transducer and five different exam types for Abdomen on the C60xp
transducer.

You can rename, delete, export, show, hide, reorder, and import user-defined exam types. See "Presets settings" on
page 66.

To customize an exam type

1 Select a transducer and exam type (see "Selecting a transducer and exam type" on page 16).

2 Adjust imaging controls to your favorite settings.
You can set gain, AutoGain adjust, depth, dynamic range, image orientation, sweep speed, color settings, color
Doppler type, Doppler invert, Doppler angle correct, wall filter level, scale, baseline, audio volume level,
optimization, centerline display, simultaneousdisplayof 2D andM (SimultaneousMMode), and trace settings.
For more information about SimultaneousMMode, see "Controls in MMode" on page 116.

3 TapSave Exam Type.

Save
Exam Type

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

4 In theSave User-Defined Examwindow, tapNew.

New

5 Type a name for the exam type in the Exam box, and then tapSave. The exam typemust have a unique name.

Save
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To modify a user-defined exam type

1 Adjust imaging controls to the new settings.

2 TapSave Exam Type.

Save
Exam Type

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

3 In theSave User-Defined Examwindow, tap the exam type and tapUpdate.

Update

The current settingsoverwrite the previously saved settings.

User profile settings
To specify a startup mode

You can specifywhat mode the systemwill be in when you start it, end an exam, or log in.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tapUser Profile.

User Profile

2 Select an option in theStartup section:

Start Select Screen Displays the home screen, which offers you the option of scanning,
entering patient information, select a transducer and exam type, or viewing visual guides.

Scanning Displays the 2D imaging screen.

Transducer/Exam Select Displays the options for selecting transducers and exam types.

Patient Info Displays the patient form.

To automatically query the worklist from a bar code scanner

You can specify that the system query the worklist for patient information when you scan a patient ID bar code.
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1 On the Presets settingspage, tapUser Profile.

User Profile

2 SelectBar Code Auto Query.

To program the footswitch

You can specify the function of the left and right footswitches: None,Save Video Clip,Record, Freeze,Save Image, or
Print.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tapUser Profile.

User Profile

2 Select options from the Footswitch (L) and Footswitch (R) lists.

To configure custom controls

Bydefault, the four controls that appear next to the Freeze control in live imaging areAuto Gain,Save Image,Save
Video Clip, andEnd Exam.

You can specify the function of these controls.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tapUser Profile.

User Profile

2 Select options from theProgram Control A,Program Control B,Program Control C, andProgram Con-
trol D lists.
The selected options for Program Control A andProgram Control B appear to the left of the Freeze control
on the touch panel. The selected options for Program Control C andProgram Control D appear to the right of
the Freeze control on the touch panel.

To reset controls

You can reset theMore Controlswindow to the factory default.

If you havemoved controls from theMore Controlswindow to the Controls bar, resetting the controls removes them from
the Controls bar. Similarly, resetting the controlsmoves controls you havemoved from the Controls bar to theMore Con-
trolswindow.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tapUser Profile.

User
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2 TapReset More Controls.

Reset
More Controls

To show or hide the Learn button

You can specify that the system hide the Learn button on the touch panel. If you hide the Learn button, you can
still access the visual guidesby selecting Learn from theMoremenu.

1 On the Presets settingspage, tapUser Profile.

User Profile

2 DeselectShow Learn Button.

Importing and exporting
When you import or export from the Presets settingspage, you import and export all labels, exam types, user
accounts, and system settings, except for connectivity settings.

Note Youmust have administrative privileges to import or export labels, exam types, user accounts,
and system settings.

To import or export

When you import from the Presets settingspage, all system preferenceson the system are replaced with the
imported preferences.When you export from the Presets settingspage, all system preferenceson the USB
memory stick are replaced with the exported preferences.
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1 Insert a USBmemory stick.

2 On the Presets settingspage, do either of the following:

To import labels, exam types, user accounts, and system settings, tap Import, and then tapYes.

Import

Select the desired USBmemory stick, and then tap Import.

Import

All labels, exam types, user accounts, and system settingsare replaced with those from the USBmemory
stick.

To export labels, exam types, user accounts, and system settings, tapExport, and then tapYes.

Export

Select the desired USB memory stick, and then tapExport.

Export
A copyof all labels, exam types, user accounts, and system settings saves to the USBmemory stick. Pass-
words for user accounts are encrypted.

Routing selections
Routing selections let you controlwhere patient examsare archived. You can associate one or more routing selection with
an exam.

The system supports three routing selections:

Diagnostics

Educational/Accreditation

Procedural
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You can associate the Educational/Accreditation routing selection with a DICOM archive device (see "Specifying
educationalDICOM archivers" on the next page).

Related topics

Reviewing 158
DICOM 46
Entering patient information 150

Associating routing selections with exams
When you associate one or more routing selectionswith an exam, the system reflects the routing selections in
the patient report and in the Acute Care worksheet (if the Acute CareWorksheets licensed option is installed).
See "Worksheets and reports" on page 220.

You can associate an examwith a routing selection during an exam or after ending an exam.

To associate a routing selection during an exam

1 TapPATIENT.

PATIENT

2 Select one or more routing selections in theRouting Selection section of the patient form.

To associate a routing selection after an exam

When you change the routing selection after an exam hasended, the system updates the patient report.

1 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW

2 TapPatient List.

Patient List

3 Select the checkboxnext to the exam, and then tapRoute Exam.

Route
Exam

4 Select one or more options in theRouting Selection section.
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Specifying educational DICOM archivers
When you associate the Educational/Accreditation routing selection with a DICOM archiver, the system archivesexams
associated with the Educational/Accreditation routing selection to that archiver.

Archivers that are not specified aseducational are procedural (billing) archivers. The system archivesexamsassociated
with the Diagnostic and Procedural routing selections to these archivers.

If you do not specify an archiver asan educational archiver, examsassociated with the Educational/Accreditation routing
selection are also sent to the procedural (billing) archiver.

If an exam is associated with more than one routing selection, the system archives it to both the procedural (billing)
archiver and to the educational archiver.

To specify an educational archiver

Note If you specify an archiver asan educational archiver, exams that aren't associated with a routing selection
will not transfer to anyarchiver. (You can associate an examwith a routing selection once the exam has
ended. See "To associate a routing selection after an exam" on the previouspage.)

1 Make sure that the system is configured for DICOM transfer. See "DICOM" on page 46.
TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapConnectivity.

Connectivity

3 On the Connectivity system setup page, tapDICOM Setup.

DICOM Setup

4 TapConfig.

Config

5 From theDICOM list, select theArchive configuration page for the archiver.
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6 SelectEducational.

7 TapDone.

Done

System Information settings
The System Information settingspage displays system hardware and software versions, patents, and license
information.

See also "Software licensing" on page 251.

To display the System Information settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapSystem Information in the list on the left.

System Information

Related topics

Setting up the system 27

USB settings
On the USB settingspage, you can view information about connected USB devices, including space availability.

You can also specify a file format and options for imagesand video clips in patient exams that you export to a
USBmemory stick, and you can enable automatic export of ended exams.
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To display the USB settings page

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

MORE

2 TapUSB in the list on the left.

USB

To specify export options

1 On the USB settingspage, select anExport Type:

DICOM Export createsDICOMDIR files readable bya DICOM reader. DICOM is an optional feature.

Multimedia Export organizes files in a standard folder structure. Video clips export in MJPEGvideo saved
asAVI. To view them, FUJIFILMSonoSite recommendsWindowsMedia Player or QuickTime 7.0 or
later.

2 Select an Image Format for your export type. For JPEG image format, also select a JPEGcompression. A high
compression hasa smaller file size but lessdetail. (See "Limitationsof JPEG format" on the facing page.) The
image format affects both still imagesand video clips.
For optimalDICOM image quality, select RGB image format and low compression.

3 (Multimedia Export only) Select a sort order from theSort By list.

4 SelectAuto Export to enable automatic export of ended exams. See also "To export patient examsauto-
matically to a USBmemory stick " on page 169.

5 (DICOM Export only) Select anyof the following:

Include eFilm Lite to include a copyof the eFilm Lite image-viewer with exams that you export to a USB
memory stick. See "eFilm Lite image-viewer" on the facing page.

Include CDA to export the CDA report. See "CDAReport settings" on page 41.

Include SR to export the Structured Report.

6 TapDone.

Done

Related topics

USBdevices 9
Archiving and exporting 165
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Limitations of JPEG format
When transferring or exporting images in JPEG format, the system uses lossy compression. Lossy compression
maycreate images that have lessabsolute detail than BMP format and that don’t render identically to the ori-
ginal images.

In some circumstances, lossy-compressed imagesmaybe inappropriate for clinical use.

For more information on using lossy-compressed images, consult the industry literature.

eFilm Lite image-viewer
You can include a copyof the eFilm Lite image-viewer with exams that you export to a USBmemory stick in
DICOM format (see "To specify export options" on the previouspage). eFilm Lite lets you view DICOM-format-
ted imageson a computer runningWindows.

eFilm Lite is included with the DICOM licensed feature.

To start eFilm Lite image-viewer after exporting exams

1 Insert the USBmemory stick into your computer.

2 Display the USBmemory stick's contents.

3 Double-clickeFilmLite.bat.
eFilmLite.bat starts the executable file in the eFilmLite folder. The eFilmLite folder contains the eFilm
Lite software and related files. See also the eFilm Lite User'sGuide, a PDF file in the eFilmLite folder.
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Imaging
This section describes imaging with the X-Porte ultrasound system.

Understanding imaging modes
This section describes the imagingmodesavailable on the ultrasound system.
For a list of imagingmodesavailable by transducer and exam type, see
"Selecting a transducer and exam type" on page 16.



2D
2D is the system's default imagingmode. The system displaysechoes in two-dimensional view byassigning a brightness
level based on the echo signal amplitude. For scanning instructions, see "2D" on page 89.

Related topics

Controls in 2D 101
Scanning 88
Doppler 86
Color 85
MMode 83
Dual 88
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M-line
When you tapM Mode, theM-line appears. You can drag theM-line to the area of interest before you display
theMMode trace. For scanning instructions, see "MMode" on page 96.

Related topics

MMode 83
Scanning 88
Controls in MMode 116

MMode
Motionmode (MMode) is an extension of 2D. It providesa trace of the 2D image displayed over time. A single
beam of ultrasound is transmitted, and reflected signals are displayed asdots of varying intensities, creating

83



linesacross the screen. During SimultaneousMMode, 2D andMMode are displayed in synchrony. For scanning instruc-
tions, see "MMode" on page 96,

Related topics

Controls in MMode 116
Scanning 88
Doppler 86
Color 85
2D 82
Dual 88
M-line 83
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Color
Color imaging shows the presence, velocity, and direction of blood flow toward and away from the transducer.
In Color mode, the area within the highlighted boxdisplaysblood flow in color. For scanning instructions, see
"Color" on page 90.

Related topics

Scanning 88
Doppler 86
MMode 83
2D 82
Dual 88
Controls in Color 110
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D-line
When you tapDoppler, the D-line appears. You can position the D-line, adjust the gate size, or correct the angle of the D-
line before you display the Doppler trace. For scanning instructions, see "Doppler" on page 93.

Related topics

Doppler 86
Controls in Doppler 120
Scanning 88

Doppler
Doppler imaging is a display of a spectrum of flow velocities over time. The amplitude of the signal is indicated asa shade of
gray. Doppler imaging can be used to display any type of movement, including blood flow and tissuemovement. Pulsed
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wave (PW), pulsed wave Tissue Doppler Imaging (PWTDI), and continuouswave (CW) Doppler are available.
CWDoppler is not range specific. For scanning instructions, see "Doppler" on page 93.

Related topics

Scanning 88
Color 85
MMode 83
2D 82
Dual 88
Controls in Doppler 120
D-line 86
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Dual
Dual displays side-by-side 2D images. The system displays independent image information for each image, for example,
Depth, color maps, and orientationmarkers. You can switch between the two imagesand adjust some controls (for
example, Depth andGain) independently. You can view frames in the cine buffer for both images independently.

Dual is available in 2D and in Color. For scanning instructions, see "Dual" on page 91.

Related topics

Scanning 88
Doppler 86
Color 85
MMode 83
2D 82

Scanning
X-Porte offers four different imagingmodes: 2D (see "2D" on the facing page), Color, (see "Color" on page 90), Doppler
(see "Doppler" on page 93), andMMode (see "MMode" on page 96). You can display2D andMMode simultaneously
(see "Controls in MMode" on page 116); you can also view 2D or color images in Dual (see "Dual" on page 91).

For information about working with controls, see "Imaging controls" on page 99.
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Note When you change display formats (for example, from a single image to Dual, or
by changing the DisplayFormat), the imagesmayoverlap. If theM line or D line
is located near the side of the image, it maybe hidden. Toggle the trace to
expose theM line or D line.

Related topics

Doppler 86
Color 85
MMode 83
2D 82
Dual 88
Controls in 2D 101
Controls in Color 110
Controls in Doppler 120
Controls in MMode 116
M-line 83
D-line 86

2D
1 Do one of the following:

Tap 2D.

In Transducers&Exams, tapSCAN.

2 Adjust controls asneeded. See "Controls in 2D" on page 101.
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Color
1 TapColor.

COLOR

The color boxappears.
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2 Position and resize the color boxasneeded:

To position, do either of the following:

Drag the box.

With two or more fingers, drag anywhere on the touch panel.

To resize, do either of the following:

Pinch or spread the box.

Drag its handle .
A green outline shows that the statusof the change is active. On the clinicalmonitor,
the current outline remains in grayuntil you stopmoving or release your finger.

To steer (linear transducers only), do either of the following:

Swipe left or right.

TapSteering and select an angle.

Steering

3 Adjust controls asneeded. See "Controls in Color" on page 110.

Dual
Dual is available in 2D and in Color.

1 TapDual. WhenDual is on, the control is highlighted.

Dual

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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2 Do either of the following tomake an image active:

Tap the right-hand or left-hand image.

TapUpdate to switch between the right-hand and left-hand images.

Update

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
When you switch between images in live imaging, the selected image inherits the settingsof the pre-
viously selected image.

3 Adjust controls asneeded. See "Controls in 2D" on page 101 and "Controls in Color" on page 110.
TapDual again to turn it off.

To view frames in the cine buffer in Dual

You can view independent cine buffers for side-by-side images in Dual.

1 TapDual. WhenDual is on, the control is highlighted.

Dual

2 Do either of the following tomake an image active:

Tap the right-hand or left-hand image.

TapUpdate to switch between the right-hand and left-hand images.

Update

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

3 Tap FREEZE.

FREEZE
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4 Do anyof the following:

Drag the slider. Right moves forward, and left movesbackward.

Tap or to move forward or backward through framesone at a time.
The current frame number appears on the touch panel. The frame number changesas you
move forward or backward.

Tap the right-hand or left-hand image, or tapUpdate to switch between the right-hand and
left-hand images.

Note When you adjust an image in frozen Dualmode, the imagemaydisplay
incorrectly. To resolve this issue, pan the image or drag the cine buffer
slider.

Doppler
1 TapDoppler.

DOPPLER
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TheD-line appears.
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2 Do anyof the following asneeded:

Adjust controls asneeded. See "Controls in Doppler" on page 120.

Position the D-line bydragging.

Adjust the gate size bypinching or spreading.

Correct the angle: Tap the double-headed arrowson the D-line, and then do either of the fol-
lowing:

Tap +60°, 0°, or -60°.

Drag the round handle circularly.

Note You can also correct the angle byusing the Angle Correct control.
See "Controls in Doppler" on page 120.

Figure 4-1Correcting the D-line angle
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To steer the D-line, do one of the following:

Swipe left or right.

TapSteering.

Steering

3 To display the spectral trace, do the following:

a. TapStart or Update.

Update

b. Do anyof the following:

TapStop andStart to stop and start the spectral trace.

TapSweep Speed and then tap a sweep speed: Fast,Medium, or Slow.

Sweep
Speed

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

Activate the trace or the 2D image by tapping them, or tapUpdate to toggle between the trace
and the 2D pane.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

Adjust controls asneeded. See "Controls in Doppler" on page 120.

MMode
1 TapM Mode.

M MODE

TheM-line appears.
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2 Drag theM-line to the desired position.
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3 To display theMMode trace, do the following:

a. Adjust the depth asneeded. See "Adjusting depth and gain" on page 135.

b. TapStart.
If SimultaneousMMode is off, you can alternatively tapUpdate to display theMMode trace.

Update

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

c. Do anyof the following:

TapStop andStart to stop and start theMMode trace.

TapSimultaneous to turn SimultaneousMMode on or off.

Simultaneous

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
For more information about SimultaneousMMode, see "Controls in MMode" on page 116.

TapSweep Speed and then tap a sweep speed: Fast,Medium, or Slow.

Sweep
Speed

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

Activate the trace or the 2D image by tapping them (when SimultaneousMMode is off), or tap
Update to toggle between the trace and the 2D pane (or to toggle display of 2D andMMode
controls and calculations).

Update

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

4 Adjust controls asneeded. See "Controls in MMode" on page 116.
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Imaging controls
The imaging controls let you adjust the image and related parameters, label, zoom, andmore.

For each imagingmode, you can place your favorite andmost-used controls in the Controls bar, located on the
right side of the touch panel. You can place controls for the frozen image aswell as for the live image. The
remaining controls are still accessible in theMore Controlswindow.

Available controls depend on the imagingmode, system configuration, and whether the image is live or frozen.

To access a control in the More Controls window

1 TapMore Controls.

2 If necessary, tap the imagingmode (for example, 2D) at the top of theMore Controlswindow. (The con-
trol for the active imagingmode is blue.)

2D

Multiple imagingmodesare available if one of them includesanother. For example, because 2D is a
subset of MMode, you can choose from both 2D andMMode controlswhen scanning inMMode.

3 Tap the control.

4 If necessary, close the control: tap the X in the upper left corner of the control, or tap anywhere in the
More Controlswindow.
To close theMore Controlswindow, tapMore Controls, or tap anywhere outside theMore Controls
window.

To place controls in the Controls bar

1 Start the imagingmodewhose controls you want to place (see "Scanning" on page 88).

2 If placing controls for frozen imaging, freeze the image (see "To freeze the image" on page 137).

3 TapMore Controls.
TheMore Controlswindow appears.
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4 Do the following for each imagingmode available:

At the top of the window, tap the imagingmode (for example, 2D).

2D

Multiple imagingmodesare available if one of them includesanother. For example, because 2D is a sub-
set of MMode, you can choose from both 2D andMMode controlswhen scanning inMMode.

Drag each control to the Controls bar, into the desired position.
You can drag the control up or down to another position, or you can drag it back into theMore Controls
window.
You can place up to seven controls in the Controls bar.

To close theMore Controlswindow, tapMore Controls, or tap anywhere outside theMore Controlswindow.

Related topics

Controls in Color 110
Controls in Doppler 120
Controls in MMode 116
Controls in 2D 101
Presets settings 66
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Controls in 2D
To specifywhich controls appear in the Controls bar, see "Imaging controls" on page 99. Some controls appear
onlywhen the image is frozen. See "Controls in frozen 2D" on page 108.

THI

TurnsTissue Harmonic Imaging (THI) on and off.

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).

Available in only certain exam types.
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Available in
Live Frozen

SonoMB

TurnsSonoMBmulti-beam imaging technologyon and off.

SonoMB technologyenhances the 2D image by viewing a target frommultiple anglesand thenmerging or averaging the
data to improve overall image quality and to reduce noise and artifacts.

Available only in certain exam types. Not available with SimultaneousMMode.

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).

Available in
Live Frozen

Update

Updates the image. In Dual, tapping the control switches the active side from left to right or right to left. In Doppler or M
Mode, tapping the control togglesbetween the trace and the 2D pane. If SimultaneousMMode is on, tapping this control
togglesdisplay of 2D andMMode controls and calculations.

Available in
Live Frozen

Needle
Profiling
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Enhances linear structureswithin a selected angle range and can facilitate needle guidance. See "Visualizing
needles" on page 140.

Available in
Live Frozen

Orientation

Sets the image orientation, allowing you to align the image with the transducer.

Tap to select the orientation:Upper Right,Upper Left, Lower Left, Lower Right.

Available in
Live Frozen

Optimizes the image byapplying a specific group of settings such as focal zones, aperture size, frequency (cen-
ter and bandwidth), line density, and waveform.

Note The appearance and number of optimization settings for this button are determined by the
selected transducer and exam type.

In general, use the Average optimization (middle or left setting). Use the right-hand (Difficult) optimization if the
exam requiresadditional penetration. If three optimizationsare available and resolution ismore important than
penetration, use the left-hand (Easy) optimization. Tap to select another optimization setting.
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Available in
Live Frozen

Dual

Displays side-by-side 2D images, for which you can adjust some controls (for example, Depth andGain) independently.

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).

With Dual on, tapping the right-hand or left-hand image (or tappingUpdate) makes the image active.

See "Dual" on page 88.

Available in
Live Frozen

AutoGain
Adjust

Sets levels for theAutoGain control: adjusting to the positive side brightens imageswhen you tapAutoGain, adjusting to
the negative sidemakes imagesdarker when you tapAutoGain. See "Gain" on page 136. The control is only available if
AutoGain is on (see "Gain" on page 136). Tap this control and then drag the slider (the range is -6 to +6) or tap +3, 0, or -
3.

TheAutoGain Adjust control is disabled when you perform anyaction that turnsoffAutoGain, such as changing depth.

Available in
Live Frozen

Sector
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Specifies the sector width. Tap this control and then tapNarrow,Medium, or Full.

Available only in the Cardiacexam type for certain transducers

Available in
Live Frozen

Video
Clip Settings

See "Saving video clips" on page 171.

Available in
Live Frozen

Needle
Guide

Turnsneedle guidelineson and off. For more information, including a list of transducers that are needle-guide
capable and important safety information, see the transducer's user guide and the FUJIFILMSonoSite Bracket
and Needle Guide User Guide.

Available in
Live Frozen

ECG

DisplaysECG trace options. ECG is available only on the cardiac exam type. See "ECG" on page 174.
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Available in
Live Frozen

Procedure
Mode

Allowsyou to view the image uninterrupted; for example, during a needle insertion procedure.When this control is
enabled, the following are disabled:

Dialog boxesor other system elements that block the image

Sleepmode and automatic power-off

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).

Available in
Live Frozen

Dyn.
Range

Adjusts the grayscale range. Tap the control and then tapUp or Down to select a setting: -3,-2,-1, 0, +1,+2,or +3. The
selected setting is applied to both 2D andMMode.

The positive range increases the number of graysdisplayed, and the negative range decreases the number of graysdis-
played.

Available in
Live Frozen

Save
Exam Type
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See "Customizing exam types" on page 70.

Available in
Live Frozen

Target
Depth

Measures the distance from the skin line to a specified point on the image. For instructions, see "Measuring" on
page 177.

Available in
Live Frozen

Label

Provides tools that let you place text, pictographs, and arrowsonto an image. See "Labeling images" on
page 143.

Available in
Live Frozen

Zoom

Magnifies the image. See "Zooming in on the image" on page 138.
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Available in
Live Frozen

Centerline
Turns the centerline graphic on or off. The centerline graphic alignswith the center mark of the transducer (if present) and
servesasa referencemark for the center of the displayed image. This reference is helpful in maintaining alignment of the
transducer with the anatomyof interest. This reference doesnot imply alignment with objects other than the transducer
and image.

When performing out-of-plane procedures, the user should take care to understand the alignment of a needle with
respect to the transducer. Needle and transducer motion affect intersection with the centerline graphic; if the needle is
tilted outside the plane through the centerline perpendicular to the scan plane, the needle will not intersect the centerline
graphic.

Tap this control to turn it on or off.

Available onlywith certain transducers. Not available during zoommode or when guidelinesare displayed (Needle Guide).

Available in
Live Frozen

Related topics

2D 82
Imaging controls 99
Controls in Color 110
Controls in Doppler 120
Controls in MMode 116
Scanning 88

Controls in frozen 2D

The following controls are available only in frozen 2D.

Distance
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Measures the distance between two points.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Ellipse

Usesan ellipse tomeasure a region's circumference or area.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Trace

Lets you tracemanually to measure an irregular shape.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Calcs

See "About calculations " on page 183.

Acute Care

The Acute Care calculationsare part of the licensed Acute Care feature. See "Acute Care calculations" on
page 217.
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Controls in Color
To specifywhich controls appear in the Controls bar, see "Imaging controls" on page 99. Some controls appear onlywhen
the image is frozen. See "Controls in frozen Color" on page 115.

Color

Allowsyou to selectColor, Color Power Doppler (CPD), or Variance. On the P21xp transducer in the Cardiacexam type,
Variance is available instead ofCPD.CPD showsamplitude and is useful for very low flow states.Variance displaysa
color map that shows regurgitant jet turbulence. The highest velocities appear asgreen.
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Available in
Live Frozen

Flow State

Lets you adjust the sensitivity of color parameters or settings to enhance the flow state. The system initially
selects a setting based on the exam type.

High optimizes for high flow states such as cardiac. The High settingminimizes flash artifacts.

Mediumoptimizes for medium flow states such asabdominal or arterial flow.

Lowoptimizes for low flow states such asbreast or musculoskeletal.

For amore precise setting, adjust the Scale control.

Available in
Live Frozen

Scale

Sets the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Tap this control, and then tapUp or Down.

Available in
Live Frozen

Wall Filter

Helps to filter out echoes from low frequency signals.
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Tap to select the strength of the filter: Low,Med, or High.

Available in
Live Frozen

Steering

(Linear transducers only)

Determines the angle of the color box (see "Color" on page 90), saving work in repositioning the transducer.

If adding Doppler, see "Controls in Doppler" on page 120.

Available in
Live Frozen

Invert

Switches the displayed direction of the flow, helping reduce the need of repositioning the transducer.

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).

Invert is unavailable whenColor is set toCPD.

Available in
Live Frozen

Hide Color
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Show Color

Showsand hides color. For example, youmaywant to hide color temporarily to view vascular plaque.

Available in
Live Frozen

Zoom

Magnifies the image. See "Zooming in on the image" on page 138.

Available in
Live Frozen

Save
Exam Type

See "Customizing exam types" on page 70.

Available in
Live Frozen

Video
Clip Settings
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See "To set video clips controls" on page 171.

Available in
Live Frozen

Target
Depth

Measures the distance from the skin line to a specified point on the image. For instructions, see "Measuring" on page 177.

Available in
Live Frozen

Label

Provides tools that let you place text, pictographs, and arrowsonto an image. See "Labeling images" on page 143.

Available in
Live Frozen

Related topics

Imaging controls 99
Controls in Doppler 120
Controls in MMode 116
Controls in 2D 101
Color 85
Scanning 88
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Controls in frozen Color

The following controls are available only in frozen Color.

Distance

Measures the distance between two points.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Ellipse

Usesan ellipse tomeasure a region's circumference or area.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Trace

Lets you tracemanually to measure an irregular shape.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Calcs

See "About calculations " on page 183.

Acute Care
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The Acute Care calculationsare part of the licensed Acute Care feature. See "Acute Care calculations" on page 217.

Controls in MMode
In MMode imaging, you can adjust the following controls in addition tomost of the 2D controls (the 2D controls are avail-
able in M-line--see "M-line" on page 83 and "Controls in 2D" on page 101). To specifywhich controls appear in the Con-
trols bar, see "Imaging controls" on page 99. Some controls appear onlywhen the image is frozen. See "Controls in frozen
MMode" on page 120.
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Dyn.
Range

Adjusts the grayscale range. Tap the control and then tapUp or Down to select a setting: -3,-2,-1, 0, +1,+2, or
+3. The selected setting is applied to both 2D andMMode.

The positive range increases the number of graysdisplayed, and the negative range decreases the number of
graysdisplayed.

Available in
Live Frozen

ECG

Displays the ECG trace. ECG is available only on the cardiac exam type. See "ECG" on page 174.

Tap this control to displayECGoptions.

Available in
Live Frozen

Save
Exam Type

See "Customizing exam types" on page 70.

Available in
Live Frozen
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Sweep
Speed

Available when displaying theMMode trace. Sets the sweep speed. Tap this control and then select the speed:Slow,
Med, or Fast.

Available in
Live Frozen

Display
Format

Lets you control the format of the 2D and sweeping images. Tap this control, and then tap the specified format:

1/3 2D, 2/3 Sweep

1/2 2D, 1/2 Sweep

2/3 2D, 1/3 Sweep

Side by Side

Full 2D, Full Sweep

You can adjust the images independently of each other. Tomake an image active, tap it, or tapUpdate.

Note The format Full 2D, Full Sweep is not available during SimultaneousMMode.

Available in
Live Frozen

Label

Provides tools that let you place text, pictographs, and arrowsonto an image. See "Labeling images" on page 143.
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Available in
Live Frozen

Update

Tap the control to toggle between the trace and the 2D pane. If SimultaneousMMode is on, tapping this control
togglesdisplay of 2D andMMode controls and calculations.

Available in
Live Frozen

Simultaneous

TurnsSimultaneousMMode on and off.

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).

Available in only certain exam typesand transducers. Not available with SonoMB technology.

Available in
Live Frozen

Related topics

MMode 83
Imaging controls 99
Controls in Color 110
Controls in Doppler 120
Controls in 2D 101
Scanning 88
M-line 83
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Controls in frozen M Mode

The following controls are available only in frozenMMode.

Distance Time

Available when displaying theMMode trace. Provides calipers tomeasure distance in centimeters andmeasure time in
seconds.See "Basicmeasurements in MMode" on page 180.

Heart Rate

Available when displaying theMMode trace. Provides calipers tomeasure heart rate. See "Basicmeasurements in M
Mode" on page 180.

Controls in Doppler
In Doppler imaging, you can adjust controls in D-line (see "Controls in D-line" on the facing page) and in scrolling Doppler
(see "Controls in scrolling Doppler" on page 127). To specifywhich controls appear in the Controls bar, see "Imaging con-
trols" on page 99.
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Controls in D-line

Some controls in D-line appear onlywhen the image is frozen. See "Controls in frozen D-line" on page 125.

PW

CW
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PW TDI

SelectPW (pulsed wave Doppler),CW (continuouswave Doppler), or PW TDI (Tissue Doppler Imaging).

CW andPW TDI are available only in the Cardiacexam type.

Available in
Live Frozen

Steering

Linear transducers only. Determines the angle of the D-line.

Available in
Live Frozen

Angle
Correct

Available only in PWDoppler.

Corrects the angle. Tap this control, and then drag the slider or select a setting: 0°, +60°, or -60°.

Note You can also adjust the angle by tapping the double-headed arrowson the D-line. See "Scanning" on
page 88.

Available in
Live Frozen
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Gate Size

TapUp to increase the gate size. TapDown to decrease the gate size.

Available in
Live Frozen

Zoom

Magnifies the image. See "Zooming in on the image" on page 138.

Available in
Live Frozen

Save
Exam Type

See "Customizing exam types" on page 70.

Available in
Live Frozen

Video
Clip Settings
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See "To set video clips controls" on page 171.

Available in
Live Frozen

Display
Format

Lets you control the format of the 2D and sweeping images. Tap this control, and then tap the specified format:

1/3 2D, 2/3 Sweep

1/2 2D, 1/2 Sweep

2/3 2D, 1/3 Sweep

Side by Side

Full 2D, Full Sweep

You can adjust the images independently of each other. Tomake an image active, tap it, or tapUpdate.

Note The format Full 2D, Full Sweep is not available during SimultaneousMMode.

Available in
Live Frozen

Update

Updates the image. In Dual, tapping the control switches the active side from left to right or right to left. In Doppler or M
Mode, tapping the control togglesbetween the trace and the 2D pane.

Available in
Live Frozen
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Target
Depth

Measures the distance from the skin line to a specified point on the image. For instructions, see "Measuring" on
page 177.

Available in
Live Frozen

Label

Provides tools that let you place text, pictographs, and arrowsonto an image. See "Labeling images" on
page 143.

Available in
Live Frozen

Controls in frozen D-line

The following controls are available only in frozen D-line.

Distance

Measures the distance between two points.

See "Measuring" on page 177.
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Ellipse

Usesan ellipse tomeasure a region's circumference or area.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Trace

Lets you tracemanually to measure an irregular shape.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Calcs

See "About calculations " on page 183.

Acute Care

The Acute Care calculationsare part of the licensed Acute Care feature. See "Acute Care calculations" on page 217.
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Controls in scrolling Doppler

Some controls appear onlywhen the image is frozen. See "Controls in frozen scrolling Doppler" on page 134.

PW

CW
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PW TDI

SelectPW (pulsed wave Doppler),CW (continuouswave Doppler), or PW TDI (Tissue Doppler Imaging).

CW andPW TDI are available only in the Cardiacexam type.

Available in
Live Frozen

Scale

Sets the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Tap this control, and then tapUp or Down.

Available in
Live Frozen

Volume

Adjusts the Doppler speaker volume. Tap this control, and then tapUp to increase the volume or Down to decrease the
volume.

Available in
Live Frozen
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Gate Size

TapUp to increase the gate size. TapDown to decrease the gate size.

Available in
Live Frozen

Wall
Filter

Helps to filter out echoes from low frequency signals.

Tap to select the strength of the filter: Low,Med, or High.

Available in
Live Frozen

Sweep
Speed

Sets the sweep speed. Tap this control and then select the speed:Slow,Med, or Fast.

Available in
Live Frozen

Update
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Tap the control to toggle between the D-line and the trace.

Available in
Live Frozen
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Display
Format

Lets you control the format of the 2D and sweeping images. Tap this control, and then tap the specified format:

1/3 2D, 2/3 Sweep

1/2 2D, 1/2 Sweep

2/3 2D, 1/3 Sweep

Side by Side

Full 2D, Full Sweep

You can adjust the images independently of each other. Tomake an image active, tap it, or tapUpdate.

Note The format Full 2D, Full Sweep is not available during SimultaneousMMode.

Available in
Live Frozen

Baseline

Sets the baseline position. Tap this control, and then tapUp or Down.

Available in
Live Frozen

Invert

Switches the displayed direction of the flow, helping reduce the need of repositioning the transducer.

Tap this control to turn it on (highlighted icon) or off (dimmed icon).
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Available in
Live Frozen

Angle
Correct

Corrects the angle. Tap this control, and then drag the slider or select a setting: 0°, +60°, or -60°.

Note You can also adjust the angle by tapping the double-headed arrowson the D-line. See "Scanning" on
page 88.

Available in
Live Frozen

Auto Trace

Specifies the Doppler trace setting for measurements. Tap this control, and then tapOff,Peak (time average peak), or
Mean (time averagemean).

After you tapPeak orMean in live imaging, you can choose betweenAbove,Below, or All to control the display relative
to the baseline.WhilePeak andMean are available both during live imaging and when the image is frozen, the settings
Above,Below, andAll are available during live imaging only.

Available in
Live Frozen

ECG

Displays the ECG trace. ECG is available only on the cardiac exam type. See "ECG" on page 174.
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Tap this control to displayECGoptions.

Available in
Live Frozen

Save
Exam Type

See "Customizing exam types" on page 70.

Available in
Live Frozen

Label

Provides tools that let you place text, pictographs, and arrowsonto an image. See "Labeling images" on
page 143.

Available in
Live Frozen
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Controls in frozen scrolling Doppler

The following controls are available only in frozen scrolling Doppler.

Velocity

Displays velocitymeasurements. See "Basicmeasurements in Doppler " on page 180.

Time

See "Tomeasure time duration (Doppler)" on page 181.

Manual
Trace

Lets you tracemanually to measure an irregular shape.

See "Measuring" on page 177.

Auto Measure

See "Tomeasure automatically (Doppler)" on page 182.

Calcs

See "About calculations " on page 183.
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Heart Rate

Provides calipers tomeasure heart rate.

Adjusting depth and gain

Depth
Depth refers to the depth of display. You can adjust the depth in all imagingmodesexcept MMode trace and
Doppler trace. The vertical depth scale on the touch panel lists all available depth levels for the current trans-
ducer. The intervals depend on the active transducer.

To adjust the depth

Asyou adjust the depth, the depth value appears in a rectangle in the lower right corner of the image area or
upper right corner if the image orientation is upside down.

Note The depth value in the lower right corner of the clinicalmonitor is always the total acquired
depth of the unzoomed image.When you zoom, this value stays the same.

Do either of the following on the touch panel:

Tap amarker on the depth scale.

Drag the depth scale.
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Gain
Gain refers to amplifying the intensity of the returning sound waveson the screen display. Increasing the gain brightens the
image. Decreasing the gain darkens the image.

There are two ways to adjust gain: automatically and byusing the gain sliders.

To adjust gain automatically

TapAutoGain.
Note TheAutoGain control is present only if enabled asa custom control. See "User profile settings"

on page 71.

AutoGain

The system automatically balances the gain each time you tap this control. You can adjust the Auto Gain level by
using theAutoGain Adjust control: see "Controls in 2D" on page 101.

To adjust gain by using the gain sliders

Drag a slider left or right, to decrease or increase the gain respectively:

In Color or Doppler, drag theC (Color) or theD (Doppler) gain slider at the bottom of the touch panel.

In 2D or MMode, tap the gain slider or theM (MMode) gain slider at the bottom of the touch panel. Two
additional sliders appear.

The upper slider adjusts the near gain of the 2D image, controlling the display intensity in the
near field (nearer to the transducer).

Themiddle slider adjusts the far gain of the 2D image, controlling the display intensity in the far
field (further from the transducer).

The lower slider adjusts the overall gain.

Note Near and Far correspond to the time gain compensation (TGC) controls on some other ultrasound sys-
tems.

Freezing, viewing frames, and zooming

Freezing the image
Before performing certain tasks, such as viewing the cine buffer or measuring, you stop live imaging or freeze the image.

When you freeze the image, you can perform calculations. See "About calculations " on page 183.
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To freeze the image

1 Do either of the following:

Tap FREEZE.

FREEZE

With two or more fingers, double-tap the touch panel.
Additional featuresappear on the image.

Note You can also configure the footswitch to freeze (see "User profile settings" on
page 71).
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To unfreeze the image

Do either of the following:

Drag or swipe theSlide to Unfreeze slider to the right.

With two or more fingers, double-tap the touch panel.

Related topics

About calculations 183

Viewing the cine buffer
While imaging, X-Porte always retains a certain number of frames in the cine buffer.You canmove forward and backward
in the cine buffer.

The system clears the cine buffer when you unfreeze the image.

You can view frames in the cine buffer in Dual. See "Dual" on page 91.

To view frames in the cine buffer

1 Freeze the image.

2 Do either of the following:

Drag the slider. Right moves forward, and left movesbackward.
SimultaneousMMode: While the slider bar represents the complete set of collected imaging data, the

scrolling display showsonly one cycle of imaging data at a time. The green CINE marker ( ) indicates
a single column on the scrolling display, which corresponds in time to the displayed image.

Tap or to move forward or backward through framesone at a time.

SimultaneousMMode: Tapping these controlsmoves the green CINE marker ( ), showing a column
on the scrolling display and its corresponding image.
Other modes: The current frame number appears on the touch panel. The frame number changesas
youmove forward or backward.

Zooming in on the image
You can zoom in on a 2D image in 2D,MMode, Doppler, and Color imaging. You can freeze or unfreeze the image or
change the imagingmodewhile zooming.
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When you zoom in on an image, the Zoom icon appears on the image.

To zoom in live imaging

1 Tap Zoom.

Zoom

A zoom boxappears.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Size and position the zoom boxover the area that you want to zoom:

To size, pinch or spread the box, or drag .

To position, drag the box.

3 Double-tap in the zoom box, or tap Zoom.

Zoom

To exit zoom, double-tap in the zoom box, or tapUnzoom.

Unzoom
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To zoom in Color

1 Position the Color boxover the area you want to zoom.

2 Tap Zoom.

Zoom

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
The area in the box ismagnified.

Note To change zoommagnification, youmust first shrink your color box.

To exit zoom, double-tap in the zoom box, or tapUnzoom.

Unzoom

To zoom in on a frozen image

1 Tap Zoom.

Zoom

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Do anyof the following:

Tap 4x or 2x. To unzoom, tapOff.

Drag the slider. To unzoom, drag the slider to 1.0.

3 (Optional) Pan the image bydragging left, right, up, or down.

Note You cannot pan the image if measurements, text, arrows, or labels exist on the image.

Visualizing needles
WARNING To avoid incorrect needle placement when Needle Profiling is on:

Usingmovement and fluid injection, verify the needle-tip location and trajectory. Needle Profiling
enhances linear structureswithin a selected angle range on the ultrasound plane. Linear struc-
turesoutside the selected angle range or the ultrasound plane—such asa bent needle—maybe
lessapparent.
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Note that linear structuresare enhanced only in an outlined portion of the image. The area out-
side the outline remainsunchanged.

X-Porte featuresSteep Needle Profiling technology, which can facilitate needle guidance during catheter place-
ment and nerve-blockprocedures. This technologyenhances linear structureswithin an outlined area on the
screen. Linear structuresare best enhanced when perpendicular to the angle guide.

Figure 4-2 Image with Steep Needle Profiling on. The area within the green trapezoidal outline is the enhance-
ment area.
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Steep Needle Profiling is available in 2D full-screen imaging only and on the following exam types.

Transducer Arterial Breast Musculoskeletal Nerve Small Parts Venous

HFL38xp

HFL50xp

HSL25xp

L25xp

L38xp

To use Steep Needle Profiling (basic steps)

1 In 2D imaging, tapNeedle Profiling.

Needle Profiling

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Ensure that the target iswithin the enhancement area (that is, within the outline) and that the needle, when inser-
ted, will approach the angle guide (dashed line) perpendicularly.

Tap Left or Right if you need to flip the image horizontally.

TapShallow,Medium, or Steep to select a needle angle.
The needle angle sets the angle guide (dashed angled line).
Linear transducer: Use whichever setting best providesa perpendicular intersection with the angle
guide.Within the enhancement area, themore perpendicular that a linear structure is to the angle guide,
themore it is enhanced. Similarly, the lessperpendicular (andmore parallel) that a linear structure is to
the angle guide, the less it is enhanced.

3 Insert the needle toward the angle guide.

4 (Optional) TapOff to turn off Needle Profiling.
Temporarily turning off Needle Profiling can help you identify artifacts and other structuresnot of interest. TapOn
to turn it on again.
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Needle size and angle
Use a 17-gauge to 25-gauge needle (recommended). Enhancement results can depend on the type and brand
of needle used. For more information, consult themedical literature on needle visibility in ultrasound-guided pro-
cedures.

You can angle the needle up to 50° from the transducer surface. Beyond 50°, the needlemaybe lessenhanced.
(Needle Profiling has little or no benefit to out-of-plane procedures. Needle Profiling is intended for in-plane pro-
ceduresonly.)

Figure 4-3Needle size and angle: 1. Needle, 2. Transducer

For best results, angle the needle only up to 50° from the transducer surface.

Additional recommendations
Avoid setting the gain too high when using Needle Profiling, asunnecessarily high gain can cause artifacts in the
image. Also, respiratory and cardiacmovement in the imagemaycause bright pulsating artifacts.

Labeling images
You can label live, frozen, or saved images. You can label in full-screen 2D, full-screen trace, dual, or duplex.
You can place text (including predefined labels), arrows, and pictographs.

To set preferences for labels, including predefined text labels, see "Presets settings" on page 66.

Tip If you selectClear Labels on Unfreeze in the Presets setup page, the system clears all labels
from an image when you unfreeze the image.

Text
You can add text manually or add a predefined label.

Note If you zoom or pan an image, the system removes text labels and arrows from the image.
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To place text on an image

1 Tap Label.

Label

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Tap Text and do anyof the following:

Text

To specify that text and predefined labels connect when you enter them, instead of being placed sep-

arately, tap . Tap to insert text and predefined labels separately.

To place text manually, tap in the field at the top of the form, type text, and then tapDone.

Done
To add one or more predefined labels, tap them and then tapDone.

Tip To replace a label you've added with another label, tap the added label in the field at the
top of the form, and then tap the labelwith which you want to replace the added label.

To place text manually and add a predefined label, type text in the field at the top of the form, tap in the
field again, and then tap one or more predefined labels. TapDone.

To clear text or predefined labels, tapClear.

Clear
To undo changesand return to the image, tapCancel.

Cancel

To undo changesand return to 2D imaging, tap 2D.

3 Drag the text label to the desired location.
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4 Make changesasneeded:

To edit the text, select it in the Label list and tapEdit.

Edit

To remove the text, select it in the Label list and tapDelete.

Delete

To remove all text labels, tapRemove All Text in the Label list.

Arrows
You can add an arrow graphic to point out a specific part of the image. The system deletesarrows from the
image when you zoom, pan, or unfreeze the image.

To place an arrow on an image

1 Tap Label.

Label

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 TapArrow.

Arrow
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3 Position and orient the arrow:

To position the arrow, drag it.

To orient the arrow, drag the circle's edge.

To remove the arrow, select it and then tapDelete in theArrow list.

Delete

Pictographs
The pictograph set available dependson transducer and exam type. Each pictograph you place includesa transducer ori-
entation icon.

To place a pictograph on an image

1 Tap Label.

Label

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 TapPicto.

Picto

3 Tap the desired pictograph, and then tapDone.

Done
4 Drag the pictograph to the desired location.
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5 Position and orient the transducer orientation icon:

To position the icon, drag it.

To orient the icon, drag the circle's edge.

To remove the pictograph, select it, and then tapDelete in thePicto list.

Delete

Setting the home position
The home position is the position in which the system places labels bydefault.

To reset the home position

1 Place text on an image.

2 Drag the label to the desired home position.

3 TapSet Home in the Label list.

Set Home

Labeling during review
You can label imagesduring review. You can also label a frame from a video clip during review.

To review images and video clips

TapREVIEW, and then do either of the following:

REVIEW
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Review the current exam.

Review a completed exam: TapPatient List. In the patient list, select the exam, and then tap Thumb-
nails.

Patient List

Thumbnails

To label in review

1 In Review, tap the image or video clip you want to label:
To view the previousor next image or video clip, tapPrev or Next.

Prev

Next

2 (Video clips only) Tap , and then drag the slider to the frame you want to label.

3 Tap Labels .

Labels
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4 Do one of the following:

Place the label:

For text, see "To place text on an image" on page 144.

For an arrow, see "To place an arrow on an image" on page 145.

For a pictograph, see "To place a pictograph on an image" on page 146.

Note If you playa video clip, the system removes labels applied to the current
frame.

Cover an existing label: tap Labels, and then tapMark Out. The system placesa black rect-
angle on the image.

Mark Out

To reposition theMarkOut box, drag it.

To resize theMarkOut box, drag the round handle at the corner of theMarkOut box.

To delete theMarkOut box, select theMarkOut box in theMark Out list and then tap
Delete.

Delete

The system displays the image or video clip in full-screenmode.

5 TapSave.

Save

The system saves the labeled image to the exam.

6 TapDone to exit labels and return to review.

Done
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Entering patient information
The patient form lets you enter identification, exam, and clinical details for the patient exam. This information appears in
the patient report.

After you begin a new patient form, all images, video clips, and other information you save during the exam are linked to
that patient.

You can enter patient information by:

Entering the informationmanually. (See "Entering patient informationmanually" on the facing page.)

Importing information from aDICOM worklist server. (See "Entering patient information from the worklist" on the
facing page.)

Scanning a patient bar code and obtaining patient information from aworklist server. (See "To enter patient
information from the worklist with a bar code scanner" on the facing page.)

Scanning a patient bar code to obtain the patient ID (SeeBar Code Scanner User Guide).

Related topics

Connectivity settings 43
DICOM 46
Routing selections 74
Worksheets and reports 220

Editing patient information
You can edit patient information if the exam hasnot been archived or exported and if the information is not from aworklist.

To edit patient information

1 TapPATIENT.

PATIENT

2 Make changesasdesired.

3 TapDone.

Done
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4 Do anyof the following:

TapModify to save the changes to the current patient.

TapNew to start a new patient exam.

TapCancel to discard your changes.

Entering patient informationmanually
To enter patient information manually

1 End the previousexam (see "Ending the exam" on page 155).

2 TapPATIENT.

PATIENT

3 Tap a text box, and fill in the fields. See "Patient form fields" on page 156.

4 TapDone.

Done

Entering patient information from the worklist
Using the worklist, you can import patient information from the Hospital Information System or Radiology Inform-
ation System. (DICOMworklist is a licensed feature.)

The worklist is available after you do the following:

Connect the system to the network

Configure the system for DICOM transfer

Select a worklist server for the active location

See "DICOM" on page 46.

To enter patient information from the worklist with a bar code scanner

You can specify that the system query the worklist for patient information when you scan a patient ID bar code.
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1 On the User Profile setup page, selectBar Code Auto Query (see "User profile settings" on page 71).

2 Scan the patient's bar code.
The system queries the worklist and imports the information into the patient form.

To enter patient information from the worklist

1 TapPATIENT.

PATIENT

2 TapWorklist.

Worklist

3 To sort the worklist, tap a column heading to sort by. Bydefault, the worklist sorts in ascending order.

4 Do anyof the following:

To select one or more procedures for the patient, tap the procedure or procedures. You can select mul-
tiple proceduresonly for the same patient.

To requery the server for an updated worklist, tapUpdate.

Update

5 TapSelect.

Select

The system populates the patient form. (Patient information from the worklist is uneditable.)
To return to the patient formwithout selecting a procedure, tapBack.

Back

To view scheduled procedures

The patient information that you import from the worklist includes scheduled procedures.
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On the patient form, see the following lists under Scheduled Procedures:

NameScheduled procedures

ProtocolProtocol for the selected procedure

Meaning Definition of the selected procedure

To change the procedure

You can select a procedure different from the scheduled procedure.

1 Under Performed Procedure on the patient form, select the desired procedure from theCode list.
The definition of the procedure appears in theMeaning field.

2 If you want to modify theCode list, tapEdit, and do one of the following:
Note Required fields aremarked with asterisks.

Add an item: TapAdd New, and then fill in theCode,Code Scheme Name, andMeaning
fields, and then tapSave.

Delete an item: Select the item, and then tap .

Updating and querying the worklist

Theworklist automatically updates if set up for an automaticworklist query (see "DICOM" on page 46). You can
alsomanually update the worklist, and you can query the worklist server for amatching patient procedure.

The following table shows the parameters used for worklist queries. You set parameters on the worklist con-
figuration page (see "DICOM" on page 46).

Manual Patient
Query

Manual Update fromWork-
list

Automatic Query
Update

Patient Data

Date Range

This Device Only

Automatic Query
On/Off

Table 4-1Queryparameters
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Manual Patient
Query

Manual Update fromWork-
list

Automatic Query
Update

Occurs Every

Start Time

Table 4-1Queryparameters (continued)

To manually update the worklist

1 On the patient form, tapWorklist.

Worklist

2 TapUpdate.

Update

To perform a manual query

1 On a new patient form, do anyof the following:

Fill in anyof the following fields for the query: Last, First,Middle,Accession , or ID.
The query is on the characters you enter. For example,Smith returnsSmith,Smithson,Smithy.

Under Additional Worklist Query Parameters, specify anyof the following:

ModalitySelect a procedure type from the list. US (Ultrasound) is the default.

Requested Procedure ID Type a procedure ID.

2 TapQuery.

Query

Theworklist appearswith the query results. The number of results is in the lower right screen. The time of the last
query appears below the worklist.
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3 Highlight the patient procedure you want, and then tapSelect.

Select

The system imports the information into the patient form.

Ending the exam
Note Although you cannot add imagesand video clips to a patient exam that is ended,

you can automatically start a new patient exam that has the same patient inform-
ation. See "To append imagesand video clips to a patient exam" on page 160.

When you end an exam, the system resets imaging settings to the default settings for the selected exam type.

1 Make sure that you have saved imagesand other information that you want to keep. (See "Saving
imagesand video clips" on page 169.)

2 Do either of the following:

TapPATIENT, and then tapEnd Exam.

PATIENT

End Exam

TapEnd Exam in imaging, in review, or in worksheets. The system returns to the startup loc-
ation as specified in User Profile settings (see "User profile settings" on page 71).

End Exam

IfEnd Exam isn't visible in imaging, specify that it appears asone of the four custom controls.
See "User profile settings" on page 71.
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Patient form fields

Field descriptions

The patient form fields available depend on exam type. In some fields, you can enter symbols and special characters. See
"To enter text using the onscreen keyboard" on page 12.

Patient

Last, First,MiddlePatient name

ID Patient identification number

Note TheGenerate Patient ID option enables the system to auto-generate a unique patient ID to
accommodate certain workflows. For more information, see "General preferences" on page 67.

Date of Birth

Gender

Accession Enter number, if applicable

IndicationsEnter desired text

Exam

ExamThe exam typesavailable depend on transducer. See "Selecting a transducer and exam type" on page 16.
An asterisk next to an exam type indicates that it is a system-defined exam type (see "Customizing exam types" on
page 70).

BP (Cardiacor Arterial exam) Blood Pressure

HR (Cardiacor Arterial exam) Heart Rate. Enter the beats per minute. Saving the heart rate using ameas-
urement overwrites this entry.

Height (Cardiacexam) The patient height in feet and inchesor meters and centimeters. (To change the units,
see "Presets settings" on page 66.)

Weight (Cardiacexam). The patient weight in poundsor kilos. (To change the units, see "Presets settings" on
page 66.)

BSA (Cardiacexam) BodySurface Area. Automatically calculated after you enter height and weight.

Twins (Obstetrical exam) Select the Twins checkbox to displayTwin A and Twin Bmeasurements on the cal-
culationsmenu and for access to Twin A and Twin B screens for previousexam data.

LMP or EDD (Obstetrical or Gynecologyexam) In anObstetrical exam, select LMPor EDD and then enter either
the date of the last menstrual period or the established due date. In a Gynecologyexam, enter the date of the last
menstrual period. The LMPdatemust precede the current system date.

Previous Exams (Obstetrical exam) Displays fields for five previousexams. The date for a previousexammust
precede the current system date. For twins, select Twin A/B to toggle between Twin A and Twin B screens. (If the
Twin A/B control doesnot appear, tapBack, andmake sure that the Twins checkbox is selected.)

NT Credential (Obstetrical exam) A combination of letters and numbers representing an Nuchal Translucency
(NT) credential ID number. For example, P12345.
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Facility

Institution

Department ID

User

Reading Doctor

Referring Doctor

AcuteCare Worksheets

If the Acute CareWorksheets licensed option is installed on your system, the patient form displays these fields,
which also appear in the patient'sAcute Care worksheet:

MR #Medical record number.

Clinical Category The exam's clinical category.

Exam Visit Initial or Repeat.

Primary Obtaining/Interpreting The primary person obtaining or interpreting the images.

Secondary Obtaining/Interpreting The secondary person obtaining or interpreting the images.

Additional Obtaining/Interpreting Anyadditional person obtaining or interpreting the images.

Routing Selection

When you associate one or more routing selectionswith an exam, the system reflects the routing selections in
the patient report and in the Acute Care worksheet (if the Acute CareWorksheets licensed option is installed).
See "Worksheets and reports" on page 220.

If you have specified a DICOM archiver asan Educational archiver, setting routing selections in the patient form
affects how examsare archived. For more information, see "Routing selections" on page 74.

Procedural

Diagnostics

Educational/Accreditation

Scheduled Procedure

Procedure fields are available only if the DICOMworklist feature is licensed and configured. See "DICOM" on
page 46.

Scheduled Procedure: Name

Scheduled Procedure: ProtocolProtocol for the selected procedure

Scheduled Procedure: Meaning Definition of the selected procedure

Performed Procedure: CodeDesired procedure

Performed Procedure: Edit Enables you tomodify the Code list
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Performed Procedure: Meaning Definition of the performed procedure

Additional Worklist Query Parameters: ModalityProcedure types

Additional Worklist Query Parameters: Requested Procedure ID The procedure ID

Images and clips

Reviewing
You can review imagesand video clips from both current and completed exams.

Caution If the save available icon doesnot appear in the system statusarea, internal storagemaybe defect-

ive. Contact FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport. (See "Getting help" on page 3.)

Patient list

The patient list organizes saved imagesand video clips in patient exams. You can sort the patient list, view and delete
exams, edit patient information, and append imagesand video clips to an existing exam.

From the patient list, you can also export exams to a USBmemory stick, select a routing selection to associate with an
exam, or archive exams to a DICOM archive server. For more information, see "To connect a USBmemory stick for
importing or exporting" on page 9, "To associate a routing selection after an exam" on page 75, and "Archiving exams" on
page 165.

Column headings in the patient list indicate:

NamePatient name

ID Patient ID

Date/Time The date and time of the exam

The user who performed the exam

The number of imagesand video clips saved with the exam
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The archive statusof the exam

The export statusof the exam

To display the patient list

1 Do one of the following: 

TapREVIEW and then tapPatient List.

REVIEW

Patient List

TapPatient, and then tapPatient List.

PATIENT

To sort the patient list

Bydefault, the patient list is sorted bydate and time, with themost recent patient listed first. You can re-sort the
patient list.

Tap the column heading that you want to sort by. Tap it again to sort in reverse order.

To select all exams in the patient list

TapSelect All.

Select All

To deselect all exams, tap Clear All.
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To delete an exam

1 In the patient list, select the checkboxnext to one or more exams.

2 TapDelete.

Delete

To view exam information

1 Tap the exam in the patient list.

2 Tap Info.

Info

To edit patient information from the patient list

You can edit patient information from the patient list instead of from the patient form if the exam is ended but hasnot been
exported or archived.

1 Tap the exam in the patient list.

2 TapEdit.

Edit

3 Fill in the text boxes, and tapDone.

Done
To append images and video clips to a patient exam

Although you cannot add imagesand video clips to a patient exam that is ended, you can automatically start a new patient
exam that has the same patient information. Depending on your archiver, the two examsappear asone studywhen expor-
ted or archived.
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1 Tap the exam in the patient list.

2 TapAppend.

Append

Anew patient form appears. The form has the same information as the exam you selected.

Reviewing images and video clips

You can review imagesand video clips in only one patient exam at a time. The system displays imagesand video
clips in the order in which theywere saved.

Video clips play automatically after loading. The load time dependson video clip length.

To review images and video clips

1 TapREVIEW, and then do either of the following:

REVIEW

Review the current exam.

Review a completed exam: TapPatient List. In the patient list, tap the exam, and then tap
Thumbnails.

Patient List

Thumbnails
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2 Do anyof the following:

To view the previousor next image or video clip, tapPrev or Next .

Prev

Next

To view imagesor video clips full-screen, tap Full Screen. Swipe left or right to view the previousor next
item.

Full Screen

To return tomulti-image display, tap Thumbnails.

Thumbnails
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3 (Video clips only) Do anyof the following:

To pause the video clip, tap .

To play the video clip, tap .

To select a playback speed, tap .

Tomove forward through framesone at a time, tap .

Tomove backward through framesone at a time, tap .

4 (Optional) Do anyof the following:

Label an image or a frame from a video clip. (See "Labeling during review" on page 147.)

View the report. (See "Worksheets and reports" on page 220.)

Delete an image or video clip: select the image or video clip, and then tapDelete.

Delete

5 Return to the patient list by tappingPatient List, or return to imaging by tappingDone .

Patient List

Done
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Printing images
For information about printing worksheets and reports or about DICOM printing, see "Printing reports and worksheets" on
page 224 and "Archiving exams" on the facing page..

To print while imaging

1 Make sure that the power button on the printer is in the On position.

2 With the image displayed, tapPrint.

Print

Note You can also configure the footswitch to print (see "User profile settings" on page 71).

To print a saved image from a current or ended exam

1 Make sure that the power button on the printer is in the On position.

2 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW
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3 Do one of the following:

Select the checkbox for an image from a current exam.

Select an image from an ended exam: TapPatient List, tap the exam, tap Thumbnails, and
then select the checkbox for an image.

Patient List

Thumbnails

4 Tap Full Screen.

Full Screen

5 TapPrint.

Print

Related topics

Archiving and exporting 165
Reviewing 158
Worksheets and reports 220

Archiving and exporting
The patient list organizes saved imagesand video clips in patient exams.

You can archive exams from the patient list to a DICOM archive server or print them to a DICOM printer. You
can export exams to a USBmemory stick.

Archiving exams

If you have configured the system for DICOM transfer, the system automatically archives saved imagesand
video clips, along with the patient report, to DICOM devices. If you have configured the system to connect to a
DICOM printer, examsare also printed when theyare archived.
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The system archives imagesand video clips either during the exam or at the end of the exam, depending on the settings
you have chosen in the Transfer Images setting on the Location configuration page. (Examsare printed only at the end
of an exam.)

You can alsomanually archive exams.

The Archive in Progress icon is animated when patient examsare archiving. Pending examsare archived starting
at the top of the patient list.

To verify that exams transferred

1 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW

2 TapPatient List.

Patient List

The column shows the statusof exam transfer.

Patient exam is archived.

Patient exam is archive suspended. Network connection settingsmaybe wrong (see "Con-
necting to the network" on page 47), or theremaybe a network or server problem. The exam needs to
bemanually archived (see "Tomanually archive exams" on the facing page).

Storage commitment was successful.

Storage commitment for this exam is suspended.

Examswith no statusmarkers are pending archiving.

To display information about an exam

You can display information about an exam, including transfer details.
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1 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW

2 TapPatient List.

Patient List

3 In the patient list, select the exam.

4 Tap Info.

Info

To manually archive exams

1 Verify the following:

The correct location is selected. (See "To receive storage alerts" on page 43.)

If the system is connected to a network via an Ethernet connection, the LAN link light (green
LED) next to the Ethernet connector is on.

For a wireless connection, the wireless connected icon appears in the system status
area on the clinicalmonitor.

2 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW

3 TapPatient List.

Patient List

4 Select the checkboxnext to one or more exams.
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5 TapArchive. (The system removesany statusmarkers.)

Archive

To discontinue MPPS for an exam

You can discontinueMPPS for an exam before completing the exam.

On the patient form, tapDiscontinue.

Discontinue

Exporting exams

Caution To avoid losing data from or damaging the USB memory stick, do not remove the USB memory stick or
turn off the ultrasound systemwhile exporting. In addition, do not bump or apply pressure to the USB
memory stickwhile it is connected to the system. The connector could break.

You can export patient exams if theyare ended and if the system administrator hasnot disabled USB export (See "Ending
the exam" on page 155 and "Administration settings" on page 28.) Exams include images, video clips, and the patient
report.

AUSBmemory stick is for temporary storage of imagesand clips. Archive patient exams regularly.

To export patient exams manually to a USB memory stick

1 Specify the file format for exported images. (See "USB settings" on page 77.)

2 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW

3 TapPatient List.

Patient List

4 Connect a USB memory stick (see "To connect a USBmemory stick for importing or exporting" on page 9).
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5 In the patient list, select the checkboxnext to one or more exams.

6 TapExport USB. A list of USBdevicesappears.

Export USB

7 Select the USBmemory stick. If you want to hide patient information, deselect Include patient inform-
ation on images and video clips.

8 TapExport.

Export
The files are finished exporting approximately five secondsafter the USBanimation stops. Removing
the USBmemory stick or turning off the systemwhile exportingmaycause exported files to be cor-
rupted or incomplete. To stop in-progressexporting, tapCancel.

Cancel

The column of the patient list indicateswhether the system hasexported the exam.

To export patient exams automatically to a USB memory stick

1 Make sure that automatic export is enabled. See "To specify export options" on page 78.

2 Insert a USBmemory stick into a USBport on the side of the system.

3 End the exam.

Saving images and video clips
You can save imagesand video clips to internal storage. The system playsa sound if Beep Alert is on (see

"Audio settings" on page 34), and the Save in Progress icon briefly appears on the clinicalmonitor.
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The system limits themaximum number of imagesand video clips that you can save for an individual exam, and warns you
when this limit is reached.

You can also save a labeled frame from a video clip. See "Labeling during review" on page 147.

To review saved imagesand video clips for the current patient, tapREVIEW. For patientswhose examshave ended, then
youmust go to the Patient List by tappingREVIEWand then Patient List. See "Reviewing" on page 158. For information
on viewing the cine buffer, see "Viewing the cine buffer" on page 138.

You can also save images from cine while the system is frozen.

Related topics

Audio settings 34
Reviewing 158
Archiving and exporting 165

Saving images

To avoidmixing images saved frommultiple patients, make sure that the patient ID is displayed before you save an image.
See "Entering patient information" on page 150 and "Display Information settings" on page 61.

To save an image

If theSave Image or Save Image & Calcs control is not available, configure the system to display it. See "To configure
custom controls" on page 72.

Do either of the following:

To save only the image, tapSave Image.

Save Image

To save the image and to save the current calculation to the patient report, tapSave Image & Calcs.

Save
Image & Calcs

Note You can also configure the footswitch to save (see "User profile settings" on page 71).
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Saving video clips

To set video clips controls

1 TapVideo Clip Settings.

Video
Clip Settings

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Set the following asdesired:

Clip Method
Prospective captures framesafter you tapSave Video Clip. The system captures frames
for the number of seconds you specify in the Time list.
Retrospective captures frames from presaved data available before you tapSave Video
Clip. The system capturespresaved frames for the number of seconds you specify in the
Time list.

The system displays in the system statusarea when you save a video clip prospectively.

If Restrospective is selected in Video Clip Settings, the system displays in the system
statusarea.

Clip Type
Time capturesbased on number of seconds. Select the time duration from the Time list.
ECG capturesbased on the number of heart beats. Select theR-Wave Count.

Preview Video Clip
Select this option to automatically play and optionally trim a captured video clip (the video clip
doesnot save automatically to internal storage). If this option is deselected, the video clip saves
to internal storage, and trim controls are not available.

3 TapDone.

Done
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To capture and save a video clip

1 Make sure that video clips settingsare set asdesired. See "To set video clips controls" above.

2 TapSave Video Clip.

Save
Video Clip

Note You can also configure the footswitch to save a video clip (see "User profile settings" on page 71).

IfClip Method is set toRetrospective, the system capturespresaved frames for the number of seconds you
specify in the Time list and, if Beep Alert is on (see "Audio settings" on page 34), beepswhen acquisition is com-
plete.
IfClip Method is set toProspective, the system beeps if Beep Alert is on (see "Audio settings" on page 34), cap-
tures frames for the number of seconds you specify in the Time list, and then beepsagain. TapStop Video Clip
to end capture before the number of seconds specified in the Time list.
IfPreview Video Clip is selected inVideo Clip Settings, the video clip automatically beginsplaying on the clin-
icalmonitor.

3 (Optional, Preview Video Clip only) Trim the video clip:

a. Tap .

b. Drag the trim sliders to remove frames from the left or right sidesof the video clip.

c. TapSave.

Save

Note TappingDone discards the video clip.

Managing internal storage space

The save available icon in the system statusarea shows the percentage of space available in internal storage.

To receive alertswhen storage is near capacity, see "To receive storage alerts" on page 43.

If you try to save an image or video clip when space is low, the system alerts you that internal storage is low and prompts
you to delete archived or storage committed patient exams.
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If memory is full, the system displays theMemoryFull icon .

DVR recording
You can record video displayed on the clinicalmonitor to a USB memory stick inserted into the DVR USBport.
Clips save asMP4 files. You can copy the recordings to another device.

You cannot record video if the system administrator has selectedDisable USB Export in Administration
setups. (See "Administration settings" on page 28.)

To record to the DVR

1 Make sure that a USBmemory stick is inserted into the DVR USB port.
The DVR USB port is located on the rear of the stand's dock. See "Ports" on page 21.

Note Wait at least five secondsbetween removing and reinserting a USB
memory stick into the DVR USBport.

2 TapRecat the upper right of the touch panel.

Rec
Note You can also configure the footswitch to record (see "User profile set-

tings" on page 71).

The system begins recording to the USBmemory stick in the DVR port and displaysa flashing record-

ing indicator .

Note IfRec is not available, check tomake sure that the DVR hasa
USB memory stick inserted and that the USBmemory stick is not full.

3 To stop recording, tapRec, or end the exam.

Rec

To copy DVR recordings to another device

1 After you stop recording, remove the USBmemory stick from the DVR.

2 Insert the USBmemory stick into another device (for example, a personal computer).
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3 Display the USBmemory stick's contents and copy the recordings (MP4 files) to the device.

Note If video recorded from the DVR is too bright when you view it on a personal com-
puter, you can adjust the video color settingson your PC’smonitor. For example,
change the DynamicRange to Full. See your computer’sHelp for information
about available video color settings.

ECG
ECGmonitoring requiresan optional FUJIFILMSonoSite ECGmodule.

ECG is available only on the cardiac exam type.

WARNING To prevent misdiagnosis, do not use the ECG trace to diagnose cardiac rhythms. The FUJIFILM
SonoSite ECGoption is a non-diagnostic feature.

Caution Use only accessories recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite with the system. Connecting an accessory
not recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite can damage the system.

Caution If you defibrillate a patient while the ECGmodule is connected to the system, the ECGsignalmaydisplay
incorrectly, and the ECGmodulemayneed to be replaced.

To monitor ECG

1 Select the cardiac exam type on the P21xp transducer. (See "Selecting a transducer and exam type" on
page 16.)
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2 Connect the ECGcable to the ECG port (  ) on the ultrasound system.
ECGmonitoring turnson automatically.

Note The ECGsignalmay take up to oneminute to restabilize after defibrillator use on a
patient.

Figure 4-4ECGport

3 TapECG.

ECG

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

4 Do anyof the following in theECG Settingswindow:

To display the ECG trace, selectShow.

To adjust the value of the ECGgain, drag theGain slider.

To set the ECGscroll speed, selectSlow,Medium, or Fast under Sweep Speed.
If the Doppler or MMode trace is active, the ECGscroll speedmatches the sweep speed for
the trace.

Tomove the ECG trace up or down vertically on the image, tapUp or Down under Position.
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5 TapDone.

Done
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Measurements and
calculations
This section provides information about measurements, calculations, work-
sheets, and reports.

Measuring
X-Porte offers several typesof measurements.

You can perform independent measurements, or you can perform ameas-
urement and then assign it to a calculation. (See "Assigningmeasurements to
calculations" on page 183.) If you want to save ameasurement, youmust
assign it to a calculation (which saves results to the patient report), or you can
save the image with the calipers displayed.

If you prefer to start within a calculation, see "About calculations " on
page 183.

Calipers
You performmost measurements byusing calipers that you drag into position.

The active caliper hasa round highlighted handle   .

To activate calipers

Tap the caliper.



To switch between calipers

Do either of the following:

Tap either caliper.

TapSwitch beneath themeasurement result on the left side of the touch panel.

Switch

Tap the caliper underMeasure.

Viewing and deletingmeasurement results
The current measurement result appears on the left side of the touch panel underMeasure. To assign it to a calculation,
see "Assigningmeasurements to calculations" on page 183.

If you performmultiple measurements, tapping an entry underMeasure highlights the corresponding calipers on the
image.

To delete a measurement

Tap themeasurement underMeasure, and then tapDelete.

Basic measurements in 2D
Note You canmeasure across images in Dual onlywith a linear transducer, and onlywhen the imagesare at

the same depth andmagnification.

To measure the distance between two points (2D)

1 On a frozen image, tapDistance.

Distance

A caliper appears.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Drag the active caliper to the first point.

3 Drag the other caliper to the second point.

4 Asneeded, tap and drag each caliper until it is precisely positioned.
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To measure circumference or area using an ellipse (2D)

1 On a frozen image, tapEllipse.

Ellipse

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
An ellipse with three calipers appears.

2 Position and resize the ellipse:

To position, drag the calipers.

To resize, drag the calipers, the handle, or both.

To measure circumference or area by tracing (2D)

1 On a frozen image, tap Trace.

Trace

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
A caliper appears.

2 Drag the caliper to the start point, and then tapSet.

3 Drag the caliper around the area you want to trace.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

4 Do one of the following:

To save themeasurement and close the trace, tapSave.

To close the trace, tapClose.

To perform a Target Depth measurement (2D)

You canmeasure the distance from the skin line to a specified point on the image.

1 On a 2D image, tap Target Depth.

Target
Depth

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
A dotted line appears from the skinline and with a single caliper at the end.

2 Drag the caliper to the desired location.
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Basic measurements in MMode
To measure distance and time (M Mode)

You canmeasure distance in centimeters andmeasure time in seconds.

1 On a frozenMMode trace, tapDistance Time.

Distance Time

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
A caliper appears.

2 Drag the caliper to the desired location.
A second caliper appears.

3 Drag the second caliper to the desired location.

To measure heart rate (M Mode)

1 On a frozenMMode trace, tapHeart Rate.

Heart Rate

A vertical caliper appears.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Drag the caliper to the peakof the heartbeat.
A second vertical caliper appears.

3 Drag the second caliper to the peakof the next heartbeat.

Saving the heart ratemeasurement to the patient report overwrites anyheart rate entered on the patient form.

Basic measurements in Doppler
The basicmeasurements that you can perform in Doppler imaging are Velocity (cm/s), Pressure Gradient, Elapsed Time,
+/xRatio, Resistive Index (RI), and Acceleration. You can also trace a waveformmanually or automatically.

For Doppler measurements, the Doppler scalemust be set to cm/s. See "General preferences" on page 67.
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To measure Velocity (cm/s) and Pressure Gradient (Doppler)

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapVelocity.

Velocity

A single caliper appears.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Drag the caliper to a peak velocitywaveform.
Thismeasurement involvesa single caliper from the baseline.

To measure Velocities, Elapsed Time, +/x Ratio, Resistive Index (RI), and Acceleration (Doppler)

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapVelocity.

Velocity

A single caliper appears.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Drag the caliper to a peak systolicwaveform.

3 TapVelocity.
A second caliper appears.

4 Drag the second caliper to the end diastole on the waveform.

To measure time duration (Doppler)

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tap Time.

Time

A vertical caliper appears.
If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Drag the caliper where desired.

3 Drag the second caliper where desired.
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To trace manually (Doppler)

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapManual Trace.

Manual
Trace

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
A single caliper appears.

2 Drag the caliper to the beginning of the desired waveform, and tapSet.
If calipers are not positioned correctly, the result is inaccurate.

3 Drag the caliper to trace the waveform.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

4 TapClose.
Themeasurement results appear.

To measure automatically (Doppler)

After measuring automatically, confirm that the system-generated boundary is correct. If you are not satisfied with the
trace, obtain a high-qualityDoppler spectral trace image, or tracemanually.

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapAuto Measure.

Auto Measure

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
A vertical caliper appears.

2 Drag the caliper to the beginning of the waveform.
If calipers are not positioned correctly, the calculation result is inaccurate.

3 Drag the second caliper to the end of the waveform, and tapDone.
Themeasurement results appear.

Automatic trace results

Automatic trace results

Depending on the exam type, the results from automatic tracing include the following:

Velocity Time Integral (VTI)

PeakVelocity (Vmax)

Mean Pressure Gradient (PGmean)
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Mean Velocity on PeakTrace (Vmean)

Pressure Gradient (PGmax)

CardiacOutput (CO)

PeakSystolicVelocity (PSV)

Time AverageMean (TAM)*

+/× or Systolic/Diastolic (S/D)

Pulsatility Index (PI)

End DiastolicVelocity (EDV)

Acceleration Time (AT)

Resistive Index (RI)

Time Average Peak (TAP)

Gate Depth

* The automatic trace tool must be used to calculate the TAM.

Assigningmeasurements to calculations
You can assign ameasurement to a calculation that includes that measurement type.

When you assign ameasurement to a calculation, a checkmarkappears next to themeasurement indicating
that it hasbeen successfully saved.

To assign a measurement to a calculation

1 After performing themeasurement, select it, and tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
Note IfCalcs is unavailable, themeasurement is unavailable for saving to a calculation.

A calculation list appears, along with a list of additional available lists.

2 Tap the desired calculation list.

3 Tap the desiredmeasurement name in the calculation list.

4 Save themeasurement: TapSave under themeasurement name.
A checkmarkappears next to themeasurement name.

About calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare

accurate.
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WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting
a new patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the pre-
viouspatient’s data. The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the
form is not first cleared. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, do not use single calculationsas sole diagnostic cri-
teria. Use calculations in conjunction with other clinical information.

In X-Porte you can perform calculations, whose results save to the patient report. (See "Worksheets and reports" on
page 220.)

There are three kindsof calculations:

Basic calculations that are available in multiple exam types:

Volume calculations

Volume Flow calculations

Percent reduction calculations

Specialized calculations that are specific to one exam type:

Arterial calculations

Cardiac calculations

Gynecology calculations

Obstetrical calculations

Small Parts calculations

Acute Care calculations, included with the Acute Care worksheets licensed feature.

Related topics

Freezing the image 136

Overview
Calculationsare accessed from the calculation lists, which you displayby tapping theCalcs control (for basic and spe-
cialized calculations) or Acute Care control (for Acute Care calculations), typically on a frozen image.

Calcs

Acute Care
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If these controls are hidden, tappingMore Controls displays them.

After you tap the control, a calculation list appears on the left side of the touch panel. If themeasurement you
want to perform is in a different list, you can select that list (see "To select calculation lists" below).

Tapping collapses the list contents. Tapping expands them.

After you select ameasurement name, it is highlighted and hasSave andDelete controls, and calipers appear
on the image.

You position the calipers bydragging. Themeasurement result appears beside themeasurement name. After
you savemeasurements, the calculation result appears on the clinicalmonitor.

If there aremutiple savedmeasurements for a calculation, the system numbers them in the order theywere
completed in the calculation list on the left side of the touch panel.

To select calculation lists

If themeasurement you want to perform is in a different list, you can select that list.

1 Tap at the top of the current list.

2 Tap the desired list.

To save calculation measurements

When you save ameasurement, a checkmarkappears next to themeasurement, indicating that the value has
been saved.

With one or moremeasurements on the screen, do anyof the following:

Save the selectedmeasurement: TapSave under themeasurement name.

Save all themeasurements in a given set: TapSave Set.

Save all performedmeasurements in the calculation: TapSave All.

Save All

Save both the selectedmeasurement and the image: TapSave Image & Calcs. (If theSave
Image & Calcs control is not available, configure the system to display it (see "User profile set-
tings" on page 71)).

Save
Image & Calcs
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To redo or delete a saved measurement

1 On a frozen image, tapCalcs or, for the Acute Care calculations, tapAcute Care.

Calcs

Acute Care

If these controls are hidden, tappingMore Controls displays them.

2 In the calculation list that contains themeasurement, do one of the following:

To redo, perform themeasurement again.
To save the newmeasurement, tapSave under themeasurement name. The newmeasurement saves
to the patient report and appends the newmeasurement to the calculation list.

To delete, tapDelete under themeasurement name.
Themeasurement last saved is deleted from the patient report. If it is the onlymeasurement, the result is
deleted from the report.

Somemeasurements can be deleted directly from the report preview. See "Worksheets and reports" on
page 220.

Percent reduction calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting a new
patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the previouspatient’s data.
The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the form is not first cleared. See
"Entering patient information" on page 150.

Percent reduction calculationsare available in the following exam types: Abdomen, Arterial, Musculoskeletal, and Small
Parts.

For a list of exam typeson each transducer, see "Selecting a transducer and exam type" on page 16.
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To calculate percent area reduction

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 In the Area Reduction calculation list, do the following for A1 and then for A2:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Tap themeasurement name.

b. Drag the caliper to the trace starting point, and then tapSet.

c. Trace the desired area.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

d. Complete the trace, and then do one of the following:

To save themeasurement and close the trace, tapSave.

To close the trace, tapClose.

The percent area reduction result appears on the clinicalmonitor and saves to the patient report.

To calculate percent diameter reduction

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On the Diameter Reduction calculation list, do the following for D1 and then for D2:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Tap themeasurement name.

b. Position the calipers bydragging.

c. Save themeasurement.

The percent diameter reduction result appears on the clinicalmonitor and saves to the patient report.
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Volume calculation
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting a new
patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the previouspatient’s data.
The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the form is not first cleared. See
"Entering patient information" on page 150.

The volume calculation involves three 2D distancemeasurements: Height,Width, and Length. You can calculate volume
on one, two, or all three distancemeasurements. After anymeasurement is saved, the result appears on the clinicalmon-
itor and in the patient report.

The volume calculation is available in the following exam types: Abdomen, Arterial, Breast, Gynecological, Mus-
culoskeletal, Nerve, Small Parts, Superficial.

For a list of exam typeson each transducer, see "Selecting a transducer and exam type" on page 16.

To calculate volume

Do the following for each image you need tomeasure:

a. On the frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

b. On theVolume 1,Volume 2, or Volume 3 calculation list, do the following for eachmeasurement you
need to take:

i. Tap themeasurement name.

ii. Position the calipers bydragging.

iii. Save themeasurement.

Volume flow calculation
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting a new
patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the previouspatient’s data.
The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the form is not first cleared. See
"Entering patient information" on page 150.

Volume flow calculationsare available in the following exam types: Abdomen, Arterial.

For a list of exam typeson each transducer, see "Intended uses " on page 25.
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Required measurements

Calculation
list

Measurement name
(imaging mode)

Calculation
result

Volume Flow Diam (2D) Vol Flow (Volume Flowml/min)

Note To calculate Volume Flow, youmust measure the vessel diameter.

Considerations

Consider the following factorswhen performing volume flow measurements:

You should follow current medical practice for volume flow calculation applications.

The accuracyof the volume flow calculation largely dependson the user'smeasurement technique.

The factors identified in the literature that affect the accuracyare as follows:

Using the diameter method for 2D area

Precision in placing the caliper

Difficulty ensuring uniform insonation of the vessel

For more information about the considerationsand degree of accuracy for volume flow measurements and cal-
culations, see the following reference:

Allan, Paul L. et al.ClinicalDoppler Ultrasound, 4th Ed., Harcourt Publishers Limited, (2000) 36-38.

Calculating volume flow

To calculate volume flow

1 If measuring the diameter instead of using the sample volume size, perform the 2Dmeasurement:

a. On a frozen full-screen 2D image or duplex image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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b. On theVolume Flow calculation list, tapDiam.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

c. Position the calipers bydragging.

d. TapSave under themeasurement name.

2 Perform the Doppler measurement:

a. If full-screen imaging, start and then freeze the Doppler spectral trace.

b. On theVolume Flow calculation list, tap TAM or TAP.
A vertical caliper appears.

c. Drag the vertical caliper to the beginning of the waveform.
A second vertical caliper appears.
If calipers are not positioned precisely, the calculation result is inaccurate.

d. Drag the second vertical caliper to the end of the waveform, and tapDone.

e. If you need to reposition either caliper, tap it (or tap its name in the calculation list) to make it active, drag it
where desired, and then tapDone.

f. TapSave under themeasurement name.
Results appear on the clinicalmonitor and save to the patient report.

Exam-based calculations

Arterial calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting a new
patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the previouspatient’s data.
The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the form is not first cleared. See
"Entering patient information" on page 150.

The Arterial calculations that you can perform are listed in the table below.

In the Arterial exam, you can also calculate ICA/CCA ratio, volume, volume flow, and percent reduction. See "Volume cal-
culation" on page 188, "Volume flow calculation" on page 188, and "Percent reduction calculations" on page 186.
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Calculation list Measurement name

Right CCA

Proximal

Middle

Distal

Bulb

ICA

Proximal

Middle

Distal

ECA

Proximal

VA

Left CCA

Proximal

Middle

Distal

Bulb

ICA

Proximal

Middle

Distal

ECA

Proximal

VA

Table 5-1Arterial calculations

Calculation results for eachmeasurement include s (systolic) and d (diastolic).
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To perform an Arterial calculation

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

2 Do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

a. Select the calculation list that contains themeasurement name.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

b. Drag the caliper to the peak systolicwaveform, and tapNext.
A second caliper appears.

c. Drag the caliper to the end diastole point on the waveform.

d. TapSave or Save Set under themeasurement name.

Cardiac calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting a new
patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the previouspatient’s data.
The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the form is not first cleared. See
"Entering patient information" on page 150.

WARNING Moving the baseline, scrolling, or inverting the trace while frozen clears the displayed results.

In the Cardiacexam, you can perform the following calculations:

Measurements required to complete Cardiac calculations
Note This table is organized to show calculation results. The order of items in the calculation lists on the system

maydiffer somewhat.
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Calculation list Measurement name (imaging mode) Results

LV Diastole (2D or MMode)

RVWd (2D or MMode)

RVDd (2D or MMode)

IVSd (2D or MMode)

LVDd (2D or MMode)

LVPWd (2D or MMode)

Systole

RVWs (2D or MMode)

RVDs (2D or MMode)

IVSs (2D or MMode)

LVDs (2D or MMode)

LVPWs (2D or MMode)
HRa needed for CO & CI
*If measurements taken in M Mode.

CO
CI
EF
SV
SI
LVESV
LVEDV
IVS
LVPWFT
LVDFS
LVMass*

Ao/LA Ao (2D or MMode) Ao
LA/Ao

LA (2D or MMode) LA
LA/Ao

AAo (2D) AAo

LVOT D (2D) LVOT D
LVOT area

ACS (MMode) ACS

LVET (MMode) LVET

MV E-F Slope (MMode) E-F SLOPE

EPSS (MMode) EPSS

Table 5-2Cardiac calculationsand results
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Calculation list Measurement name (imaging mode) Results

MV/MR MV

E (Doppler)

A (Doppler)

E
EPG
A
APG
E:A

PHT (Doppler) PHT
MVA
Decel

MVVTI (Doppler) VTI
Vmax
PGmax
Vmean
PGmean

IVRT (Doppler) time

Adur (Doppler) time

MR

dP:dTb (CWDoppler) dP:dT

Area MVA (2D) MVArea

AVA (2D) AVArea

LV Vol A4Cd (2D)
A4Cs (2D)
A2Cd (2D)
A2Cs (2D)

LVVol
LVArea
EF
CO
SV
CI
SI
Biplane d
Biplane s

Table 5-2Cardiac calculationsand results (continued)
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Calculation list Measurement name (imaging mode) Results

LV Mass Epi (2D)
Endo (2D)
Apical (2D)

LVMass
EpiArea
Endo Area
D Apical

AV/LVOT/AI AV

VMAX (Doppler)

Vmax
PGmax

AVVTI (Doppler) VTI
Vmax
PGmax
Vmean
PGmean
AVA

LVOT

VMAX (Doppler)

VTI (Doppler)

LVOT D (2D)

VTI
Vmax
PGmax
Vmean
PGmean
LVOT D

AI

PHT (Doppler)

AI PHT
AI slope

Table 5-2Cardiac calculationsand results (continued)
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Calculation list Measurement name (imaging mode) Results

TV/TR TR VMax (Doppler) Vmax
PGmax

RApressurec RVSP

E (Doppler)
A (Doppler)

E
E PG
A
APG
E:A

PHT (Doppler) PHT
TVA
Decel

TVVTI (Doppler) VTI
Vmax
PGmax
Vmean
PGmean

PV VMAX (Doppler) Vmax
PGmax

PVVTI (Doppler)
AT (Doppler)

VTI
Vmax
PGmax
Vmean
PGmean
AT

CO LVOT Diam (2D)
HR (Doppler)
AVVTI (Doppler)

CO
CI
HR
VTI

Table 5-2Cardiac calculationsand results (continued)
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Calculation list Measurement name (imaging mode) Results

P Vein A (Doppler)
Adur (Doppler)
S (Doppler)
D (Doppler)

VMax
time
VMax
S/D ratio
VMax

PISA Radius (Color)
MR VTI (Doppler)
Ann Diam (2D)
MVVTI (Doppler)

PISAArea
VAlias
ERO
MV
Regurgitant Volume
Regurgitant Fraction
VMax
PGmax

Qp/Qs LVOT Diam (2D)
RVOT D (2D)
LVOT VTI (Doppler)
RVOT VTI (Doppler)

LVOT D
RVOT D
VTI
VMax
PGmax
Vmean
PGmean
SV
Qp/Qs

TDI Sep e' (Doppler)
Sep a' (Doppler)
Lat e' (Doppler)
Lat a' (Doppler)
Inf e' (Doppler)
Inf a' (Doppler)
Ant e' (Doppler)
Ant a' (Doppler)

E(MV)/e' ratio

Table 5-2Cardiac calculationsand results (continued)

aYou can enter the HRmeasurement on the patient form, by Doppler measurement (See "Tomeasure Heart Rate (HR)" on page 206), or by M Mode meas-
urement (See "Tomeasure heart rate (M Mode)" on page 180).

bPerformed at 300 cm/s on the negative side of the baseline.

cSpecified on the cardiac patient report.
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To calculate Proximal Isovelocity Surface Area (PISA)

The PISA calculation requiresameasurement in 2D, ameasurement in Color, and twomeasurements in Doppler spectral
trace. After allmeasurements are saved, the result appears in the patient report.

1 Measure from AnnD:

a. On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

b. On thePISA calculation list, tapAnn D.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

c. Position the calipers bydragging.

d. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

2 Measure fromRadius:

a. On a frozen Color image, tapCalcs.

b. On thePISA calculation list, tapRadius.

c. Position the calipers bydragging.

d. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

3 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

4 Do the following tomeasure fromMR VTI and again tomeasure fromMVVTI:

a. On thePISA calculation list, tapMR VTI orMV VTI.

b. Drag the caliper to the start of the waveform, and tapSet to start the trace.

c. Using your finger, trace the waveform.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

d. TapClose to complete the trace.

e. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To measure LVd and LVs

1 On a frozen 2D image or MMode trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs
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If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On the LV calculation list, tap the name of the first measurement you want to take.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

3 Position the calipers bydragging.

4 If you want to take additionalmeasurements, tap either of the following and then position the calipers:

Next to advance to the next item in the calculation list.

Themeasurement name in the calculation list.

If you need to redo ameasurement, select themeasurement name and tapDelete

5 Save the calculation: TapSave Set under themeasurement name. The system savesall on-screen
measurements for the calculation.

To measure Ao, LA, AAo, or LVOT Diam

1 On a frozen 2D image or MMode trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theAo/LA calculation list, tap themeasurement name.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

3 Position the calipers bydragging.

4 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate LV Volume (Simpson’s Rule)

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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2 Do the following for eachmeasurement:

a. On the LV Vol calculation list, tap the desired view and phase.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

b. Position the caliper at themitral annulus, and tapSet to start the trace.

c. Using your finger, trace the left ventricular (LV) cavity.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

d. Complete the trace, and tapClose.

e. Adjust the axis asneeded.

f. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate MV or AV area

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theArea calculation list, tapMVA or AVA.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

3 Drag the caliper to where you want to begin the trace, and tapSet.

4 Using your finger, trace the desired area.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

5 Do one of the following:

To save themeasurement and close the trace, tapSave.

To close the trace, tapClose.

To calculate LV Mass

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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2 Do the following for Epi and then for Endo:

On the LV Mass calculation list, tap themeasurement name.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

Drag the caliper to where you want to begin the trace, and tapSet.

Using your finger, trace the desired area.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

3 TapSave under themeasurement name to save the calculation and close the trace.

4 On the LV Mass calculation list, tapApical.

5 Positioning the calipers, measure the ventricular length.

6 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To measure peak velocity

For each cardiacmeasurement, the system savesup to five individualmeasurements and calculates their aver-
age. If you takemore than fivemeasurements, themost recent measurement replaces the oldest meas-
urement. If you delete a savedmeasurement from the patient report, the next measurement taken replaces the
deleted one in the patient report.

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theMV/MR, TV/TR, TDI, or P Vein calculation list, do the following for eachmeasurement you
want to take:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Tap themeasurement name.

b. Position the calipers.

c. Save the calculation: tapSave or Save Set.

3 If you want to take additionalmeasurements, tap either of the following and then position the calipers:

Next to advance to the next item in the calculation list.

Themeasurement name in the calculation list.
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To calculate Velocity Time Integral (VTI)

This calculation computesother results in addition to VTI. See "Measurements required to complete Cardiac calculations"
on page 192.

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theMV/MR,AV/LVOT/AI, TV/TR, or PV calculation list, tapVTI.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

3 Drag the caliper to the start of the waveform, and tapSet.

4 Using your finger, trace the waveform.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

5 Complete the trace, and tapClose.

6 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate Right Ventricular Systolic Pressure (RVSP)

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On the TV/TR calculation list, tap TR VMax.

3 Position the caliper bydragging.

4 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.
To adjust the RApressure, see "(Cardiac) To adjust the RApressure" on page 222.
Changing the RApressure from the default 5 affects the RVSP calculation in the patient report.

To calculate Pressure Half Time (PHT) in MV, AI, or TV

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs
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If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theMV/MR,AV/LVOT/AI, or TV/TR calculation list, tapPHT.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

3 Drag the first caliper to the peak.
A second caliper appears.

4 Position the second caliper:

a. In MV, drag the caliper along the E-F slope.

b. In AV, drag the caliper to the end diastole.

5 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate Isovolumic Relaxation Time (IVRT)

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theMV/MR calculation list, tap IVRT.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.
A vertical caliper appears.

3 Drag the caliper to the aortic valve closure.
A second vertical caliper appears.

4 Drag the second caliper to onset of mitral inflow.

5 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate Delta Pressure: Delta Time (dP:dT)

To perform the dP:dT measurements, the CWDoppler scalemust include velocities of 300 cm/sor greater on
the negative side of the baseline. (See "Controls in Doppler" on page 120.)

1 On a frozen CWDoppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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2 On theMV/MR calculation list, tap dP:dT.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.
A horizontal dotted line with an active caliper appears at 100 cm/s.

3 Drag the first caliper along the waveform at 100 cm/s.
A second horizontal dotted line with an active caliper appears at 300 cm/s.

4 Drag the second caliper along the waveform at 300 cm/s.

5 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate Aortic Valve Area (AVA)

The AVA calculation requiresameasurement in 2D and twomeasurements in Doppler. After themeasurements are
saved, the result appears in the patient report.

1 In 2D, measure from LVOT:

a. On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

b. On theAV/LVOT/AI calculation list, tap LVOT D.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

c. Position the calipers bydragging.

d. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

2 In Doppler, measure LVOT Vmaxor VTI, and thenmeasure AVVmaxor VTI.

For VMAX, see "Tomeasure peak velocity" on page 201. From theAV/LVOT/AI calculation list, select
VMAX under AV, and place calipers at the sample site.

For VTI, see "To calculate Velocity Time Integral (VTI)" on page 202. From theAV/LVOT/AI calculation
list, selectVTI under AV, and place calipers at the sample site.

To calculate Qp/Qs

TheQp/Qscalculation requires twomeasurements in 2D and twomeasurements in Doppler. After themeasurements are
saved, the result appears in the patient report.
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1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Do the following tomeasure from LVOT D and again tomeasure fromRVOT D:

a. From theQp/Qs calculations list, select LVOT D or RVOT D.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

b. Position the calipers bydragging.

c. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

3 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

4 Do the following tomeasure from LVOT VTI and again tomeasure fromRVOT VTI:

a. From theQp/Qs calculations list, select LVOT VTI or RVOT VTI.

b. TapSet to start the trace.

c. Using your finger, trace the waveform.
Tomake a correction, trace backward on the dotted line.

d. TapClose to complete the trace.

e. Save the calculation:TapSave under themeasurement name.

For information on the automatic trace tool, see "Tomeasure automatically (Doppler)" on page 182.

To calculate Stroke Volume (SV) or Stroke Index (SI)

The SVand SI calculations require ameasurement in 2D and ameasurement in Doppler. SI also requiresBody
Surface Area (BSA). After themeasurements are saved, the result appears in the patient report.

1 (SI Only) Fill in theHeight andWeight fields on the patient form. The BSA is calculated automatically.
(See "Entering patient information" on page 150.)
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2 Measure LVOT:

a. On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

b. From theAV/LVOT/AI calculation list, tap LVOT D.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

c. Position the calipers at LVOT area bydragging.

d. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

3 Measure from aorta (Doppler). See "To calculate Velocity Time Integral (VTI)" on page 202. From the
AV/LVOT/AI calculation list, selectVTI under AV.

For information on the automatic trace tool, see "Tomeasure automatically (Doppler)" on page 182.

To measure Heart Rate (HR)

Heart Rate is available in all cardiac packages. The Heart Rate is not calculated using the ECG trace.

1 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On the COcalculations list, tapHR.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.
A vertical caliper appears.

3 Drag the first vertical caliper to the peakof the heartbeat.
A second vertical caliper appears. The active caliper is highlighted green.

4 Drag the second vertical caliper to the peakof the next heartbeat.

5 Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate Cardiac Output (CO) or Cardiac Index (CI)

TheCOandCI calculations require Stroke Volume and Heart Rate calculations. CI also requiresBodySurface Area
(BSA). After themeasurements are saved, the result appears in the patient report.
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1 (CI Only) Fill in theHeight andWeight fields on the patient form. The BSA is calculated automatically.
(See "Entering patient information" on page 150.)

2 Calculate SV. See "To calculate Stroke Volume (SV) or Stroke Index (SI)" on page 205.

3 Calculate HR. See "Tomeasure Heart Rate (HR)" on the previouspage.

To measure a Tissue Doppler Imaging (TDI) waveform

1 Ensure that TDI is on. (See "Controls in Doppler" on page 120.)

2 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tap Calcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

3 Do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

a. On the TDI calculation list, tap themeasurement name.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

b. Position the calipers bydragging.

c. Save the calculation: TapSave under themeasurement name.

Gynecological calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare

accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting
a new patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the pre-
viouspatient’s data. The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the
form is not first cleared. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

TheGynecological calculations includemeasurements for uterus, ovaries, and follicles.

In the Gynecological exam, you can also calculate volume (see "Volume calculation" on page 188).

Measuring uterus

You canmeasure uterus length (L), width (W), height (H), and endometrial thickness. If youmeasure length,
width, and height, the system also calculates the volume.
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To measure uterus

1 On the frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On the Uterus list, do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. In the Uterus list, tap themeasurement name.

b. Position the calipers bydragging.

c. Save themeasurement.

Measuring ovaries

You can take up to three distance (D) measurements on each ovary. The system also calculates the volume based on the
threemeasurements.

To measure ovaries

1 On the frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On theOvary calculation list, do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Tap themeasurement name under Right Ovary or Left Ovary.

b. Position the calipers bydragging.

c. Save themeasurement.
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Measuring follicles

On each side, you can save up to three distance (D) measurements per follicle, for up to ten follicles. The system
can displayup to eight measurements at once.

If youmeasure a follicle twice, the average appears in the report. If youmeasure a follicle three times, the aver-
age and a volume calculation appear in the report. Volumesare derived based on one distance, two distance,
and three distancemeasurements.

To measure follicles

1 On the frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 On the Follicle Right (if measuring the right side) or Follicle Left (if measuring the left side) cal-
culation list, do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Tap themeasurement name.
Themeasurement namesappear under 1, 2, 3, and so on, to pertain to the 10 follicle cal-
culationsavailable.

b. Position the calipers bydragging.

c. Under themeasurement name, tapSave Set or tomeasure another follicle, tapNext.
A number appears before themeasurement name and on the image. For the first meas-
urement, 1 is used. For the secondmeasurement, 2 is used, and so on.

Obstetrics calculations
WARNING Make sure that you have selected theObstetrics exam type and theOBauthor for the Obstet-

rical calculation table you intend to use. See "Obstetrics calculations settings " on page 36.

WARNING To avoid incorrect obstetrics calculations, verifywith a local clockand calendar that the system’s
date and time settingsare correct before each use of the system. The system doesnot auto-
matically adjust for daylight savings time changes.

WARNING Prior to use, verify that Obstetrical custom table data entries are correct. The system doesnot
confirm the accuracyof the custom table data entered by the user.

WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare
accurate.
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WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting
a new patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the pre-
viouspatient’s data. The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the
form is not first cleared. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

In X-Porte, you can calculate gestational age, fetal heart rate, middle cerebral artery, and umbilical artery blood flow velo-
cities.

You can select authors for Obstetrical calculations. See "Obstetrics calculations settings " on page 36 and "Measurement
publicationsand terminology" on page 229.

EFW is calculated only after appropriatemeasurements are completed. If anyone of these parameters results in an EDD
greater than what the Obstetrical calculation tablesprovide, the EFW isnot displayed.

Note If you change the calculation author during the exam, the commonmeasurements are retained.
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Calculation result Gestational OB measurements Available authors

GestationalAge a YS —

GS Hansmann, Nyberg, Tokyo U.

CRL Hadlock, Hansmann, Osaka, Tokyo U.

BPD Chitty, Hadlock, Hansmann, Osaka, Tokyo U.

OFD Hansmann

HC Chitty, Hadlock, Hansmann

TTD Hansmann, Tokyo U.b

APTD Tokyo U.b

AC Hadlock, Hansmann, Tokyo U.

FTA Osaka

FL Chitty, Hadlock, Hansmann, Osaka, Tokyo U.

HL Jeanty

TL Jeanty

Cereb D —

CM —

Lat Vent —

CxLen —

Table 5-3Results from system-defined obstetricalmeasurements and table authors
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Calculation result Gestational OB measurements Available authors

Estimated
Fetal
Weight
(EFW)c

HC, AC, FL Hadlock1

BPD, AC, FL Hadlock2

AC, FL Hadlock3

BPD, TTD Hansmann

BPD, FTA, FL Osaka U.

BPD, AC Shepard

BPD, TTD, APTD, FL Tokyo U.

Ratios HC/AC Campbell

FL/AC Hadlock

FL/BPD Hohler

FL/HC Hadlock

Amniotic
Fluid
Index

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 Jeng

Growth
Analysis
Tablesd

BPD Chitty, Hadlock, Jeanty

HC Chitty, Hadlock, Jeanty

AC Chitty, Hadlock, Jeanty

FL Chitty, Hadlock, Jeanty

EFW Brenner, Hadlock, Jeanty

HC/AC Campbell

Table 5-3Results from system-defined obstetricalmeasurements and table authors (continued)

aThe Gestational Age is automatically calculated and displayed next to the Obstetrical measurement you selected. The average of the results is the AUA. Only meas-
urements of the same type are averaged.

bFor Tokyo U., APTD and TTD are used only to calculate EFW. No age or growth tables are associated with these measurements.

cThe Estimated Fetal Weight (EFW) calculation uses an equation that consists of one or more fetal biometry measurements. The author for the Obstetrical tables, which you
choose on a system setup page, determines the measurements you must perform to obtain an EFW calculation.

Individual selections for Hadlock’s EFW equations 1, 2, and 3 are not determined by the user. The selected equation is determined by the measurements that have been
saved to the patient report with priority given to the order listed above.
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dThe Growth Analysis tables are used by the Report Graphs feature. Three growth curves are drawn using the table data for the selected growth parameter and
published author. Growth tables are available only with a user-entered LMP or EDD.

To measure gestational growth (2D)

For each 2D Obstetricalmeasurement (except AFI), the system savesup to three individualmeasurements and
their average. If you takemore than threemeasurements, the earliest measurement is deleted.

1 Make sure that the Obstetrics exam type is selected.

2 On the patient form, select LMP or EDD. Select Twins if twins.

3 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

4 Do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

a. Select the calculation list that contains themeasurement.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.
For twins, there are two sets of calculation lists: Each list in one set is labeled Twin A, and each
list in the other set is labeled Twin B.

b. Tap themeasurement name.
The caliper toolmaychange depending on themeasurement selected, but the position
remains constant.

c. Position the calipers bydragging.

d. TapSave under themeasurement name.

To measure heart rate (M Mode or Doppler)

1 Make sure that the Obstetrics exam type is selected.

2 On a frozenMMode or Doppler trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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3 TapHR on the following calculation list:

For MMode, theHR calculation list (or, if twins, the Twin A HR list or Twin B HR list).

For Doppler, theDoppler Measurements list (or, if twins, the Twin A Doppler Meas-
urements list or Twin B Doppler Measurements list).

A vertical caliper appears.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

4 Drag the vertical caliper to the peakof the heartbeat.
A second vertical caliper appears.

5 Drag the second vertical caliper to the peakof the next heartbeat.

6 TapSave under themeasurement name.

To calculate the S/D ratio, RI or PI of the Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) or Umbilical Artery (UmbA) (Dop-
pler)

1 Make sure that the Obstetrics exam type is selected.

2 On the patient form, select LMPor EDD. Select Twins if twins.

3 On a frozen Doppler spectral trace, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

4 Do the following for eachmeasurement you need to take:

a. On theDoppler Measurements calculations list, tap themeasurement name underMCA or UmbA.

b. Position the calipers:

For S/D, RI, drag the first caliper to the peak systolicwaveform. TapNext, and then drag the
second caliper to the end diastole on the waveform.

For S/D, RI, PI, drag the caliper to the beginning of the desired waveform, and tapSet. Trace
the desired area, and then tapClose.

If calipers are positioned imprecisely, the calculation result is inaccurate.

5 Save the calculation.
Only one calculation (S/D, RI or S/D, RI, PI) can be saved.

Required measurements for MCA or UmbA
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Calculation
list

Section
heading

Measurement
name Results

Doppler Measurements MCA Systolic
Diastolic
S/D, RI

SD
RI

Systolic
Diastolic
S/D, RI, PI*

SD
RI
PI

UmbA Systolic
Diastolic
S/D, RI

RI
SD

Systolic
Diastolic
S/D, RI, PI*

SD
RI
PI

*Calculation requires a trace measurement.

Table 5-4MCAor UmbA calculationsand results

Related topics

Cardiac calculations 192
Calculations settings 35
Worksheets and reports 220
Acute Care calculations 217

Measuring gestational sacs

You canmakemore than oneGestationalSacmeasurement on the same frozen image: tapNext, make an
additionalmeasurement, and then tapSave.

Tomake a single GestationalSacmeasurement, tapSave after themeasurement.

Small Parts calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare

accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting
a new patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the pre-
viouspatient’s data. The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the
form is not first cleared. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

The Small Parts calculations include hip angle and hip ratio.
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In the Small Parts exam, you can also calculate volume and percent reduction. See "Volume calculation" on page 188 and
"Percent reduction calculations" on page 186.

To calculate hip angle

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Do the following under Right Hip and again under Left Hip:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Under Hip Angle, tapBaseline.
A baseline with calipers appears.

b. Position the baseline bydragging the calipers.

c. Tap Line A (alpha line).
Calipers for Line A appear.

d. Position Line A bydragging calipers, and tapSave.

e. Tap Line B (beta line).
Calipers for Line B appear.

f. Position Line B bydragging calipers, and tapSave.

To calculate hip ratio

1 On a frozen 2D image, tapCalcs.

Calcs

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.
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2 Do the following under Right Hip and again under Left Hip:

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

a. Under d:D Ratio, tap Fem Hd (femoral head).
An ellipse with calipers appears.

b. Position and resize the ellipse bydragging its calipers.

c. TapBaseline.
The baseline appears automatically.

d. Position the baseline bydragging its caliper.

Acute Care calculations
WARNING To avoid incorrect calculations, verify that the patient information, date, and time settingsare

accurate.

WARNING To avoidmisdiagnosis or harming the patient outcome, start a new patient form before starting
a new patient exam and performing calculations. Starting a new patient form clears the pre-
viouspatient’s data. The previouspatient’s data will be combined with the current patient if the
form is not first cleared. See "Entering patient information" on page 150.

The Acute Care calculationsare part of the licensed Acute Care feature. Results from Acute Care calculations
appear in the Acute Care worksheets. (See "Worksheets and reports" on page 220.)

You can perform anyof the following calculations, in anyexam type. Distancemeasurements are in mm.

Calculation
list Measurement name (imaging mode)

Abdominal
Aorta

Maximal aortic diameter (2D)

Table 5-5Acute Care calculations
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Calculation
list Measurement name (imaging mode)

Obstetrical
Pelvic

YolkSac (2D)
GestationalSac (2D)
Myometrial Thickness (2D)
CRL (2D)*
BPD (2D)*
FetalHR (MMode)
Adnexa

Right Ovarian Cyst (2D)

Left Ovarian Cyst (2D)
*Calculates a gestational age. See "Obstetrics calculations " on page 209for related information. Uses the selected gestational
age table. See "Calculations settings" on page 35.

Non-Obstet-
rical Pelvic

Endometrial Stripe (2D)
Uterine Fibroid (2D)
Adnexa Right
Ovarian Size (2D)*

Length

Width

Height

Right Ovarian Cyst

Resistive index (Doppler)

Adnexa Left
Ovarian Size (2D)*

Length

Width

Height

Left Ovarian Cyst

Resistive index (Doppler)
* Volume is calculated in ML after Length, Width, and Height measurements are taken.

Table 5-5Acute Care calculations (continued)
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Calculation
list Measurement name (imaging mode)

Biliary Gallstone (2D)
Gallbladder Wall (2D)
CBD (2D)
TransverseGallbladder (2D)
LongitudinalGallbladder (2D)

Renal/
UrinaryTract

Right Kidney (2D)

KidneyStone

RenalCyst

Left Kidney (2D)

KidneyStone

RenalCyst

Bladder (2D)*

Width

Height

Length
* Bladder volume is calculated in ML after Width, Height, and Length measurements are taken.

Cardiac TR VMAx (Doppler)
AorticRoot (2D)
ThoracicAorta Diameter (2D)
IVC

MaximumDiameter (2D)

MinimumDiameter (2D)

Soft Tissue/
MSK

Tissue Thickness (2D)
SubcutaneousCollection Diameter (2D)

Ocular Eye

Right ONSD (2D)

Left ONSD (2D)

Table 5-5Acute Care calculations (continued)
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To perform an Acute Care calculation

1 On a frozen image, tapAcute Care.

Acute Care

If this control is hidden, tappingMore Controls displays it.

2 Do the following for eachmeasurement you want to take:

a. Select the calculation list that contains themeasurement.

To select a calculation list, tap at the top of the current list, and then tap the desired list.

b. Tap themeasurement name.

c. Position the calipers bydragging.
If a Doppler measurement, drag the caliper to a peak systolicwaveform, and tapNext. A second caliper
appears. Drag the second caliper to the end diastole on the waveform.

d. Save themeasurement: TapSave or Save Set under themeasurement name.

Related topics

Worksheets and reports 220
Cardiac calculations 192
Obstetrics calculations 209

Worksheets and reports
The system collects patient information, calculation results, and worksheet findings into a patient report. You can view and
edit the report preview and worksheets at any time until the exam hasended. After the exam hasended, you can view the
patient report (see "Displaying reports and worksheets after the exam hasended" on page 225).

The value for a calculation appears in the report only if the calculation is saved. The pound symbol (#) indicatesa value that
is out of range (for example, too large or small). Calculation values that are out of range are not included in derived cal-
culations (for example, mean). Calculationsappear in the order that theywere saved.

When you archive or export the exam, the report is included in the exam.

If theyare licensed on your system, Acute Care worksheets andMSK worksheets are available. See "Acute Care and
MSK worksheets" on page 223.

Related topics

Reviewing 158
DICOM 46
Entering patient information 150
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Printing images 164
Acute Care calculations 217
Cardiac calculations 192
Obstetrics calculations 209
Archiving and exporting 165

Report preview
To display the report preview

1 TapWORKSHEETS.

WORKSHEETS
2 (Arterial or Cardiacexam) TapSummary or Calculations in theReport Preview list. Themean of

the detail entries is used in the summary.
You can switch between these viewsasneeded.
To exit the report preview and return to imaging, tapDone.

Done
To delete calculation values from the report preview

1 Display the report preview.

2 (Arterial or Cardiacexam) TapCalculations.

3 Select the value, and then tapDelete.

Delete

Deleting somemeasurements also deletes relatedmeasurements. Deletedmeasurements are not
included in the summary information.

Arterial and cardiac reports

(Arterial) To modify the ICA/CCA ratio

1 Display the arterial report preview.

2 TapSummary.
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3 Select measurements for the ICA/CCA ratio for both the right and left sides from theRatio list.

(Cardiac) To adjust the RA pressure

1 Display the cardiac report preview.

2 TapSummary.

3 Select the desired value from the RA list.
Changing the RApressure from the default value of 5MmHGaffects the RVSP calculation result.

Obstetrics reports

TheObstetrics calcs reports have a space for signing printed reports.

To display the Obstetrics Twins report preview

In the Obstetrics report preview, do one of the following:

To displayan individual twin report preview, tap Twin A or Twin B.

To display both twins in one report preview, tapCompare.

To fill out the Obstetrics anatomy checklist

You can document reviewed anatomy.

1 In the Obstetrics report preview, tapAnatomy Checklist.

2 Do anyof the following:

Select the checkboxes.

Enter the Fetal Lie.

Enter thePlac Location and select the gradingmethod (0, I, II, or III) from the corresponding list.

Select aGender.

To complete the Obstetrics biophysical profile

In the Obstetrics report preview, select valuesunder Biophysical Profile.
The total is calculated when valuesare selected. NST (non-stress test) is optional.

Obstetrics graphs

You can displayObstetrics graphs if the LMP or EDD text boxesare filled in the patient form, and if a Growth Analysis
author hasbeen selected for themeasurement (see "Obstetrics calculations settings " on page 36).
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To display Obstetrics graphs

1 TapWORKSHEETS.

WORKSHEETS
2 TapGraphs.

3 In theGraphs list, select the desiredmeasurement and author.
The graph for the selectedmeasurement appears.
For twins, bothmeasurement sets are plotted on the same graph.

4 (Optional) TapSave to save the current graph page asan image that you can review aspart of the
exam. (See "Reviewing" on page 158.)

Save

5 (Optional) TapPrint Page to print the current graph page.

Print Page

6 TapDone to return to live imaging.

Done

Acute Care andMSK worksheets
Acute Care andMSK (Musculoskeletal) worksheets are licensed features that include patient information, text
boxes, and procedure information from the ultrasound system. Acute Care worksheets include results from
measurements and calculations you perform from the Acute Care calculation lists.

To display an Acute Care or MSK worksheet

1 TapWORKSHEETS.

WORKSHEETS
2 TapAcute Care Worksheets orMSK Worksheets.
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3 Tap a worksheet in the list.
To exit the worksheet and return to imaging, tapDone.

Done
To edit an Acute Care or MSK worksheet

You can edit worksheets on the system until the exam hasended.

1 Enter information in the worksheet:

Indications

(Acute Care worksheets) Select multiple indications, or selectOther Indications to enter addi-
tional information.

(MSK worksheets) Enter indications in the Indications text box.

(Acute Care worksheets only) ViewsSelect options to reflect the viewsobtained. SelectOther Views to
enter additional information.

(Acute Care worksheets only) FindingsYou canmakemultiple selections in the Findings section. Select
Other Findings to enter additional information.

(Acute Care worksheets only) Interpretation You canmakemultiple selections in the Interpretation sec-
tion. SelectOther Interpretations to enter additional information.

(MSK worksheets only) Procedure Details and Conclusions. You canmakemultiple selections in the
Procedure Details and Conclusions section. Enter comments in the Comments text box.

2 (Acute Care worksheets only) To delete a calculation value, select the value and then tapDelete.

Delete

3 TapDone.

Done

Printing reports and worksheets
You can print the current page of a report preview or worksheet or the entire report preview or worksheet.
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To print a report preview or worksheet

1 Display the report preview or worksheet.

2 Do one of the following:

To print the entire report preview or worksheet, tapPrint All.

Print All

To print the current page, tapPrint Page.

Print Page

Displaying reports and worksheets after the exam has ended
When you end an exam, the system saves the patient reportwith allmeasurements and calculationsperformed
during the exam, including Acute Care or MSK worksheet data, if available.

To display the report after the exam has ended

1 TapREVIEW.

REVIEW

2 TapPatient List.

Patient List

3 Select an exam.

4 Tap Thumbnails.
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5 TapReport.

Report

The system displays the read-only report and anyassociated worksheets

6 TapDone to return to the patient list.

Done
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Measurement accuracy 227
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Measurement references
This section provides information about measurement accuracy, publications,
and terminology.

Measurement accuracy
Themeasurements from the system are of a physical property such asdis-
tance for evaluation by the clinician. The accuracy values require that you can
place the calipers over one pixel. The valuesdo not include acoustic anomalies
of the body.

The 2D linear distancemeasurement results are displayed in centimeterswith
one place past the decimal point, if themeasurement is ten or greater; two
placespast the decimal point, if themeasurement is less than ten.



The linear distancemeasurement components have the accuracyand range shown in the following tables.

2D Measurement Accuracy and Range System Tolerancea Accuracy
By

Test
Method

b

Range
(cm)

AxialDistance < ±2%plus1%of full
scale

Acquisition Phantom 0-26
cm

LateralDistance < ±2%plus1%of full
scale

Acquisition Phantom 0-35
cm

DiagonalDistance < ±2%plus1%of full
scale

Acquisition Phantom 0-44
cm

Areac

The area accuracy is defined using the following equa-
tion:% tolerance = ((1 + lateral error) * (1 + axial error) –
1) * 100 +0.5%.

< ±4%plus (2%of full
scale/smallest dimen-
sion) * 100 plus0.5%

Acquisition Phantom 0.01-
720
cm2

Circumferenced

The circumference accuracy is defined as the greater of
the lateral or axial accuracyand by the following
equation: % tolerance = (2 (maximum of 2 errors) * 100)
+ 0.5%.

< ±3%plus (1.4%of full
scale/ smallest dimen-
sion) * 100 plus0.5%

Acquisition Phantom 0.01-
96 cm

Table 6-1 2DMeasurement Accuracyand Range

M Mode Measurement Accuracy
and Range System Tolerance Accuracy

By
Test

Method Range

Distance <+/- 2%plus1%of full scalea Acquisition Phantomb 0-26
cm

Time <+/- 2%plus1%of full scalec Acquisition Phantomd 0.01-
10
sec

Heart Rate <+/- 2%plus (Full Scalee * Heart
Rate/100) %

Acquisition Phantomf 5-923
bpm

Table 6-2MModeMeasurement and Calculation Accuracyand Range
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Doppler Mode Measurement Accur-
acy and Range

System Tol-
erance

Accuracy
By

Test
Method f Range

Velocity cursor < +/- 2%plus1%of
full scaleg

Acquisition Phantom 0.01 cm/sec-
550 cm/sec

Frequency cursor < +/- 2%plus1%of
full scaleg

Acquisition Phantom 0.01kHz-20.8
kHz

Time <+/- 2%plus1%of
full scalee

Acquisition Phantom 0.01-10 sec

Table 6-3PWDoppler ModeMeasurement and Calculation Accuracyand Range

aFull scale for distance implies the maximum depth of the image.

bAn RMI 413a model phantom with 0.7 dB/cm MHz attenuation was used.

cThe area accuracy is defined using the following equation:
% tolerance = ((1 + lateral error) * (1 + axial error) – 1) * 100 + 0.5%.

dThe circumference accuracy is defined as the greater of the lateral or axial accuracy and by the following equation:
% tolerance = (       2 (maximum of 2 errors) * 100) + 0.5%.

eFull scale for time implies the total time displayed on the scrolling graphic image.

fFUJIFILM SonoSite special test equipment was used.

gFull scale for frequency or velocity implies the total frequency or velocity magnitude, displayed on the scrolling graphic image.

Sources of measurement errors
In general, two typesof errors can be introduced into themeasurement:

Acquisition Error Includeserrors introduced by the ultrasound system electronics relating to signal acquis-
ition, signal conversion, and signal processing for display. Additionally, computational and displayerrors are
introduced by the generation of the pixel scale factor, application of that factor to the caliper positionson the
screen, and themeasurement display.

Algorithmic ErrorThe error introduced bymeasurements, which are input to higher order calculations. This
error is associated with floating-point versus integer-typemath, which is subject to errors introduced by round-
ing versus truncating results for display of a given level of significant digit in the calculation.

Measurement publications and terminology
The following are the publicationsand terminologyused for each calculation result.

Terminologyandmeasurements complywith American Institute of Ultrasound inMedicine (AIUM) published
standards.
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Cardiac references

Acceleration (ACC) in cm/s2

Zwiebel,W.J. Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography. 4th ed.,W.B. SaundersCompany, (2000), 52.

ACC =abs (delta velocity/delta time)

Acceleration Time (AT) in msec

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Lippincott, Williams, andWilkins, (1999), 219.

Aortic Valve Area (AVA) by Continuity Equation in cm2

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 393, 442.

A2 =A1 * V1/V2
where:

A2 =Ao valve area
A1 =LVOT area; V1 =LVOT

velocity; V2 =Ao valve velocity
LVOT =Left Ventricular Outflow Tract

AVA (PVLVOT/PVAO) * CSALVOT
AVA (VTILVOT/VTIAO) * CSALVOT

Body Surface Area (BSA) in m2

Grossman,W.CardiacCatheterization and Angiography. Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, (1980), 90.

BSA=0.007184 *Weight0.425 * Height0.725

Weight = kilograms

Height = centimeters

Cardiac Index (CI) in l/min/m2

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd Edition, Boston: Little, Brown and Company, (1999), 59.

CI =CO/BSA

where:

CO=CardiacOutput
BSA=BodySurface Area
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Cardiac Output (CO) in l/min

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. TajikThe EchoManual. 2nd ed., Lippincott, Williams, andWilkins, (1999), 59.

CO= (SV *HR)/1000

where:

CO=CardiacOutput
SV=Stroke Volume
HR =Heart Rate

Cross Sectional Area (CSA) in cm2

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Ari-
zona Heart Institute, (2000), 383.

CSA=0.785 *D2

where: D =diameter of the anatomyof interest

Deceleration Time in msec

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Ari-
zona Heart Institute, (2000), 453.

|time a - time b|

Delta Pressure: Delta Time (dP:dT) in mmHg/s

Otto, C.M. Textbookof ClinicalEchocardiography. 2nd ed.,W.B. SaundersCompany, (2000), 117, 118.

32mmHg/time interval in seconds

E:A Ratio in cm/sec

E:A = velocityE/velocityA

E/Ea Ratio

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Ari-
zona Heart Institute, (2000), 225.

EVelocity/Ea velocity

where:

E velocity =Mitral Valve E velocity
Ea =annular E velocity, also known as: E prime
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Effective Regurgitant Orifice (ERO) in mm2

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 455.

ERO=6.28 (r2) * Va/MR Vel

where:

r = radius
Va =aliasing velocity

Ejection Fraction (EF), percent

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Lippincott, Williams, andWilkins, (1999), 40.

EF = ((LVEDV– LVESV)/LVEDV) * 100%

where:

EF =Ejection Fraction
LVEDV=Left Ventricular End DiastolicVolume
LVESV=Left Ventricular End SystolicVolume

Elapsed Time (ET) in msec

ET = time between velocity cursors in milliseconds

Heart Rate (HR) in bpm

HR =3 digit value input byuser or measured onMMode and Doppler image in one heart cycle

Interventricular Septum (IVS) Fractional Thickening, percent

Laurenceau, J. L., M.C. Malergue. The Essentials of Echocardiography. Le Hague: MartinusNijhoff, (1981), 71.

IVSFT = ((IVSS– IVSD)/IVSD) * 100%

where:

IVSS= Interventricular Septal Thicknessat Systole
IVSD = Interventricular Septal Thicknessat Diastole

Isovolumic Relaxation Time (IVRT) in msec

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart Institute,
(1993), 146.

|time a - time b|
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Left Atrium/Aorta (LA/Ao)

Feigenbaum, H.Echocardiography. Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, (1994), 206, Figure 4-49.

Left Ventricular End Volumes (Teichholz) in ml

Teichholz, L.E., T. Kreulen, M.V. Herman, et. al. “Problems in echocardiographic volume determinations:
echocardiographic-angiographic correlations in the presence or absence of asynergy.” American Journal of
Cardiology, (1976), 37:7.

LVESV= (7.0 * LVDS3)/(2.4 + LVDS)

where:

LVESV=Left Ventricular End SystolicVolume

LVDS=Left Ventricular Dimension at Systole

LVEDV= (7.0 * LVDD3)/(2.4 + LVDD)

where:

LVEDV=Left Ventricular End DiastolicVolume
LVDD =Left Ventricular Dimension at Diastole

Left Ventricular Mass in gm for 2D

Schiller, N.B., P.M. Shah, M. Crawford, et.al. “Recommendations for Quantification of the Left Ventricle by
Two-DimensionalEchocardiography.” Journal of American Society of Echocardiography. September-Octo-
ber 1998, 2:364.

LVMass=1.05 * {[(5/6) * A1 * (a + d + t)] - [(5/6) * A2 * (a + d )]}

where:

A1 = short axis area, diastole (Epi)
A2 = short axis area, diastole (Endo)
a = long or semimajor axis
d = truncated semimajor axis from the widest short axis diameter to mitral annulusplane.
t =myocardial thickness

Left Ventricular Mass in gm for M Mode

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd Edition, Boston: Little, Brown and Company, (1999),
39.

LVMass=1.04 [(LVID +PWT + IVST)3 – LVID3] * 0.8 + 0.6

where:
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LVID = InternalDimension
PWT =Posterior Wall Thickness
IVST = Interventricular Septal Thickness
1.04 =Specific gravity of themyocardium
0.8 =Correction factor

Left Ventricular Volume: Biplane Method in ml

Schiller, N.B., P.M. Shah, M. Crawford, et.al. “Recommendations for Quantitation of the Left Ventricle byTwo-Dimen-
sionalEchocardiography.” Journal of American Society of Echocardiography. September-October 1989, 2:362.

where:

V =Volume inml
a =Diameter
b =Diameter
n =Number of segments (n=20)
L = Length
i =Segment

Left Ventricular Volume: Single Plane Method in ml

Schiller, N.B., P.M. Shah, M. Crawford, et.al. “Recommendations for Quantitation of the Left Ventricle byTwo-Dimen-
sionalEchocardiography.” Journal of American Society of Echocardiography. September-October 1989, 2:362.

where:
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V=Volume
a =Diameter
n =Number of segments (n=20)
L = Length
i =Segment

Left Ventricular Dimension (LVD) Fractional Shortening, percent

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, (1994), 43-44.

LVDFS= ((LVDD – LVDS)/LVDD) * 100%

where:

LVDD =Left Ventricle Dimension at Diastole
LVDS=Left Ventricle Dimension at Systole

LV Ejection Fraction

Schiller, N.B., Shah, P.M., Crawford, M., et. al. “Recommendations for Quantification of the Left Ventricle by
Two-DimensionalEchocardiography.” Journal of American Society of Echocardiography.September-Octo-
ber 1989, 2:364.

EF =((End DiastolicVolume - End SystolicVolume)/End DiastolicVolume) * 100 (%).

Left Ventricular Posterior Wall Fractional Thickening (LVPWFT), percent

Laurenceau, J. L., M.C. Malergue. The Essentials of Echocardiography. Le Hague: MartinusNijhoff, (1981),
71.

LVPWFT = ((LVPWS– LVPWD)/LVPWD) * 100%

where:

LVPWS=Left Ventricular Posterior Wall Thicknessat Systole
LVPWD =Left Ventricular Posterior Wall Thicknessat Diastole

Mean Velocity (Vmean) in cm/s

Vmean =mean velocity

Mitral Valve Area (MVA) in cm2

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Ari-
zona Heart Institute, (2000), 391, 452.

MVA=220/PHT

where: PHT =pressure half time
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220 is an empirical derived constant andmaynot accurately predict mitral valve area inmitral prosthetic heart valves.
Themitral valve area continuity equationmaybe utilized inmitral prosthetic heart valves to predict effective orifice area.

MV Flow Rate in cc/sec

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 396.

Flow =6.28 (r2) * Va

where:

r = radius
Va =aliasing Velocity

Pressure Gradient (PGr) in mmHG

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Lippincott, Williams, andWilkins, (1999), 64.

PGr = 4 * (Velocity)2

PeakEPressure Gradient (E PG)

EPG=4 *PE2

PeakAPressure Gradient (A PG)

APG=4 *PA2

PeakPressure Gradient (PGmax)

PGmax=4 * PV2

Mean Pressure Gradient (PGmean)

PGmean =Average of pressure gradients/Duration of flow

Pressure Half Time (PHT) in msec

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 391.

PHT =DT * 0.29

where: DT =deceleration time

Proximal Isovelocity Surface Area (PISA) in cm2

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Boston: Little, Brown and Company, (1999), 125.

PISA=2 π r2

where:

2π=6.28
r = aliasing radius
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Qp/Qs

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Ari-
zona Heart Institute, (2000), 400.

Qp/Qs=SVQp site/SVQssite

SV siteswill vary depending upon the location of the shunt.

Regurgitant Fraction (RF) in percent

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, (1999), 125.

RF =RV/MVSV

where:

RV=Regurgitant Volume
MVSV=Mitral Stroke Volume

Regurgitant Volume (RV) in cc

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 396, 455.

RV=ERO*MR VTI

Right Ventricular Systolic Pressure (RVSP) in mmHg

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (1993), 152.

RVSP=4 * (VmaxTR)2 +RAP

where: RAP=Right Atrial Pressure

S/D

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Ari-
zona Heart Institute, (2000), 217.

S velocity/D velocity

where:

S velocity =Pulmonary vein Swave
D velocity=Pulmonary vein D wave

Stroke Index (SI) in cc/m2

Mosby’sMedical, Nursing, &Allied Health Dictionary, 4th ed., (1994), 1492.

SI =SV/BSA
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where:

SV =Stroke Volume
BSA=BodySurface Area

Stroke Volume (SV) Doppler in ml

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Lippincott, Williams, andWilkins, (1999), 40, 59, 62.

SV = (CSA *VTI)

where:

CSA=CrossSectionalArea of the orifice (LVOT area)
VTI =Velocity Time Integral of the aortic valve

Stroke Volume (SV) 2D and M Mode in ml

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Boston: Little, Brown and Company, (1994), 44.

SV = (LVEDV– LVESV)

where:

SV =Stroke Volume
LVEDV=EndDiastolicVolume
LVEDSV=End SystolicVolume

Tricuspid Valve Area (TVA)

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 55, 391, 452.

TVA=220 / PHT

Velocity Time Integral (VTI) in cm

Reynolds, Terry. The Echocardiographer’sPocket Reference. 2nd ed., School of CardiacUltrasound, Arizona Heart
Institute, (2000), 383.

VTI = absolute peak velocities integrated between two points in time, expressed in units of cm.

When using AutoMeasure, VTI is alwaysbased on the peak trace and represents the distance (cm) that blood travels in
the time interval represented by the delimiters (presumably an ejection period).

Obstetrical references

Amniotic Fluid Index (AFI)

Jeng, C. J., et al. “Amniotic Fluid IndexMeasurement with the Four Quadrant Technique During Pregnancy.” The
Journal of ReproductiveMedicine, 35:7 (July 1990), 674-677.
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Average Ultrasound Age (AUA)

The system providesan AUAderived from the component measurements from themeasurement tables.

Estimated Date of Delivery (EDD) by Average Ultrasound Age (AUA)

Results are displayed asmonth/day/year.

EDD =system date + (280 days– AUA in days)

Estimated Date of Delivery (EDD) by Last Menstrual Period (LMP)

The date entered into the patient information for LMPmust precede the current date.

Results are displayed asmonth/day/year.

EDD =LMPdate + 280 days

Estimated Fetal Weight (EFW)

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimation of FetalWeight with the Use of Head, Body, and Femur Measurements, APro-
spective Study.” American Journal of Obstetrics andGynecology, 151:3 (February 1, 1985), 333-337.

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag,
(1986), 154.

Osaka University.Ultrasound in Obstetrics andGynecology. (July 20, 1990), 103-105.

ShepardM.J., V. A. Richards, R. L. Berkowitz, et al. “An Evaluation of Two Equations for Predicting Fetal
Weight byUltrasound.” American Journal of Obstetrics andGynecology, 142:1 (January 1, 1982), 47-54.

University of Tokyo, Shinozuka, N. FJSUM, et al. “Standard Valuesof UltrasonographicFetalBiometry.”
Japanese Journal of MedicalUltrasonics, 23:12 (1996), 880, Equation 1.

Gestational Age (GA) by Last Menstrual Period (LMP)

The gestational age derived from the LMPdate entered on the patient form.

Results are displayed in weeksand days, and is calculated as follows:

GA(LMP) =System date – LMPdate

Gestational Age (GA) by Last Menstrual Period (LMPd) Derived from Established Due Date (EDD)

Same asGAbyEDD.

The gestational age derived from the system derived LMPusing the Established DueDate entered on the
patient form.

Results are displayed in weeksand days, and is calculated as follows:

GA(LMPd) =SystemDate – LMPd
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Last Menstrual Period Derived (LMPd) by Established Due Date (EDD)

Results are displayed asmonth/day/year.

LMPd(Estab. DD) =Estab. DD – 280 days

Gestational age tables

Abdominal Circumference (AC)

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.” Radiology,
152: (1984), 497-501.

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag, (1986), 431.

University of Tokyo, Shinozuka, N. FJSUM, et al. “Standard Valuesof UltrasonographicFetalBiometry.” Japanese
Journal of MedicalUltrasonics, 23:12 (1996), 885.

WARNING The gestational age calculated by your FUJIFILMSonoSite system doesnot match the age in the afore-
mentioned reference at the 20.0 cm and 30.0 cm abdominal circumference (AC) measurements. The
implemented algorithm extrapolates the gestational age from the slope of the curve of all table meas-
urements, rather than decreasing the gestational age for a larger ACmeasurement indicated in the ref-
erenced table. This results in the gestational age always increasing with an increase in AC.

Biparietal Diameter (BPD)

Chitty, L. S. and D.G. Altman. “New charts for ultrasound dating of pregnancy.” Ultrasound in Obstetrics andGyneco-
logy10: (1997), 174-179, Table 3.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.” Radiology,
152: (1984), 497-501.

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag, (1986), 440.

Osaka University.Ultrasound in Obstetrics andGynecology. (July 20, 1990), 98.

University of Tokyo, Shinozuka, N. FJSUM, et al. “Standard Valuesof UltrasonographicFetalBiometry.” Japanese
Journal of MedicalUltrasonics, 23:12 (1996), 885.

Cisterna Magna (CM)

Mahony, B.; P. Callen, R. Filly, andW. Hoddick. “The fetal cisternamagna.” Radiology, 153: (December 1984), 773-
776.

Crown Rump Length (CRL)

Hadlock, F., et al. “FetalCrown-Rump Length: Re-evaluation of Relation toMenstrualAge (5-18 weeks) with High-Res-
olution, Real-TimeUltrasound.” Radiology, 182: (February 1992), 501-505.

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag, (1986), 439.

Osaka University.Ultrasound in Obstetrics andGynecology. (July 20, 1990), 20 and 96.
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Tokyo University. “GestationalWeeksand ComputationMethods.” Ultrasound Imaging Diagnostics, 12:1
(1982-1), 24-25, Table 3.

Femur Length (FL)

Chitty, L. S. and D.G. Altman. “New charts for ultrasound dating of pregnancy.” Ultrasound in Obstetrics and
Gynecology10: (1997), 174-179, Table 8, 186.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.”
Radiology, 152: (1984), 497-501.

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag,
(1986), 431.

Osaka University.Ultrasound in Obstetrics andGynecology. (July 20, 1990), 101-102.

University of Tokyo, Shinozuka, N. FJSUM, et al. “Standard Valuesof UltrasonographicFetalBiometry.”
Japanese Journal of MedicalUltrasonics, 23:12 (1996), 886.

Fetal Trunk Cross-Sectional Area (FTA)

Osaka University.Ultrasound in Obstetrics andGynecology. (July 20, 1990), 99-100.

Gestational Sac (GS)

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag,
(1986).

Nyberg, D.A., et al. “TransvaginalUltrasound.”MosbyYearbook, (1992), 76.

Gestational sacmeasurements provide a fetal age based on themean of one, two, or three distancemeas-
urements; however, Nyberg’s gestational age equation requiresall three distancemeasurements for an
accurate estimate.

Tokyo University. “GestationalWeeksand ComputationMethods.” Ultrasound Imaging Diagnostics, 12:1
(1982-1).

Head Circumference (HC)

Chitty, L. S. and D.G. Altman. “New charts for ultrasound dating of pregnancy.” Ultrasound in Obstetrics and
Gynecology10: (1997), 174-191, Table 5, 182.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.”
Radiology, 152: (1984), 497-501.

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag,
(1986), 431.

Humerus (HL)

Jeanty, P.; F. Rodesch; D. Delbeke; J. E. Dumont. “Estimate of GestationalAge fromMeasurements of Fetal
Long Bones.” Journal of Ultrasound inMedicine. 3: (February 1984), 75-79
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Occipito-Frontal Diameter (OFD)

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag, (1986), 431.

Tibia

Jeanty, P.; F. Rodesch; D. Delbeke; J. E. Dumont. “Estimate of GestationalAge fromMeasurements of Fetal Long
Bones.” Journal of Ultrasound inMedicine. 3: (February 1984), 75-79.

Transverse Trunk Diameter (TTD)

Hansmann, M., et al.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology. New York: Springer-Verlag, (1986), 431.

Growth analysis tables

Abdominal Circumference (AC)

Chitty, Lyn S. et al. “Charts of FetalSize: 3. AbdominalMeasurements.” British Journal of Obstetrics andGynaecology
101: (February 1994), 131, Appendix: AC-Derived.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.” Radiology,
152: (1984), 497-501.

JeantyP., E. Cousaert, and F. Cantraine. “NormalGrowth of the AbdominalPerimeter.” American Journal of Per-
inatology, 1: (January 1984), 129-135.

(Also published in Hansmann, Hackeloer, Staudach,Wittman.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology.
Springer-Verlag, New York, (1986), 179, Table 7.13.)

Biparietal Diameter (BPD)

Chitty, Lyn S. et al. “Charts of FetalSize: 2. HeadMeasurements.” British Journal of Obstetrics andGynaecology101:
(January 1994), 43, Appendix: BPD-Outer-Inner.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.” Radiology,
152: (1984), 497-501.

JeantyP., E. Cousaert, and F. Cantraine. “A LongitudinalStudyof Fetal LimbGrowth.” American Journal of Per-
inatology, 1: (January 1984), 136-144, Table 5.

(Also published in Hansmann, Hackeloer, Staudach,Wittman.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics andGynecology.
Springer-Verlag, New York, (1986), 176, Table 7.8.)

Estimated Fetal Weight (EFW)

Brenner,William E.; D. A. Edelman; C. H. Hendricks. “A standard of fetal growth for the United Statesof America,”
American Journal of Obstetrics andGynecology, 126: 5 (November 1, 1976), 555-564; Table II.

HadlockF., et al. “In Utero Analysis of FetalGrowth: ASonographicWeight Standard.” Radiology, 181: (1991), 129-
133.
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Jeanty, Philippe, F. Cantraine, R. Romero, E. Cousaert, and J. Hobbins. “A LongitudinalStudyof Fetal
Weight Growth.” Journal of Ultrasound inMedicine, 3: (July 1984), 321-328, Table 1.

(Also published in Hansmann, Hackeloer, Staudach, andWittman.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics and
Gynecology. Springer-Verlag, New York, (1986), 186, Table 7.20.)

Femur Length (FL)

Chitty, Lyn S. et al. “Charts of FetalSize: 4. Femur Length.” British Journal of Obstetrics andGynaecology
101: (February 1994), 135.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.”
Radiology, 152: (1984), 497-501.

JeantyP, E. Cousaert, and F. Cantraine. “A LongitudinalStudyof Fetal LimbGrowth.” American Journal of
Perinatology, 1: (January 1984), 136-144, Table 5.

(Also published in Hansmann, Hackeloer, Staudach,Wittman.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics and
Gynecology. Springer-Verlag, New York, (1986), 182, Table 7.17.)

Head Circumference (HC)

Chitty, Lyn S., et al. “Charts of FetalSize: 2. HeadMeasurements.” British Journal of Obstetrics andGyn-
aecology101: (January 1994), 43, Appendix: HC-Derived.

Hadlock, F., et al. “Estimating FetalAge: Computer-Assisted Analysis of Multiple FetalGrowth Parameters.”
Radiology, 152: (1984), 497-501.

JeantyP, E. Cousaert, and F. Cantraine. “A longitudinal studyof FetalHead Biometry.” American Jof Per-
inatology, 1: (January 1984), 118-128, Table 3.

(Also published in Hansmann, Hackeloer, Staudach,Wittman.Ultrasound Diagnosis in Obstetrics and
Gynecology. Springer-Verlag, New York, (1986), 176, Table 7.8.)

Head Circumference (HC)/Abdominal Circumference (AC)

Campbell S., ThomsAlison. “UltrasoundMeasurements of the FetalHead to AbdomenCircumference Ratio
in the Assessment of Growth Retardation,” British Journal of Obstetrics andGynaecology, 84: (March 1977),
165-174.

Ratio calculations

FL/AC Ratio

HadlockF.P., R. L. Deter, R. B. Harrist, E. Roecker, and S.K. Park. “ADate Independent Predictor of
Intrauterine Growth Retardation: Femur Length/AbdominalCircumference Ratio,” American Journal of
Roentgenology, 141: (November 1983), 979-984.

FL/BPD Ratio

Hohler, C.W., and T.A. Quetel. “Comparison of Ultrasound Femur Length and BiparietalDiameter in Late
Pregnancy,” American Journal of Obstetrics andGynecology, 141:7 (Dec. 1 1981), 759-762.
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FL/HC Ratio

HadlockF.P., R. B. Harrist, Y. Shah, and S. K. Park. “The Femur Length/Head Circumference Relation in Obstetric
Sonography.” Journal of Ultrasound inMedicine, 3: (October 1984), 439-442.

HC/AC Ratio

Campbell S., ThomsAlison. “UltrasoundMeasurements of the FetalHead to AbdomenCircumference Ratio in the
Assessment of Growth Retardation,” British Journal of Obstetrics andGynaecology, 84: (March 1977), 165-174.

General references

+/x or S/D Ratio

+/x= (VelocityA/VelocityB)

where:

A = velocity cursor +
B = velocity cursor x

Acceleration Index (ACC)

Zwiebel,W.J. Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography, 4th ed.,W.B. SaundersCompany, (2000), 52.

ACC =abs (delta velocity/delta time)

Elapsed Time (ET)

ET = time between velocity cursors in milliseconds

Hip Angle/d:D Ratio

Graf, R. “Fundamentals of SonographicDiagnosis of Infant Hip Dysplasia.” Journal of PediatricOrthopedics, Vol. 4, No.
6: 735-740, 1984.

Morin, C., Harcke, H., MacEwen, G. “The Infant Hip: Real-TimeUSAssessment of Acetabular Development.” Radi-
ology177: 673-677, December 1985.

Percent Area Reduction

Taylor K.J.W., P.N. Burns, P. Breslau.ClinicalApplicationsof Doppler Ultrasound, Raven Press, N.Y., (1988), 130-136.

ZwiebelW.J., J.A. Zagzebski, A.B. Crummy, et al. “Correlation of peakDoppler frequencywith lumen narrowing in
carotid stenosis.” Stroke, 3: (1982), 386-391.

%Area Reduction = (1 - A2(cm2)/A1(cm2)) * 100

where:

A1 =original area of the vessel in square cm
A2 = reduced area of the vessel in square cm
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Percent Diameter Reduction

Handa, Nobuo et al., “Echo-Doppler Velocimeter in the Diagnosis of Hypertensive Patients: The RenalArtery
Doppler Technique,” Ultrasound inMedicine and Biology, 12:12 (1986), 945-952.

%Diameter Reduction = (1 - D2(cm)/D1(cm)) * 100

where:

D1 =original diameter of the vessel in cm
D2 = reduced diameter of the vessel in cm

Pressure Gradient (PGr) in mmHG

Oh, J.K., J.B. Seward, A.J. Tajik. The EchoManual. 2nd ed., Lippincott, Williams, andWilkins, (1999), 64.

4 * (Velocity)2

PeakEPressure Gradient (E PG)

EPG=4 *PE2

PeakAPressure Gradient (A PG)

APG=4 *PA2

PeakPressure Gradient (PGmax)

PGmax=4 * PV2

Mean Pressure Gradient (PGmean)

PGmean =4 * Vmax2

Pulsatility Index (PI)

Kurtz, A.B.,W.D. Middleton.Ultrasound-the Requisites. MosbyYear Book, Inc., (1996), 469.

PI = (PSV– EDV)/V

where:

PSV=peak systolic velocity
EDV=end diastolic velocity
V =mean flow velocity throughout the entire cardiac cycle

Note When usingAuto Measure, themean flow velocity is TAP (Time Average Peak).

Zwiebel,W. J. Introduction to Vascular Ultrasonography, 6th Edition,W.B. SaundersCompany, 2012.

PI = (PSV - MDV) / V (no units)

where:

PSV=peak systolic velocity
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MDV=Minimum diastolic velocity

V =TAP (Time Averaged Peak) flow velocity throughout the cardiac cycle

Resistive Index (RI)

Kurtz, A.B.,W.D. Middleton.Ultrasound-the Requisites. MosbyYear Book, Inc., (1996), 467.

RI = ((VelocityA – VelocityB)/VelocityA) in measurements

where:

A = velocity cursor +
B = velocity cursor x

Time Averaged Mean (TAM) in cm/s

TAM=mean (mean Trace)

Time Averaged Peak (TAP) in cm/s

TAP=peak (peakTrace)

Volume (Vol)

Beyer,W.H.StandardMathematical Tables, 28th ed., CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, (1987), 131.

Volume Bladder

Dicuio, M., et.al. "Measurements of urinary bladder volume: comparison of five ultrasound calculationmethods in volun-
teers." Arch. Ital. UrolAndrol,(2005) Mar:77(1):60-2 .

Volume Flow (VF) in ml/m

Allan, Paul L. et al.ClinicalDoppler Ultrasound, 4th ed., Harcourt Publishers Limited. (2000), 36-38.

One of the following, depending on the Live Trace setting:

VF =CSA * TAM * 60

VF =CSA * TAP * 60

Volume Follicle

Raine-Fenning, N. et al.Ultrasound in Obstetrics&Gynecology (2008), Volume 31, Issue 6, JohnWiley&Sons, Ltd.,
691–696.

Volume Ovarian

Balen, A.H., Laven, J.S., Tan, S.L, Dewailly, D. "Ultrasound assessment of the polycystic ovary: international consensus
definitions."HumanReproduction Update, (2003), Vol.9, No.6 pp. 505-514.
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Volume Uterine

Wiener, J. J. and Newcombe, R. G. "Measurements of uterine volume: a comparison betweenmeas-
urements byultrasonographyand bywater displacement." J. Clin. Ultrasound, (1992) 20 (7), 457–460.
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Troubleshooting and
maintenance
This section contains information to help correct problemswith system oper-
ation, to enter a software license, and to take proper care of the system, trans-
ducer, and accessories.

Troubleshooting
If you encounter difficultywith the system, use the following list to help
troubleshoot the problem. If the problem persists, contact FUJIFILMSonoSite
TechnicalSupport. (See "FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport" on page 3
.)

System does not turn on. Checkall power connections.

Unplug and plug back in the power supplyAC and DC power cables (desktop
system).

Check that all three battery switchesare in the ON position, which is indicated
by theʘ symbol, and ensure that the batteries are charged (stand system).

Plug the system into AC power to reactivate battery operation if the battery
switcheshave been in the OFF position, which is indicated by the ·O symbol
(stand system).

System image quality is poor. Adjust the clinicalmonitor to improve view-
ing angle. Adjust the brightness.

Adjust the gain.

No CPD image. Adjust the gain. CPD hasa hide control. Ensure that this con-
trol is not activated.

No Color image. Adjust the gain or the PRF scale. Color hasa hide control.
Ensure that this control is not activated.



No measurement selections. Ensure the desired exam type hasbeen selected and that the image is frozen. TapCalcs
in the Controls bar, or fromMore Controls.

No sound. If you do not hear system soundswhen you use the system on the desktop, make sure that you have con-
figured audio settings correctly (see "Audio settings" on page 34). If you still do not hear system sounds, cycle power: Turn
the isolation transformer power switch to the OFF position and then turn it to the ON position.

Printing does not work. If you are printing to a DICOM printer, checkwith your system administrator to make sure that
DICOM settingsare accurate and that your system is connected to the network.

If you are printing to a local printer, do anyof the following:

Check the printer connections. The systemwill automatically detect the printer.

Ensure that the local printer is turned on and set up properly. See the printer manufacturer’s instructions, if neces-
sary.

Only saved imagesand video clips and the current patient’sworksheets can be printed.

DVR does not record.Make sure that the USBmemory stick hasenough available space.

System does not recognize the transducer.Disconnect and reconnect the transducer.

Maintenance icon ( ) appears on screen.Restart the system. If the issue recurs, systemmaintenancemaybe
required. Note the number that appears in parentheseson the C: line and contact FUJIFILMSonoSite or your FUJIFILM
SonoSite representative.

System prompts you to ensure the USB device is valid.Use the USBmemory stick included with the system.

Make sure that the USBmemory stick doesnot have password protection enabled and is not defective.

System prompts you to ensure the USB device contains valid data. Make sure that the data are present on the
USBmemory stick.

Re-export the original data onto the USBmemory stick. Contact your system administrator.

USB device does not appear in the list. Check that the USBdevice hasbeen properly inserted into an available USB
slot. Use the USBmemory stick that camewith the system.

System displays the alert “…internal storage device is full.”Free internal storage space byending the current
exam, archiving or exporting patient exams, and then deleting them from the system.

Cannot access Patient Form. Cannot access Patient List.Ensure that you are logged in asa user, not asa guest.

System does not export or transfer video clips (DICOM). In theArchiver settingsof DICOMConfig, make sure
thatExclude Video Clips is not checked.

When you position the caliper on the touch panel, it appears higher than the point you actually touched.
Reposition the caliper byaiming for the bottom half of the blue circle.
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Software licensing
FUJIFILMSonoSite software is controlled bya license key. After you install new software, the system prompts
you for a license key. Youmust obtain one key for each system and transducer package that uses the software.

The software will operate for a short time (the grace period) without a license key. During the grace period, all
system functionsare available. After the grace period, the system is not usable until you enter a valid license key.
Grace period time is not used while the system is off or asleep. Grace period time remaining appears on the
license update screen.

Caution After the grace period expires, all system functionsexcept licensing are unavailable until you
enter a valid license key.

To obtain a license key

1 Turn on the system.

2  Navigate to System Information to gather version information:

a. TapMORE and then tapSystem Settings.

b. TapSystem Information in the list on the left and scroll to displaySystem Licensing and Scan-
head Licensing.

3 Contact FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport. (See "FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport" on
page 3.) You will be asked for the following information from System Information:

a. Your name

b. System serial number

c. PCBA serial number

d. Transducer package version

4 After you obtain a license key, youmust enter it into the system. You can enter it either at startup or in
SystemSetup.

To enter the license key at startup

1 Turn on the system.
The license update screen appears.

2 Enter the license key in theEnter license number box.

3 TapDone.

4 If the license update screen reappears, verify that you entered the license key correctly. If the license
update screen still appears, contact FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport. (See "FUJIFILMSonoSite
TechnicalSupport" on page 3.)

To enter the license key in System Settings

1 TapMORE, and then tapSystem Settings.

2 TapSystem Information in the list on the left.
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3 Enter the license key in theEnter license key boxes in theSystem Licensing or Scanhead Licensing sec-
tion.

4 TapENTER.

Maintenance
WARNING Nomodification of this equipment, except asdescribed in thismanual or theX-PorteServiceManual, is

allowed.

WARNING Do not service or performmaintenance procedureson the systemwhile it is in use with a patient.

No periodic or preventivemaintenance is required for the system, transducer, or accessories other than cleaning and dis-
infecting the transducer after every use. For information on cleaning and disinfecting your ultrasound system, seeClean-
ing and Disinfecting X-Porte Products. No internal components require periodic testing or calibration.

In addition to cleaning and disinfecting the transducer, FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends that you plug the system in when
not in use to fully charge the batteries.When charging, all three battery switchesmust be in the ON position.

Performingmaintenance proceduresnot described in this document or the servicemanualmayvoid the product warranty.
Contact FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSupport for anymaintenance questions. (See "FUJIFILMSonoSite TechnicalSup-
port" on page 3.)

Disinfecting
Information for cleaning the ultrasound system, transducers, and accessories can be found inCleaning and Disinfecting X-
Porte Products.

System backups
To safeguard against lossof data, FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends that you routinely backup:

Patient data

System configuration settings

Patient data

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) providesa way to archive patient data by connecting your ultra-
sound system over a local area network (LAN) with variousarchivers for storage after every patient exam. FUJIFILM
SonoSite recommends that you configure and use DICOM transfer to prevent patient data loss in the event of a system
fault. For more information, see"DICOM" on page 46 in the X-Porte Help.

If you do not use DICOM networking, then FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends that you configure your system for automatic
export of patient data to a USBmemory stick after every exam. For more information, see "DICOM" on page 46 in the X-
Porte Help.

System configuration settings

In addition to patient data, FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends that you backup ultrasound system configuration settings,
called presets, after you have fully configured the system and any time youmodify these settings. These backupspreserve
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your customized settings in case of a fault in the system. For more information, see "Presets settings" on
page 66 in the X-Porte Help.

Servicing
Your ultrasound enginemaybe repaired or replaced at themanufacturer’s discretion. If servicing is necessary,
then youmust remove the ultrasound engine. Before the engine is removed and shipped to a repair facility, you
must take precautions to protect patient data and to preserve your customized settings.

Caution To protect patient privacy, all patient procedure informationmust be exported to a USB
memory stick or archived to a secure repository via DICOM transfer and then deleted from the
Patient List.

Caution To preserve your configuration settings, export Presets and DICOM settings to a USBmemory
stick and store the stick in a secure location.

To prepare your system for service

1 End any in-progressprocedures.

2 Export all patient procedure information to a USB stick or archive it to a DICOM device. For complete
instructions, see "Archiving and exporting" on page 165 in the X-PorteHelp.

3 To delete all patient data, tapPatient and thenPatient List.

4 TapSelect All and then tapDelete.

5 Export the following items to a USBmemory stick:

System preferences (that is, presets)

System log file

Assert log file

Note: Exporting the Assert log file requiresadministrator access.

User log file

DICOM log file (DICOM users only)

DICOM settings (DICOM users only)

For information on importing and exporting, see "Importing and exporting" on page 73 and "Importing
and exporting connectivity settings" on page 43.

To remove the engine from the stand

Caution Turn off the system before removing the ultrasound engine from the stand. Removing the ultra-
sound system from the stand while the system is powered onmaydamage the dock.

Caution Disconnect anydevicesattached to the ultrasound engine (such as the Triple Transducer Con-
nect, USBmemory sticks, transducers, power cables, or ECGcables) before removing it from
the stand.
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1 Locate the two gray latch levers under the left and right sidesof the stand head.

Figure 7-1 Two gray latch levers under the left and right sidesof the stand

2 Simultaneously pull each latch outward, away from the engine and towards the stand’s outer edges. The engine
ejects from the stand.

3 Lift the engine from the backedge and lift forward and up away from the top of the stand.

To remove a transducer

1 Pull the transducer latch down away from the connector housing, and rotate it clockwise.

2 Pull the transducer connector away from the system.
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Cleaning and disinfecting

Introduction
FUJIFILMSonoSite tests disinfectants and disinfectant devices for use with its systems, transducers, and
accessories. This document includes instructions for cleaning and disinfecting the FC ultrasound system, the X-
Porte ultrasound system, transducers, and accessories.

This document doesnot have the following regulatory information for disinfectants:

USAFDA registration and listing, 510(k) clearance, and/or EPA registration

CEapproval

Before using a disinfectant, confirm that its regulatory status is appropriate for your jurisdiction and use. Verify
expiration dateson chemicals.
When disposing of chemicals, follow manufacturer recommendationsand local regulations.

WARNING Disinfectants and cleaningmethods listed are recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite for com-
patibilitywith product materials, not for biological effectiveness. Refer to the disinfectant label
instructions for guidance on disinfection efficacyand appropriate clinical uses.
The level of disinfection required for a device is dictated by the type of tissue it contacts during
use. To avoid infection, ensure that the disinfectant type and the solution strength and duration
are appropriate for the equipment. For information, see the disinfectant label instructionsand
the recommendationsof the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemi-
ology (APIC) and the FDA.

WARNING To avoid infection:

Alwaysuse protective eyewear and gloveswhen performing cleaning and disinfecting
procedures.

Ensure that the solution expiration date hasnot passed.

Ultrasound system
The ultrasound system includes the stand, clinicalmonitor (X-Porte), touch panel, system (engine), cups, and
cable hooks.

WARNING To avoid electrical shock, before cleaning, disconnect the system from the power supply.

Caution Do not spray cleaners or disinfectant directly on the system surfaces. Doing somaycause solu-
tion to leak into the system, damaging the system and voiding the warranty.

Caution Do not use strong solvents such as thinner or benzene, or abrasive cleansers, since these will
damage the exterior surfaces.

Caution Use only recommended cleaners or disinfectants on system surfaces. Immersion-type dis-
infectants are not approved for use on system surfaces.

Caution When you clean the system, ensure that the solution doesnot get inside the system controls or
the battery compartment.
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Caution Do not scratch the LCD screen.

Cleaning and disinfecting the ultrasound system

Clean the ultrasound system prior to disinfecting to remove anyparticulatematter or bodily fluids.

To clean and disinfect the ultrasound system

1 Turn off the system.

2 Disconnect the system from power:

Press the Power button, listen for the audio tone, and then disconnect the AC input power cord from the
stand base.

Caution Unplugging the AC power cord before you hear the tonemay result in lossof data. If you
don’t hear a tone, then your systemmaybe set up tomute all sounds. To reinstate
sounds, see "Audio settings" on page 34 in the X-PorteHelp.

3 Clean the exterior surfacesusing a soft cloth lightly dampened in amild soap or detergent cleaning solution to
remove anyparticulatematter or body fluids.
Apply the solution to the cloth rather than the surface.

4 Mix the disinfectant solution compatible with the system, following disinfectant label instructions for solution
strengthsand disinfectant contact duration. See "Compatible disinfectants for the ultrasound system" below.

5 Wipe surfaceswith the disinfectant solution.

6 Air dry or towel drywith a clean cloth.

Compatible disinfectants for the ultrasound system

You can disinfect the exterior surface of the ultrasound system using anyof the following chemically compatible dis-
infectants approved in your locale. The exterior surface includes the stand, clinicalmonitor, touch panel, system (engine),
cups, and cable hooks.

Disinfectant Active Ingredient

AirkemA-33 QuaternaryAmmonia

AniosWipes QuaternaryAmmonium, IsopropylAlcohol

AniosymeDD1 (5%) QuaternaryAmmonium

Anioxide 1000 PeraceticAcid, Peroxide

Asepti-HB QuaternaryAmmonium

Asepti Steryl Orthophenylphenol, Para-tertiaryAmylphenol, Ethanol

Table 7-1Compatible disinfectants for the ultrasound system
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Disinfectant Active Ingredient

Asepti-Wipe II QuaternaryAmmonium

Cidalkan Lingettes Ethanol

Clinell UniversalSanitizingWipes QuaternaryAmmonium, BenzalkoniumChloride, Propane-1,2-diol

Dynacide PA Ispopropanol

Endosporine Glutaraldehyde

Hydrogen Peroxide (3%) Hydrogen Peroxide

Incidin Plus (1%) Glucoprotamin

Medzyme

MikrobacForte 2% Benzylalkyldimethyammoniumchlorides,N-N-Dodecyclpropane-1,3-diamine

Sanicloth HB QuaternaryAmmonium

Steranios2% Glutaraldehyde

Steranios20% Glutaraldehyde

Trigene AdvanceWipes QuaternaryAmmonium, PlymericBiguanide Hydrochloride

Wex-Cide Ortho-Phenylphenol, Ortho-Benzyl-para-Chlorphenol

Table 7-1Compatible disinfectants for the ultrasound system (continued)

Transducers
WARNING To avoid electrical shock, before cleaning, disconnect the transducer from the system.

Caution Transducersmust be cleaned after every use. Cleaning transducers is necessary prior to effect-
ive disinfection. Ensure that you follow themanufacturer's instructionswhen using dis-
infectants.

Caution Do not use a surgeon's brush when cleaning transducers. Even the use of soft brushes can
damage a transducer. Use a soft cloth.

Caution Using a non-recommended cleaning or disinfection solution, incorrect solution strength, or
immersing a transducer deeper or for a longer period of time than recommended can damage
or discolor the transducer and void the transducer warranty.

Caution Do not allow cleaning solution or disinfectant into the transducer connector.

Caution Do not allow disinfectant to contact metal surfaces. Use a soft cloth lightly dampened in amild
soap or compatible cleaning solution to remove anydisinfectant that remainsonmetal sur-
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faces.

Caution Attempting to disinfect a transducer or transducer cable using amethod other than the one
included here can damage the transducer and void the warranty.

Clean the transducer prior to disinfecting to remove anyparticulatematter or bodily fluids. To disinfect the transducer and
its cable, use the immersionmethod or the wipemethod.

You can disinfect the transducer, scanning surface, and cable using a compatible disinfectant or disinfectant device:

For disinfectants compatible with standard transducers, see "Compatible disinfectants for standard transducers"
on the facing page.

For disinfectants compatible with specialty transducers, such as the ICTxp, see "Compatible disinfectants for spe-
cialty transducers" on page 263. FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends the use of high-level disinfectantswith spe-
cialty transducers, such as the ICTxp.

Cleaning and disinfecting transducers

To clean a transducer

1 Disconnect the transducer from the system.

2 Remove any transducer sheath.

3 Clean the surface using a soft cloth lightly dampened in amild soap or detergent cleaning solution.

4 Apply the solution to the cloth rather than the surface.

5 Rinse with water or wipe with water-dampened cloth; then wipe with a dry cloth.

To disinfect a transducer (wipe method)

1 Clean the transducer.

2 Mix the disinfectant solution compatible with the transducer, following disinfectant label instructions for solution
strengthsand disinfectant contact duration.

3 Wipe surfaceswith the disinfectant solution.

4 If the disinfectant’s instructions include rinsing, rinse with water or wipe with a water-dampened cloth. Then air
dry, or drywith a clean cloth.

5 Examine the transducer and cable for damage such as cracks, splitting, or fluid leaks.
If damage is evident, do not use of the transducer, and contact FUJIFILMSonoSite or your local representative.

To disinfect a transducer (immersion method)

1 Clean the transducer.

2 Mix the disinfectant solution compatible with the transducer, following disinfectant label instructions for solution
strengthsand disinfectant contact duration.

3 Immerse the transducer into the disinfection solution not more than 12-18 inches (31-46 cm) from the point
where the cable enters the connector.
Follow the instructionson the disinfectant label for the duration of the transducer immersion.
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4 Using the instructionson the disinfectant label, rinse to the point of the previous immersion, and then air
dry or towel drywith a clean cloth.

5 Examine the transducer and cable for damage such as cracks, splitting, or fluid leaks.
If damage is evident, discontinue use of the transducer, and contact FUJIFILMSonoSite or your local
representative.

Compatible disinfectants for standard transducers

Device C60xp L38xp HFL38xp HFL50xp L25xp P21xp

NanosonicsTrophon
EPR*+

- Acceptable for use
* For information and guidance on disinfection effectivenessand appropriate clinical use, see theman-
ufacturer’s user manual.
+Not approved for use in Canada.

Table 7-2Disinfectant-device compatibilitywith standard transducers

Disinfectant C60xp L38xp HFL38xp HFL50xp HSL25xp L25xp P21xp

Accel Intervention
Wipes

Accel TBWipes

AirkemA-33

Alcohol-Reagent-
Ethanol

AniosWipes

AniosymeDD1 (5%)

Asepti-HB

Asepti-Wipe II

Table 7-3Disinfectant compatibilitywith standard transducers
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Disinfectant C60xp L38xp HFL38xp HFL50xp HSL25xp L25xp P21xp

Bacoban

Baxedin Pre-Op

Carpe Diem TBWipes

CaviWipes

Cidalkan

Cidalkan Lingettes

Cidex

CidexOPA

CidexPlus

CleaniseptWipes

Clinell UniversalSan-
itisingWipes

CloroxGermicidal
Wipes

Control III

CoverageGermicidal
SurfaceWipes

Coverage PlusGerm-
icidalSurfaceWipes

Coverage Spray

Table 7-3Disinfectant compatibilitywith standard transducers (continued)
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Disinfectant C60xp L38xp HFL38xp HFL50xp HSL25xp L25xp P21xp

DisCide Ultra Disin-
fecting Towlettes

DispatchWipes

Dynacide PA

Echo Clean Lingettes

End-Bac II

Endosporine

Envirocide

Gluco Chlor Wipes

Hydrogen Peroxide
(3%)

Incidin Plus (1%)

Incidin Plus (3%)

KorsolexExtra

Madacide 1

Medzyme

Metricide OPAPlus

MetriSponge

Table 7-3Disinfectant compatibilitywith standard transducers (continued)
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Disinfectant C60xp L38xp HFL38xp HFL50xp HSL25xp L25xp P21xp

MikrobacForte 2%

MikrobacTissues

Oxivir TBWipes

PerCept RTUWipes

ProtexSpray

ProtexWipes

Sani-Cloth AF

Sani-Cloth AF3

Sani-Cloth Bleach
Wipes

Sani-Cloth HB

Sani-Cloth Plus

Sekusept

Staphene

Steranios (2%)

Trigene Advance
Wipes

Tristel Solo

Table 7-3Disinfectant compatibilitywith standard transducers (continued)
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Disinfectant C60xp L38xp HFL38xp HFL50xp HSL25xp L25xp P21xp

T-Spray

T-Spray II

Virex II 256

VirexTB

Virox5 RTUWipes

Wet TaskWipes

WetWipe Disinfection

WipesPlusDisin-
fectingWipes

- Acceptable for use

Table 7-3Disinfectant compatibilitywith standard transducers (continued)

Compatible disinfectants for specialty transducers

FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends the use of high-level disinfectantswith specialty transducers. In the U.S., 510
(k)-approved high-level disinfectants compatible with FUJIFILMSonoSite specialty transducers include Cidex,
CidexOPA, CidexPlus, Metricide OPAPlus, and the NanosonicsTrophon EPR disinfectant device.

Disinfectant-device compatibility with specialty transducers (ICTxp)

TheNanosonicsTrophon EPR disinfectant device is acceptable for use with speciality transducers. For inform-
ation and guidance on disinfection effectivenessand appropriate clinical use, see themanufacturer’s user
manual.

Disinfectant compatibility with specialty transducers (ICTxp)

The following disinfectants are acceptable for use with specialty transducers:

Cidex

CidexOPA
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CidexPlus

Metricide OPAPlus

Accessories
To clean and disinfectant the stand or Triple Transducer Connect, (TTC), see "Cleaning and disinfecting the stand or
Triple Transducer Connect (TTC)" below.

To clean the footswitch or ECGcable, see "Cleaning the footswitch or ECGcable" on the facing page.

Use the cleaning and disinfecting recommendations in the peripheralmanufacturer’s instructionswhen cleaning or dis-
infecting peripherals.

WARNING To avoid electrical shock, alwaysdisconnect the power supply before cleaning the PowerPark.

Cleaning and disinfecting accessories

Clean accessories prior to disinfecting. You can disinfect the exterior surface of accessories using a recommended dis-
infectant. See "Compatible disinfectants for accessories" on the facing page.

To clean and disinfect accessories

1 If necessary, unplug the power supply, and detach any cables.

2 Clean the exterior surfacesof the accessory using a soft cloth lightly dampened in amild soap or detergent clean-
ing solution to remove anyparticulatematter or body fluids.
Apply the solution to the cloth rather than the surface.

3 Mix the disinfectant solution compatible with the accessory, following disinfectant label instructions for solution
strengthsand disinfectant contact duration. See "Compatible disinfectants for accessories" on the facing page.

4 Wipe surfaceswith the disinfectant solution. See "Cleaning and disinfecting the stand or Triple Transducer Con-
nect (TTC)" below.

5 Air dry or towel drywith a clean cloth.

Cleaning and disinfecting the stand or Triple Transducer Connect (TTC)

To clean and disinfect the stand or TTC

You can clean and disinfect the exterior surface of the stand or TTC using a recommended cleaner or disinfectant.

1 Do one of the following:

If cleaning the stand, unplug the power supply, detach any cables from the system, and remove the sys-
tem.

If cleaning the TTC, remove it from the system platform.

2 Clean the surfacesusing a soft cloth lightly dampened in amild soap or detergent cleaning solution.
Apply the solution to the cloth rather than the surface.

3 Wipe the surfaceswith the disinfecting solution. Follow themanufacturer’s instructions for the disinfecting solu-
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tion, including exposure time and temperature for effective disinfection.

4 Air dry or towel drywith a clean cloth.

Cleaning the footswitch or ECG cable

To clean the footswitch

Use the disinfecting recommendations in the peripheralmanufacturer’s instructionswhen disinfecting the foot-
switch.

Caution To avoid damaging the footswitch, do not sterilize. It is not intended for use in a sterile envir-
onment.

1 Dampen a non-abrasive cloth with one of the following products:

Isopropyl alcohol

Soap and water

SodiumHypochlorite 5.25%(Bleach) diluted 10:1

2 Wring out cloth until slightlywet and then gently rub soiled area until clean.

To clean and disinfect the ECG cable (wipe method)

Caution To avoid damaging the ECGcable, do not sterilize.

1 Remove the cable from the system.

2 Clean the surface using a soft cloth lightly dampened in amild soap or detergent cleaning solution.
Apply the solution to the cloth rather than the surface.

3 Wipe the surfaceswith anyof the following products:

Bleach (sodium hypochlorite)

Green soap

4 Air dry or towel drywith a clean cloth.

Compatible disinfectants for accessories

Disinfectant PowerPark Dock-
ing Station

ECG
cable

AC/DC
power sup-

ply

Digital
video
cable

Triple Trans-
ducer Connect

AirkemA-33

Alcohol, Ethanol

Table 7-4Disinfectant compatibilitywith FUJIFILMSonoSite accessories
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Disinfectant PowerPark Dock-
ing Station

ECG
cable

AC/DC
power sup-

ply

Digital
video
cable

Triple Trans-
ducer Connect

Alcohol, Isopropyl
(100%)

Alcohol, Isopropyl (70%)

AniosWipes

AniosymeDD1 (5%)

Anioxyde 1000

Asepti-HB

Asepti-Steryl

Asepti-Wipe II

Baxedin Pre-Op

CaviWipes

Cidalkan

Cidalkan Lingettes

CidalkanWipes

Clinell UniversalSan-
itisingWipes

CloroxGermicidalWipe

Table 7-4Disinfectant compatibilitywith FUJIFILMSonoSite accessories (continued)
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Disinfectant PowerPark Dock-
ing Station

ECG
cable

AC/DC
power sup-

ply

Digital
video
cable

Triple Trans-
ducer Connect

Control III

CoverageGermicidal
SurfaceWipes

Coverage PlusGerm-
icidalSurfaceWipes

Coverage PlusWipes

Coverage Spray

DisCide Ultra Disin-
fecting Towelettes

Dynacide PA

Echo Clean Lingettes

End-Bac II

Endosporine

Envirocide

Gluco Chlor Wipes

Hydrogen Peroxide (3%)

Incidin Plus (1%)

Incidin Plus (3%)

Table 7-4Disinfectant compatibilitywith FUJIFILMSonoSite accessories (continued)
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Disinfectant PowerPark Dock-
ing Station

ECG
cable

AC/DC
power sup-

ply

Digital
video
cable

Triple Trans-
ducer Connect

Madacide 1

Medzyme

MikrobacForte 2%

Nu-Cidex

PerCept RTUWipes

Rely+On PeraSafe

Sani-Cloth BleachWipes

Sani-Cloth HB

Sani-Cloth Plus

Simple Chlor

Sporicidin

Staphene

Steranios2%

Steranios20%

Super Sani-Cloth

T-Spray

Table 7-4Disinfectant compatibilitywith FUJIFILMSonoSite accessories (continued)
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Disinfectant PowerPark Dock-
ing Station

ECG
cable

AC/DC
power sup-

ply

Digital
video
cable

Triple Trans-
ducer Connect

T-Spray II

Trigene AdvanceWipes

Tristel Solo

TristelWipes

Virex256

Virex II 256

VirexTB

Virox5 RTUWipes

Wet TaskWipes

Wex-Cide

WipesPlusDisinfecting
Wipes

WoodWyant UltraWipes

- Acceptable for use

Table 7-4Disinfectant compatibilitywith FUJIFILMSonoSite accessories (continued)
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Ergonomic safety 271
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Safety
This section contains general safety information that applies to the ultrasound
system, transducers, accessories, and peripherals.

Ergonomic safety
These scanning guidelinesare intended to assist you in the comfortable and
effective use of your ultrasound system.

WARNING To prevent musculoskeletal disorders, follow the guidelines in
this section.
Use of an ultrasound systemmaybe linked tomus-
culoskeletal disorders (MSDs)abc,
Use of an ultrasound system is defined as the physical inter-
action between the operator, the ultrasound system, and the
transducer.
When using an ultrasound system, aswith manysimilar phys-
ical activities, youmayexperience occasional discomfort in
your hands, fingers, arms, shoulders, eyes, back, or other
parts of your body. However, if you experience symptoms
such as constant or recurring discomfort, pain, throbbing,
aching, tingling, numbness, burning sensation, or stiffness,
do not ignore these warning signs. Promptly see a qualified
health professional. Symptomssuch as these can be linked
with MSDs. MSDscan be painful andmay result in potentially
disabling injuries to the nerves, muscles, tendons, or other
parts of the body. Examplesof MSDs include carpal tunnel

aMagnavita, N., L. Bevilacqua, P. Mirk, A. Fileni, and N. Castellino. “Work-relatedMus-
culoskeletal Complaints in Sonologists.”Occupational Environmental Medicine. 41:11
(1999), 981-988.
bCraig, M. “Sonography: AnOccupational Hazard?” Journal of Diagnostic Medical Sono-
graphy. 3 (1985), 121-125.
cSmith, C.S., G.W. Wolf, G. Y. Xie, andM. D. Smith. “Musculoskeletal Pain in Cardiac
Ultrasonographers: Results of a Random Survey.” Journal of American Society of Echo-
cardiography. (May1997), 357-362.



syndrome and tendonitis.
While researchers are not able to definitively answer many
questionsabout MSDs, there is a general agreement that cer-
tain factors are associated with their occurrence including
preexistingmedical and physical conditions, overall health,
equipment and bodyposition while doing work, frequencyof
work, duration of work, and other physical activities that may
facilitate the onset of MSDsa. This section providesguidelines
that mayhelp you workmore comfortably andmay reduce
your risk of MSDsbc.

aWihlidal, L.M. and S. Kumar. “An InjuryProfile of Practicing DiagnosticMedicalSonographers in Alberta.” International
Journal of Industrial Ergonomics. 19 (1997), 205-216.
bHabes, D.J. and S. Baron. “Health Hazard Report 99-0093-2749.” University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey.
(1999).
cVanderpool, H.E., E.A. Friis, B.S. Smith, and K.L. Harms. “Prevalence of Carpal TunnelSyndrome andOther Work-
relatedMusculoskeletalProblems in CardiacSonographers.” Journal of Medicine. 35:6 (1993), 605-610.

Position the system

Minimize eye and neck strain

If possible, position the systemwithin reach.

Adjust the angle of the clinicalmonitor or touch panel to minimize glare.

Adjust the height so that the clinicalmonitor is at or slightly below eye level.

Position yourself

Support your back during an exam

Use a chair that supports your lower back, that adjusts to your work surface height, that promotesa natural body
posture, and that allowsquick height adjustments.

Always sit or stand upright. Avoid bending or stooping.

Minimize reaching and twisting

Use a bed that is height adjustable.

Position the patient as close to you aspossible.

Face forward. Avoid twisting your head or body.

Move your entire body front to back, and position your scanning arm next to or slightly in front of you.

Stand for difficult exams tominimize reaching.

Position themonitor directly in front of you.
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Promote comfortable shoulder and arm postures

Keep your elbow close to your side.

Relax your shoulders in a level position.

Support your arm using a support cushion or pillow, or rest it on the bed.

Promote comfortable hand, wrist, and finger postures

Hold the transducer lightly in your fingers.

Minimize the pressure applied on the patient.

Keep your wrist in a straight position.

Take breaks, exercise, and vary activities
Minimizing scanning time and taking breaks can effectively allow your body to recover from physical
activity and help you avoidMSDs. Some ultrasound tasksmay require longer or more frequent breaks.
However, simply changing tasks can help somemuscle groups relaxwhile others remain or become
active.

Workefficiently byusing the software and hardware features correctly.

Keepmoving. Avoid sustaining the same posture by varying your head, neck, body, arm, and leg pos-
itions.

Do targeted exercises. Targeted exercises can strengthenmuscle groups, whichmayhelp you avoid
MSDs. Contact a qualified health professional to determine stretchesand exercises that are right for
you.

Electrical safety
This systemmeetsEN60601-1, Class I/internally-powered equipment requirements and Type BF (trans-
ducers) and Type CF (ECG leads) isolated patient-applied parts safety requirements.

This system complieswith the applicablemedical equipment requirements published in the Canadian Stand-
ardsAssociation (CSA), European NormHarmonized Standards, and Underwriters Laboratories (UL) safety
standards. See "Standards" on page 295.

For maximum safety observe the following warningsand cautions.

WARNING To avoid the risk of injury, do not operate the system in the presence of flammable gassesor
anesthetics. Explosion can result.

WARNING To avoid the risk of electrical shockor injury, do not open the system enclosures. All internal
adjustments and replacements, must bemade bya qualified technician.

WARNING To avoid the risk of electrical shock:
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Use only properly grounded equipment. Shockhazardsexist if the power supply is not
properly grounded. Grounding reliability can only be achieved when equipment is con-
nected to a receptaclemarked “HospitalOnly” or “HospitalGrade” or the equivalent.
The grounding wiremust not be removed or defeated.

This equipment must be connected only to a supplymainswith protective earth.

Do not let anypart of the system (including the bar code scanner, power supply, or
power supply connector), except for the transducer or ECG leads, touch the patient.

Do not touch the power supply and the patient at the same time.

Do not touch anyof the following:

The signal input/output connectors on the backof the ultrasound system.

The system transducer connector when the transducer or Triple Transducer
Connect (TTC) is disconnected.

Anyunused TTC transducer connector when the TTC is connected.

Do not connect the system’s power supply to anMPSOor extension cord.

Before using the transducer, inspect the transducer face, housing, and cable. Do not
use the transducer if the transducer or cable is damaged.

Turn the engine off when cleaning.

Do not use any transducer that hasbeen immersed beyond the specified cleaning or
disinfection level. See "Troubleshooting andmaintenance" on page 249.

Use only accessories and peripherals recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite, includ-
ing the power supply. Connection of accessories and peripherals not recommended
byFUJIFILMSonoSite could result in electrical shock. Contact FUJIFILMSonoSite or
your local representative for a list of accessories and peripherals available from or
recommend byFUJIFILMSonoSite.

WARNING To avoid the risk of electrical shockand fire hazard:

Inspect the AC power cords, cables, and plugson a regular basis. Ensure that theyare
not damaged.

The power cord set that connects the power supply of the ultrasound system or to
mainspower must only be used with the power supply, and cannot be used to connect
other devices tomainspower.

WARNING To prevent injury to the operator/bystander, the transducer must be removed from patient con-
tact before the application of a high-voltage defibrillation pulse.

WARNING To avoid possible electrical shockor electromagnetic interference, verify proper operation and
compliance with relevant safety standards for all equipment before clinical use. Connecting
additional equipment to the ultrasound system constitutes configuring amedical system.
FUJIFILMSonoSite recommendsverifying that the system, all combinationsof equipment, and
accessories connected to the ultrasound system complywith JACHO installation requirements
and/or safety standards such asAAMI-ES1, NFPA99 or IEC Standard 60601-1-1 and elec-
tromagnetic compatibility standard IEC 60601-1-2 (Electromagnetic compatibility), and are cer-
tified according to IEC Standard 60950 Information TechnologyEquipment (ITE) or IEC
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60601-1.

WARNING Because the onlymethod of completely removing AC power from the stand is to disconnect the
AC input power cord from the stand base, ensure that you place the stand in a location in which
you can easily remove the AC input power cord if necessary.

WARNING Failures in the electrical safety design of connected devicesmay result in a voltage on the ultra-
sound system. Tominimize the risk of electrical shock to the patient and/or operator:

Usemedical-grade devices.

After connectionsaremade, test the electrical safety utilizing biomedical department
electrical safety procedures.

For added protection, use an isolation transformer between the connecting device
and AC power.

Caution Do not use the system if an error message appears on the image display: note the error code;
call FUJIFILMSonoSite or your local representative; turn off the system bypressing and hold-
ing the power keyuntil the system powersdown.

Caution To avoid increasing the system and transducer connector temperature, do not block the airflow
to the ventilation holeson the front and backof the system.

Electrical safety classification
Class I equip-
ment

The ultrasound system is classified asClass I equipment when powered from the external power
supply or mounted on the stand because the external power supply is a Class1 protectively
earthed power supply.

Note AC-powered peripherals that maybe used with the system are Class I and are
individually protectively earthed. Ground bond testingmaybe conducted on
each AC-powered peripheral.

Internally
powered
equipment

Ultrasound system not connected to the AC supply

Type BF
applied parts

Ultrasound transducers

Type CF
applied parts

ECGmodule/ECG leads

IPX-7 Ultrasound transducers
IPX-8 Footswitch
Non AP/APG Ultrasound system power supply, docking system, and peripherals. Equipment is not suitable for

use in the presence of flammable anaesthetics.

Isolating the X-Porte ultrasound system from power
The X-Porte ultrasound system doesnot become completely isolated from power bypressing the Power but-
ton. The onlyway to completely remove power is to press the Power button, disconnect the AC input power
cord from the stand base, and set all three battery switches to the off position.
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To isolate the system from power

1 Press the Power button.

2 Listen for the audio tone.

Caution Unplugging the AC power cord before you hear the tonemay result in lossof data. If you don’t
hear a tone, then your systemmaybe set up tomute all sounds. To reinstate sounds, see "Audio
settings" on page 34 in the X-PorteHelp.

3 Disconnect the AC input power cord from the stand base.

4 Depressall three battery switches to the ·O symbol, which is the OFF position.

Equipment safety
To protect your ultrasound system, transducer, and accessories, follow these precautions.

WARNING When transporting your system, to avoid possible injury from the system tipping, always collapse the clin-
icalmonitor and push forward on the bar on the platform instead of pushing downward on the bar or push-
ing the clinicalmonitor.

Caution Excessive bending or twisting of cables can cause a failure or intermittent operation.

Caution Improper cleaning or disinfecting of anypart of the system can cause permanent damage. For cleaning
and disinfecting instructions, see Cleaning and Disinfecting X-Porte Products.

Caution Do not submerge the transducer connector in solution. The cable is not liquid-tight beyond the transducer
connector/cable interface.
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Caution Do not use solvents such as thinner or benzene, or abrasive cleaners on anypart of the system.

Caution Do not spill liquid on the system.

Caution Position the system to allow access to themainspower-cord connector.

Caution At high elevations (greater than 1948meters / 6391 feet above sea level), alwaysoperate the ultrasound
engine in the stand.

Clinical safety
WARNING To avoid injury, inspect all fasteners and connections.

WARNING To avoid the risk of a burn hazard, do not use the transducer with high frequency surgical equip-
ment. Such a hazardmayoccur in the event of a defect in the high frequency surgical neutral
electrode connection.

WARNING Do not use the system if it exhibits erratic or inconsistent behavior. Discontinuities in the scan-
ning sequence are indicative of a hardware failure that must be corrected before use.

WARNING Some transducer sheaths contain natural rubber latex and talc, which can cause allergic reac-
tions in some individuals. FUJIFILMSonoSite recommends identifying your latex- and talc-sens-
itive patients and being prepared to treat allergic reactionspromptly.

WARNING Perform ultrasound proceduresprudently. Use the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable)
principle and follow the prudent use information concerningMI and TI.

WARNING FUJIFILMSonoSite doesnot currently recommend a specific brand of acoustic standoff. If an
acoustic standoff is used, it must have aminimum attentuation of .3dB/cm/MHz.

WARNING Usemarket-cleared, sterile transducer sheathsand sterile coupling gel for transrectal, trans-
vaginal, or guided-needle procedures. Do not apply the transducer sheath and coupling gel
until you are ready to perform the procedure. After use, remove and discard the single-use
sheath, and clean and disinfect the transducer using a FUJIFILMSonoSite recommended
high-level disinfectant.

WARNING To avoid injury or reduce the risk of infection to the patient, observe the following:

Follow UniversalPrecautionswhen inserting andmaintaining amedical device for
interventional procedures.

Appropriate training in interventional proceduresasdictated by current relevant med-
ical practicesaswell as in proper operation of the ultrasound system and transducer is
required. During vascular access, the potential exists for serious complications includ-
ing without limitation the following: pneumothorax, arterial puncture, and guidewire
misplacement.

WARNING To avoid device damage or patient injury, do not use the P21xp needle guide bracket on
patientswith pacemakers or medical electronic implants. The needle guide bracket for the
P21xp transducers contains amagnet that is used to ensure the bracket is correctly oriented on
the transducer. Themagnetic field in direct proximity to the pacemaker or medical electronic
implant mayhave an adverse effect.

WARNING To avoid applying unsafe voltage levels to the patient while a device is connected to the external
VGA port, do not touch the ultrasound system and the patient simultaneously.
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Hazardous materials
WARNING Products and accessoriesmaycontain hazardousmaterials.When disposing of products and accessor-

ies, be environmentally responsible andmeet federal and local regulations for disposing hazardousmater-
ials.

Electromagnetic compatibility
The ultrasound system hasbeen tested and found to complywith the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) limits for med-
ical devices to IEC 60601-1-2:2007. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful inter-
ference in a typicalmedical installation.

WARNING To avoid the risk of increased electromagnetic emissionsor decreased immunity, use only accessories
and peripherals recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite. Connection of accessories and peripherals not
recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite could result in malfunctioning of your ultrasound system or other
medical electrical devices in the area. Contact FUJIFILMSonoSite or your local representative for a list of
accessories and peripherals available from or recommended byFUJIFILMSonoSite. See "Compatible
accessories and peripherals" on page 281.

Caution Medical electrical equipment requires special precautions regarding EMC andmust be installed and oper-
ated according to these instructions. It is possible that high levels of radiated or conducted radio-fre-
quency (RF) electromagnetic interference (EMI) from portable andmobile RF communications
equipment or other strong or nearby radio-frequency sources, could result in performance disruption of
the ultrasound system. Evidence of disruptionmay include image degradation or distortion, erratic read-
ings, equipment ceasing to operate, or other incorrect functioning. If this occurs, survey the site to determ-
ine the source of disruption, and take the following actions to eliminate the source(s).

Turn equipment in the vicinity off and on to isolate disruptive equipment.

Relocate or re-orient interfering equipment.

Increase distance between interfering equipment and your ultrasound system.

Manage use of frequencies close to ultrasound system frequencies.

Remove devices that are highly susceptible to EMI.

Lower power from internal sourceswithin facility control (such aspaging systems).

Label devices susceptible to EMI.

Educate clinical staff to recognize potential EMI-related problems.

Eliminate or reduce EMI with technical solutions (such as shielding).

Restrict use of personal communicators (cell phones, computers) in areaswith devices sus-
ceptible to EMI.

Share relevant EMI information with others, particularlywhen evaluating new equipment pur-
chaseswhichmaygenerate EMI.

Purchasemedical devices that complywith IEC 60601-1-2 EMC Standards.

Caution Do not stackother equipment on the ultrasound system or use other equipment in close proximity and
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adjacent to the ultrasound system. If stacking or using other equipment in close proximity is unavoidable,
then youmust observe the system to verify normal operation.

Wireless transmission
The X-Porte ultrasound system containsan IEEE802.11 transmitter that utilizes the ISM frequencybands from
2.412 to 2.484GHzor 4.915 to 5.824GHz. It implements four different methodsof transmission:

IEEE802.11a (4.915 to 5.824GHz) with Orthogonal FrequencyDivisionMultiplexing (OFDM) at 11
dBm ± 1.5 dBm@54Mbps

IEEE802.11b (2.412 to 2.484GHz) with Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) at 16 dBm ± 1.5
dBm@11Mbps

IEEE802.11g (2.412 to 2.484GHz) with Orthogonal FrequencyDivisionMultiplexing (ODFM) at 13
dBm ± 1.5 dBm@54Mbps

IEEE802.11n (2.412 to 2.484GHzor 4.915 to 5.824GHz) Orthogonal FrequencyDivisionMultiplexing
(ODFM) at 10 dBm ± 1.5 dBm (802.11an) or at 12 dBm ± 1.5 dBm (802.11gn)

Electrostatic discharge
Caution Electrostatic discharge (ESD), or static shock, is a naturally occurring phenomenon. ESD is

common in conditionsof low humidity, which can be caused byheating or air conditioning. ESD
is a discharge of the electrical energy from a charged body to a lesser or non-charged body.
The degree of discharge can be significant enough to cause damage to a transducer or an ultra-
sound system. The following precautions can help reduce ESD: anti-static sprayon carpets,
anti-static sprayon linoleum, and anti-staticmats.

WARNING Unless following ESD precautionary procedures, do not connect to or touch (with bodyor
hand-held tools) pins (contacts) of connectors that have the ESD Sensitive Devices label:
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If the symbol is on a border surroundingmultiple connectors, the symbol pertains to all con-
nectorswithin the border.
ESD precautionary procedures include the following:

All staff involvedmust receive training about ESD, including the following at amin-
imum: an explanation of the ESD warning symbol, ESD precautionary procedures, an
introduction to the physics of electrostatic charge, the voltage levels that can occur in
normal practice, and the damage that can occur to electronic components if equip-
ment is touched byan individualwho is electrostatically charged (IEC 60601-1-2, sec-
tion 5.2.1.2 d).

Prevent the buildup of electrostatic charge. For example, use humidification, con-
ductive floor coverings, nonsynthetic clothing, ionizers, andminimizing insulatingmater-
ials.

Discharge your body to earth.

Use a wrist strap to bond yourself to the ultrasound system or to earth.
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Separation distance
Recommended separation distances between portable and mobile RF communications equip-
ment and the X-Porte ultrasound system

The X-Porte ultrasound system is intended for use in an electromagnetic environment in which radiated radio
frequency (RF) disturbancesare controlled. The customer or the user of the X-Porte ultrasound system can
help prevent electromagnetic interference bymaintaining aminimum distance between portable andmobile RF
communicationsequipment (transmitters) and the X-Porte ultrasound system as recommended below, accord-
ing to themaximum output power of the communicationsequipment.

Rated maximum out-
put power

of  transmitter
Watts

Separation distance according to frequency of transmitter
m

150 kHz to 80 MHz
d=1.2 √P

80 MHz to 800 MHz
d=1.2 √P

800 MHz to 2.5 GHz
d=2.3 √P

0.01 0.12 0.12 0.23

0.1 0.38 0.38 0.73

1 1.2 1.2 2.3

10 3.8 3.8 7.3

100 12 12 23

For transmitters rated at amaximum output power not listed above, the recommended separation distance
(d) in meters (m) can be estimated using the equation applicable to the frequencyof the transmitter, where P
is themaximum output power rating of the transmitter in watts (W) according to the transmitter man-
ufacturer.

Note At 80MHzand 800MHz, the separation distance for the higher frequency range applies.
These guidelinesmaynot apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by
absorption and reflection from structures, objects, and people.

Table 8-1Separation distance

Compatible accessories and peripherals
FUJIFILMSonoSite has tested the X-Porte ultrasound systemwith the following accessories and peripherals
and hasdemonstrated compliance to the requirements of IEC 60601-1-2:2007.

Youmayuse these FUJIFILMSonoSite accessories and third-party peripheralswith the X-Porte ultrasound sys-
tem.

WARNING Use of the accessorieswith medical systemsother than the X-Porte ultrasound systemmay res-
ult in increased emissionsor decreased immunity of themedical system.
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WARNING Use of accessories other than those specifiedmay result in increased emissionsor decreased
immunity of the ultrasound system.

Description Maximum Cable Length

HSL25xp transducera 7.5 ft / 2.3 m

L25xp transducera 7.5 ft / 2.3 m

L38xp transducera 5.5 ft / 1.7 m

P21xp transducera 6.0 ft / 1.8 m

ICTxp transducera 5.7 ft / 1.7 m

HFL38xp transducera 5.7 ft / 1.7 m

HFL50xp transducera 5.7 ft / 1.7 m

C60xp transducera 5.7 ft / 1.7 m

Bar code scanner 4.8 ft/ 1.5 m

Batteries (set of 3) -

Clinicalmonitor -

Dock -

DVR USB flashmemory (64GB) -

ECG lead wires 24 in / 0.6m (USA/Japan)
24 in / 0.6m (EU)

ECGmodule 5.8 ft / 1.8 m (USA)
5.8 ft / 1.8 m (Japan)
5.8 ft / 1.8 m (EU)

Ethernet cable 10 ft / 3 m

Footswitch 10 ft / 3 m

Kensington security cable 6 ft / 1.8 m

PowerParkDocking Station -

Table 8-2Accessories and peripherals compatible with X-Porte ultrasound system
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Description Maximum Cable Length

Printer (blackand white) -

SPMU (Stand Power Management Unit) -

Stand -

Stand power cord 10 ft / 3.1 m

Touch panel  

Triple Transducer Connect

Ultrasound engine  

USB flashmemory (16GB)

USB flashmemory (32GB)

USB flashmemory (64GB)

Isolation transformer (desktop configuration only)b

Power cord, isolation transformer (desktop configuration
only)

6 ft / 1.8 mMonitor pedestalmount (desktop configuration
only)

Power supply, monitor (desktop configuration only) 6 ft / 1.8

Power supply (engine, desktop configuration only) 4 ft / 1.2 m

Power cords (engine andmonitor, desktop configuration
only)

3.3 ft / 1 m

Mouse (desktop configuration only) 6 ft / 1.8 m

Digital video cable (desktop configuration only) 22.5 in / 0.57m

Table 8-2Accessories and peripherals compatible with X-Porte ultrasound system (continued)

aFor transducers, maximum cable length ismeasured between the strain reliefs. The stated lengthsdo not
include the lengthsof cable in the following locations: underneath the strain reliefs, inside the transducer enclos-
ure, or inside the transducer connector.
bBefore you assemble X-Porte Desktop, youmust configure the input and output voltageson the isolation trans-
former. Incorrect voltage settings can cause damage to the equipment. For instructions, see the Toroid Super-
ior TransformersVoltage SelectionsWseries IsoBox, included with the isolation transformer.
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Manufacturer’s declaration
The tables in this section document the intended use environment and EMC compliance levels of the system. For max-
imum performance, ensure that the system is used in the environments described in this table.

The system is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below.

Emissions Test Compliance Electromagnetic Environment

RF emissions
ClSPR 11

Group 1 The X-Porte ultrasound system usesRF energyonly for its internal function.
Therefore, itsRF emissionsare very low and are not likely to cause any inter-
ference in nearbyelectronic equipment.

RF emissions
ClSPR 11

ClassA The X-Porte ultrasound system is suitable for use in all establishments other
than domestic and those directly connected to the public low-voltage power sup-
ply networkwhich supplies buildingsused for domestic purposes.

Harmonic emis-
sions IEC 61000-3-
2

ClassA

Voltage fluc-
tuations/flicker emis-
sions IEC 61000-3-
3

Complies

Table 8-3Manufacturer’sDeclaration - ElectromagneticEmissions

The system is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below.
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Immunity Test

IEC
60601
Test
Level

Compliance
Level Electromagnetic Environment

ElectrostaticDis-
charge (ESD) IEC
61000-4-2

±
2.0KV,
±
4.0KV,
± 6.0KV
contact
±
2.0KV,
±
4.0KV,
± 8.0KV
air

± 2.0KV, ±
4.0KV, ±
6.0KV con-
tact
± 2.0KV, ±
4.0KV, ±
8.0KV air

Floors should be wood, concrete or ceramic tile. If floors are
covered with syntheticmaterial, the relative humidity should
be at least 30%.

Electrical fast Tran-
sient burst IEC
61000-4-4

± 2KV
on the
mains
± 1KV
on sig-
nal lines

± 2KVon the
mains
± 1KVon sig-
nal lines

Mainspower quality should be that of a typical commercial
or hospital environment.

Surge IEC 61000-
4-5

± 1KV
line(s)
to line
(s)
± 2KV
line(s)
to earth

± 1KV line(s)
to line(s)
± 2KV line(s)
to earth

Mainspower quality should be that of a typical commercial
or hospital environment.

Table 8-4Manufacturer’sDeclaration - Electromagnetic Immunity
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Immunity Test

IEC
60601
Test
Level

Compliance
Level Electromagnetic Environment

Voltage dips, short
interruptionsand
voltage variations
on power supply
input lines
IEC 61000-4-11

<5%UT
(>95%
dip in
UT) for
0.5
cycle
40%UT
(60%
dip in
UT) for
5 cycles
70%UT
(30%
dip in
UT) for
25
cycles
<5%UT
(>95%
dip in
UT) for
5s

<5%UT
(>95%dip in
UT) for 0.5
cycle
40%UT
(60%dip in
UT) for 5
cycles
70%UT
(30%dip in
UT) for 25
cycles
<5%UT
(>95%dip in
UT) for 5s

Mainspower quality should be that of a typical commercial
or hospital environment. If the user of the FUJIFILM
SonoSite ultrasound system requires continued operation
during power mains interruptions, it is recommended that
the FUJIFILMSonoSite ultrasound system be powered
from an uninterruptible power supply or a battery.

Power Frequency
Magnetic Field
IEC 61000-4-8

3 A/m 3 A/m If image distortion occurs, it maybe necessary to position
the FUJIFILMSonoSite ultrasound system further from
sourcesof power frequencymagnetic fields or to installmag-
netic shielding. The power frequencymagnetic field should
bemeasured in the Intended installation location to assure
that it is sufficiently low.

Conducted RF
IEC 61000-4-6

3 Vrms
150
kHz to
80MHz

3 Vrms Portable andmobile RF communicationsequipment should
be used no closer to anypart of the FUJIFILMSonoSite
ultrasound system including cables, than the recommended
separation distance calculated from the equation applicable
to the frequencyof the transmitter.
Recommended Separation Distance
d =1.2 √P

Table 8-4Manufacturer’sDeclaration - Electromagnetic Immunity (continued)
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Immunity Test

IEC
60601
Test
Level

Compliance
Level Electromagnetic Environment

Radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-3

3 Vim
80MHz
to 2.5
GHz

3 V/m d =1.2 √P
80MHz to 800MHz
d =2.3 √P
800MHz to 2,5 GHz
WhereP is themaximum output power rating of the trans-
mitter in watts (W) according to the transmitter man-
ufacturer and d is the recommended separation distance in
meters (m).
Field strengths from fixed RF transmitters, as determined
byan electromagneticSite surveya, should be less than the
compliance level in each frequency rangeb.
Interferencemayoccur in the vicinity of equipment marked
with the following symbol:

(IEC 60417 No. 417-IEC-5140: “Source of non-ionizing
radiation”)

Note Note: UT is the ACmains voltage prior to application of the test level. At 80MHzand 800
MHz, the higher frequency range applies.
These guidelinesmaynot apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by
absorption and reflection from structures, objects and people.

Table 8-4Manufacturer’sDeclaration - Electromagnetic Immunity (continued)

FCC Caution Changesor modificationsnot expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could
void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

This device complieswith part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

This devicemaynot cause harmful interference.

This devicemust accept any interference received, including interference that maycause undesired
operation.

aField strengths from fixed transmitters such asbase stations for radio (cellular/cordless) telephonesand land
mobile radios, amateur radio, AM and FM radio broadcast and TV broadcast cannot be predicted theoretically
with accuracy. To assess the electromagnetic environment due to fixed RF transmitters, an electromagnetic site
survey should be considered. If themeasured field strength in the location in which the FUJIFILMSonoSite ultra-
sound system is used exceeds the applicable RF compliance level above, the FUJIFILMSonoSite ultrasound
system should be observed to verify normal operation. If abnormal performance is observed, additionalmeas-
uresmaybe necessary, such as re-orienting or relocating the FUJIFILMSonoSite ultrasound system.
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bOver the frequency range 150 kHz to 80MHz, field strengths should be less than 3 V/m.

Immunity testing requirements

TheX-Porte ultrasound system complieswith the essential performance requirements specified in IEC 60601-1-2 and IEC
60601-2-37. Results of immunity testing show that the X-Porte ultrasound systemmeets these requirements and is free
from the following:

Noise on a waveform or artifacts or distortion in an image or error of a displayed numerical value that cannot be
attributed to a physiological effect and that mayalter the diagnosis

Displayof incorrect numerical valuesassociated with the diagnosis to be performed

Displayof incorrect safety related indications

Production of unintended or excessive ultrasound output

Production of unintended or excessive transducer assembly surface temperature

Production of unintended or uncontrolledmotion of transducer assemblies intended for intracorporeal use

Labeling Symbols
The following symbols are used on the products, packaging, and containers.

Symbol Definition

Alternating Current (AC)

Class1 device indicatingmanufacturer’s declaration of conformance with AnnexVII of
93/42/EEC

Class1 device requiring verification by the Notified Bodyof sterilization or measurement fea-
tures, or to a Class IIa, IIb, or III device requiring verification or auditing by the Notified Body to
applicable Annex(es) of 93/42/EEC

Attention, see the user guide

Table 8-5 Labeling Symbols
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Symbol Definition

Device complieswith relevant Australian regulations for electronic devices.

Batch code, date code, or lot code type of control number Biological risk

Biological risk

Device complieswith relevant Brazilian regulations for electro-medical devices.

Canadian StandardsAssociation certificationmark. The “C” and “US” indicators next to this
mark signify that the product hasbeen evaluated to the applicable CSAand ANSI/UL Stand-
ards, for use in Canada and the U.S., respectively.

Canadian StandardsAssociation component certificationmark.

Catalog number

Collect separately from other household waste (see European Commission Directive
93/86/EEC). Refer to local regulations for disposal.

Table 8-5 Labeling Symbols (continued)
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Symbol Definition

Corrugated recycle

Date of manufacture

Manufacturer and, if co-located, date of manufacture

Direct Current (DC)

Do not get wet.

Do not stackover # high, where # represents the number on the label.

Electrostatic sensitive devices

Device complieswith relevant FCC regulations for electronic devices.

Fragile

GEL Gel

Sterilized using irradiation

Sterilized using ethylene oxide

Table 8-5 Labeling Symbols (continued)
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Symbol Definition

Hot

Device emits a static (DC) magnetic field.

Non-ionizing radiation

Paper recycle

Serial number type of control number

Temperature limitation

Atmospheric pressure limitation

Humidity limitation

Submersible. Protected against the effects of temporary immersion.

Water-Tight Equipment. Protected against the effects of extended immersion.

Handle transducer with care.

Table 8-5 Labeling Symbols (continued)
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Symbol Definition

Follow manufacturer’s instructions for disinfecting time.

Disinfect transducer.

Type BF patient applied part
(B = body, F = floating applied part)

Defibrillation-proof type CF applied part

Underwriter’s Laboratories labeling

Pollution Control Logo. (Applies to all parts/products listed in the China RoHSdisclosure table.
Maynot appear on the exterior of some parts/products because of space limitations.)

China CompulsoryCertificatemark (“CCCMark”). A compulsory safetymark for compliance to
Chinese national standards for manyproducts sold in the People’sRepublic of China.

Follow instructions for use.

WARNING: 
Connect Only
Accessories and Peri-
pherals
Recommended by
FUJIFILMSonoSite

WARNING: Connect OnlyAccessories and PeripheralsRecommended byFUJIFILM
SonoSite

Table 8-5 Labeling Symbols (continued)
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Symbol Definition

Authorized representative in the European Community

Equipotentiality

Pushing Prohibited
Do not push onmonitor. Systemmay tip due to pushing or leaning on themonitor.

Table 8-5 Labeling Symbols (continued)

Specifications
For information on accessories and peripherals, see "Compatible accessories and peripherals" on page 281.

Dimensions

Stand

Length 26.4 in. (67.1 cm)
Width 21.2 in. (53.8 cm)
Height (max) 64 in. (162.6 cm)
Height (min) 42.2 in. (107.2 cm)

Clinical monitor

Length (exterior dimension) 18.8 in. (47.8 cm)
Height (exterior dimension) 14.2 in. (36 cm)
Diagonal (viewable area) 17 in. (43 cm) minimum

Touch panel

Length (exterior dimension) 16.1 in. (40.8 cm)
Height (exterior dimension) 10.2 in. (25.8 cm)
Diagonal (viewable area) 12.1 in. (30.7 cm)

Environmental limits
Note The temperature, pressure, and humidity limits apply only to the ultrasound system and trans-
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ducers.

Operating

System and transducer

10–40°C (50–104°F), 15–95%R.H.

800 to 1060hPa (0.79 to 1.05 ATM)

Shipping and storage

System and transducer

-35–60°C (-31–140°F), 15–95%R.H.

500 to 1060hPa (0.5 to 1.05 ATM)

Electrical
Power Supply Input: 100-240V~50/60 Hz6.0Amaximum

Imagingmodes
2D (256 gray shades)

Color Power Doppler (CPD) (256 colors)

Color Doppler (Color) (256 colors)

MMode

Continuouswave (CW) Doppler

Additionally, the system includesadvanced imaging technologies:

Tissue Doppler Imaging (TDI)

Tissue Harmonic Imaging (THI)

Image and video clip storage capacity
The number of imagesand video clips you can save dependson imagingmode and file format.
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Standards

Electromechanical safety standards

Standard Description

IEC 60601-
1:1988

MedicalElectricalEquipment–Part 1. GeneralRequirements for Safety (2nd Edition
including Amendment 1 and 2).

IEC 60601-2-
37:2001 +
Amendment
A1:2004

Particular requirements for the safety of ultrasonicmedical diagnostic andmonitoring
equipment; as applied to IEC 60601-1:1988, MedicalElectricalEquipment–Part 1. Gen-
eralRequirements for Safety (2nd Edition including Amendment 1 and 2); including all
national differencesnecessary tomeet IECEECBScheme certification.

IEC 60601-1-
1:2000

MedicalElectricalEquipment–Part 1-1. GeneralRequirements for Safety–Section 1-1.
CollateralStandard. SafetyRequirements for MedicalElectricalSystems.

IEC 60601-1-
4:2000

MedicalElectricalEquipment–Part 1-4. GeneralRequirements for Safety–Section 1-4.
CollateralStandard. Programmable ElectricalMedicalSystems.

EC 60601-
1:2005/A1:2012

Medical electrical equipment - Part 1: General requirements for basic safety and essential
performance.

IEC 60601-2-
37:2007

Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-37: Particular requirements for the basic safety and
essential performance of ultrasonicmedical diagnostic andmonitoring equipment; as
applied to IEC 60601-1:2005/A1:2012, Medical electrical equipment - Part 1: General
requirements for basic safety and essential performance (3rd Edition including Amend-
ment 1); including all national differencesnecessary tomeet IECEECBScheme cer-
tification.

IEC
61157:2007

StandardMeans for the Reporting of the AcousticOutput of MedicalDiagnosticUltrasonic
Equipment.

Table 8-6Electromechanical safety standards

EMC standards classification

Standard Description

IEC
60601-1-
2:2007

MedicalElectricalEquipment. GeneralRequirements for BasicSafety and Essential Per-
formance-CollateralStandard. ElectromagneticCompatibility. Requirements and Tests.

Table 8-7EMC standards classification
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Standard Description

CISPR
11:2004

Industrial, Scientific, andMedical (ISM) Radio-FrequencyEquipment ElectromagneticDis-
turbance Characteristics-Limits andMethodsof Measurement.

Table 8-7EMC standards classification (continued)

TheClassification for the ultrasound system, docking system, accessories, and peripheralswhen configured together is:
Group 1, ClassA.

DICOM standard
NEMAPS3.15: 2000, Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)-Part 15: SecurityProfiles.

The system conforms to the DICOM standard as specified in the X-Porte DICOMConformance Statement, available at
www.sonosite.com. This statement provides information about the purpose, characteristics, configuration, and spe-
cificationsof the network connections supported by the system.

HIPAA standard
The system includes security settings that help you tomeet the applicable security requirements listed in the HIPAA stand-
ard. Users are ultimately responsible for ensuring the security and protection of all electronic protected health information
collected, stored, reviewed, and transmitted on the system.

The Health Insurance and Portability and AccountabilityAct, Pub.L. No. 104-191 (1996). 45 CFR 160, GeneralAdmin-
istrative Requirements.

45 CFR 164, Security and Privacy.
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Acoustic output
This section contains information about the ALARA (as low as reasonably
achievable) principle, the output display standard, and acoustic power and
intensity tables. The information applies to the ultrasound system, transducer,
accessories, and peripherals.

ALARA principle
ALARA is the guiding principle for the use of diagnostic ultrasound. Sono-
graphers and other qualified ultrasound users, using good judgment and
insight, determine the exposure that is “as low as reasonably achievable.”
There are no set rules to determine the correct exposure for every situation.
The qualified ultrasound user determines themost appropriate way to keep
exposure low and bioeffects to aminimum, while obtaining a diagnostic exam-
ination.

A thorough knowledge of the imagingmodes, transducer capability, system
setup and scanning technique is necessary. The imagingmode determines
the nature of the ultrasound beam. A stationary beam results in amore con-
centrated exposure than a scanned beam, which spreads that exposure over
that area. The transducer capability dependsupon the frequency, pen-
etration, resolution, and field of view. The default system presets are reset at
the start of each new patient. It is the scanning technique of the qualified ultra-
sound user along with patient variability that determines the system settings
throughout the exam.

The variableswhich affect the way the qualified ultrasound user implements
the ALARAprinciple include patient body size, location of the bone relative to
the focal point, attenuation in the body, and ultrasound exposure time. Expos-
ure time is an especially useful variable, because the qualified ultrasound user
can control it. The ability to limit the exposure over time supports the ALARA
principle.



Applying the ALARA principle
The system imagingmode selected by the qualified ultrasound user is determined by the diagnostic information required.
2D imaging providesanatomical information; CPD imaging provides information about the energyor amplitude strength of
the Doppler signal over time at a given anatomical location and is used for detecting the presence of blood flow; Color ima-
ging provides information about the energyor amplitude strength of the Doppler signal over time at a given anatomical loc-
ation and is used for detecting the presence, velocity, and direction of blood flow; Tissue Harmonic Imaging useshigher
received frequencies to reduce clutter, artifact, and improve resolution on the 2D image. Understanding the nature of the
imagingmode used allows the qualified ultrasound user to apply the ALARAprinciple.

Prudent use of ultrasoundmeans limiting ultrasound to situations in which it ismedically useful and limiting patient expos-
ure to the lowest ultrasound output for the shortest time necessary to achieve acceptable diagnostic results. Although
there are no direct user controls for acoustic output, users can indirectly control output by varying depth. Decisions that sup-
port prudent use are based on the type of patient, exam type, patient history, ease or difficulty of obtaining diagnostically
useful information, and potential localized heating of the patient due to transducer surface temperature. See "Transducer
surface temperature rise" on page 302. In the event of a devicemalfunction, there are redundant controls that limit trans-
ducer power. This is accomplished byan electrical design that limits both power supply current and voltage to the trans-
ducer.

The sonographer uses the system controls to adjust image quality and limit ultrasound output. The system controls are
divided into three categories relative to output: controls that directly affect output, controls that indirectly affect output, and
receiver controls.

Direct, indirect, and receiver controls
Direct controls The system doesnot have a direct user control for output. Rather, the system hasbeen designed to auto-
matically adjust output to ensure that acoustic and thermal limits are not exceeded for all imagingmodes. Since there is no
direct user control for output, the sonographer should rely on controlling exposure time and scanning technique to imple-
ment the ALARAprinciple.

The system doesnot exceed a spatial peak temporal average intensity (ISPTA) of 720 mW/cm2 for all imagingmodes.
Themechanical index (MI) and thermal index (TI) mayexceed valuesgreater than 1.0 on some transducers in some ima-
gingmodes. For either the Ophthalmic or Orbital exam, the acoustic output is limited to the following values: ISPTAdoes
not exceed 50 mW/cm2; TI doesnot exceed 1.0, andMI doesnot exceed 0.23. Ultrasound users canmonitor theMI and
TI valueson the right side of the clinicalmonitor and implement the ALARAprinciple accordingly. For more information on
MI and TI, see BSEN 60601-2-37:2001: AnnexHH.

Indirect controls The controls that indirectly affect output are controls affecting imagingmode, freeze, and depth. The
imagingmode determines the nature of the ultrasound beam. Freeze stopsall ultrasound output but keeps the last image
displayed on screen. Freeze can be used by the ultrasound user to limit exposure time while studying an image andmain-
taining probe position during a scan. Some controls, such asdepth, show a rough correspondence with output, andmay
be used asa generalmeans for indirectly reducingMI or TI. See "Guidelines for reducingMI and TI" on the facing page.

Receiver controls The receiver controls are the gain controls. Receiver controls do not affect output. They should be
used, if possible, to improve image quality before using controls that directly or indirectly affect output.
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Acoustic artifacts
An acoustic artifact is information, present or absent in an image, that doesnot properly indicate the structure or
flow being imaged. There are helpful artifacts that aid in diagnosis and those that hinder proper interpretation.
Examplesof artifacts include shadowing, through transmission, aliasing, reverberations, and comet tails.

For more information on detecting and interpreting acoustic artifacts, see the following reference:

Kremkau, FrederickW.DiagnosticUltrasound: Principles and Instruments. 7th ed.,W.B. SaundersCom-
pany, (Oct. 17, 2005).

Guidelines for reducing MI and TI
The following are general guidelines for reducingMI or TI. If multiple parameters are given, the best resultsmay
be achieved byminimizing these parameters simultaneously. In somemodeschanging these parameters does
not affect MI or TI. Changes to other parametersmayalso result in MI and TI reductions. Please note theMI
and TI valueson the right side of the screen.

Transducer Depth

C60xp ↑

HFL38xp ↑

HFL50xp ↑

HSL25xp ↑

ICTxp ↑

L25xp ↑

L38xp ↑

P21xp ↑

↓Decrease or lower setting of parameter to reduceMI.
↑ Increase or raise setting of parameter to reduceMI.

Table 9-1Guidelines for ReducingMI

Transducer
CPD Settings

Depth
Box Width Box Height Box Depth PRF Depth Optimize

C60xp ↑ ↑ ↑(Depth

Table 9-2Guidelines for Reducing TI (TIS, TIC, TIB)
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Transducer
CPD Settings

Depth
Box Width Box Height Box Depth PRF Depth Optimize

HFL38xp ↑ ↑ ↓(Depth)

HFL50xp ↑ ↑ ↓(Depth)

HSL25xp ↑ ↓(Depth)

ICTxp ↑ ↑(Depth)

L25xp ↑ ↓(Depth)

L38xp ↑ ↓(Depth)

P21xp ↑ ↓(PRF)

↓Decrease or lower setting of parameter to reduceMI.
↑ Increase or raise setting of parameter to reduceMI.

Table 9-2Guidelines for Reducing TI (TIS, TIC, TIB) (continued)

Output display
The systemmeets the AIUM (American Institute of Ultrasound inMedicine) output display standard for MI and TI (see
"Related guidance documents" on page 302). The following table indicates for each transducer and operatingmodewhen
either the TI or MI is greater than or equal to a value of 1.0, thus requiring display.

Transducer
Model Index 2D/ M Mode CPD/Color PW Doppler CW Doppler

C60xp MI Yes Yes Yes -

TIC, TIB, or TIS Yes Yes Yes -

HFL38xp MI Yes Yes Yes -

TIC, TIB, or TIS No No Yes -

HFL50xp MI Yes Yes No -

TIC, TIB, or TIS No No Yes -

HSL25xp MI Yes Yes No -

Table 9-3 TI or MI ≥ 1.0
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Transducer
Model Index 2D/ M Mode CPD/Color PW Doppler CW Doppler

TIC, TIB, or TIS No No Yes -

ICTxp MI Yes No Yes -

TIC, TIB, or TIS No No Yes -

L25xp MI Yes Yes No -

TIC, TIB, or TIS No No Yes -

L38xp MI Yes Yes Yes -

TIC, TIB, or TIS Yes No Yes -

P21xp MI Yes Yes Yes No

TIC, TIB, or TIS Yes Yes Yes Yes

Even if MI is less than 1.0, the system providesa continuous real-time displayof MI in all imagingmodes, in increments
of 0.1.
The systemmeets the output display standard for TI and providesa continuous real-time displayof TI in all imaging
modes, in increments of 0.1.
The TI consists of three user-selectable indices, and only one of these is displayed at anyone time. In order to displayTI
properly andmeet the ALARAprinciple, the user selects an appropriate TI based on the specific exam being per-
formed. FUJIFILMSonoSite providesa copyofAIUMMedicalUltrasound Safety, which contains guidance on determ-
ining which TI is appropriate (see "Related guidance documents" on page 1).

Table 9-3 TI or MI ≥ 1.0 (continued)

MI and TI output display accuracy
The accuracy result for theMI is stated statistically.With 95%confidence, 95%of themeasuredMI valueswill be
within +18%to -25%of the displayedMI value, or +0.2 of the displayed value, whichever value is larger.

The accuracy result for the TI is stated statistically.With 95%confidence, 95%of themeasured TI valueswill be
within +21%to -40%of the displayed TI value, or +0.2 of the displayed value, whichever value is larger. The val-
uesequate to +1dB to -3dB.

A displayed value of 0.0 for MI or TI means that the calculated estimate for the index is less than 0.05.

Factors that contribute to display uncertainty
The net uncertainty of the displayed indices is derived by combining the quantified uncertainty from three
sources: measurement uncertainty, system and transducer variability, and engineering assumptionsand
approximationsmadewhen calculating the display values.
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Measurement errors of the acoustic parameterswhen taking the reference data are themajor source of error that con-
tributes to the display uncertainty. Themeasurement error is described in "Acousticmeasurement precision and uncer-
tainty" on page 345.

The displayedMI and TI valuesare based on calculations that use a set of acoustic output measurements that weremade
using a single reference ultrasound systemwith a single reference transducer that is representative of the population of
transducers of that type. The reference system and transducer are chosen from a sample population of systemsand trans-
ducers taken from early production units, and theyare selected based on having an acoustic output that is representative
of the nominal expected acoustic output for all transducer-system combinations that might occur. Of course every trans-
ducer-system combination has its own unique characteristic acoustic output, and will not match the nominal output on
which the display estimatesare based. This variability between systemsand transducers introducesan error into dis-
played value. Bydoing acoustic output sampling testing during production, the amount of error introduced by the variability
is bounded. The sampling testing ensures that the acoustic output of transducers and systemsbeingmanufactured stays
within a specified range of the nominal acoustic output.

Another source of error arises from the assumptionsand approximations that aremadewhen deriving the estimates for
the display indices. Chief among these assumptions is that the acoustic output, and thus the derived display indices, are lin-
early correlated with the transmit drive voltage of the transducer. Generally, this assumption is very good, but it is not exact,
and thus some error in the display can be attributed to the assumption of voltage linearity.

Related guidance documents
Information for ManufacturersSeekingMarketing Clearance of DiagnosticUltrasound Systemsand Transducers, FDA,
1997.

MedicalUltrasound Safety, American Institute of Ultrasound inMedicine (AIUM), 1994. (A copy is included with each sys-
tem.)

AcousticOutput Measurement Standard for DiagnosticUltrasound Equipment, NEMAUD2-2004.

AcousticOutput Measurement and Labeling Standard for DiagnosticUltrasound Equipment, American Institute of Ultra-
sound inMedicine, 1993.

Standard for Real-TimeDisplayof Thermal andMechanicalAcousticOutput Indiceson DiagnosticUltrasound Equipment,
NEMAUD3-2004.

Guidance on the interpretation of TI andMI to be used to inform the operator, AnnexHH, BSEN 60601-2-37 reprinted at
P05699.

Transducer surface temperature rise
The tables in this section list themeasured surface temperature rise from ambient (23°C ± 3°C) of transducers used on
the ultrasound system. The temperaturesweremeasured in accordance with EN 60601-2-37 with controls and settings
positioned to givemaximum temperatures.
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Test C60xp HFL38xp HFL50xp HSL25xp L25xp L38xp P21xp

Still air 14.8 10.4 11.1 13.8 12.8 12.9 14.7

Simulated use 9.5
(≤10°C)

7.0
(≤10°C)

9.0
(≤10°C)

7.9
(≤10°C)

8.6
(≤10°C)

9.0
(≤10°C)

9.5
(≤10°C)

Table 9-4 Transducer Surface Temperature Rise, ExternalUse (°C)

Test ICTxp

Still air 8.9

Simulated use 4.7
(<6°C)

Table 9-5 Transducer Surface Temperature Rise, Non-ExternalUse (°C )

Acoustic output measurement
Since the initial use of diagnostic ultrasound, the possible human biological effects (bioeffects) from ultrasound
exposure have been studied by various scientific andmedical institutions. In October 1987, AIUM ratified a
report from itsBioeffectsCommittee (BioeffectsConsiderations for the Safety of DiagnosticUltrasound, JUltra-
soundMed., Sept. 1988: Vol. 7, No. 9 Supplement). The report, sometimes referred to as the StoweReport,
reviewed available data on possible effects of ultrasound exposure. Another report, “Bioeffects and Safety of
DiagnosticUltrasound,” dated January 28, 1993, providesmore current information.

The acoustic output for this ultrasound system hasbeenmeasured and calculated in accordance with “Acoustic
Output Measurement Standard for DiagnosticUltrasound Equipment” (NEMAUD2-2004), and “Standard for
Real-TimeDisplayof Thermal andMechanicalAcousticOutput Indiceson DiagnosticUltrasound Equipment”
(NEMAUDe3-2004).

In Situ, derated, and water value intensities
All intensity parameters aremeasured in water. Since water doesnot absorb acoustic energy, these water
measurements represent a worst case value. Biological tissue doesabsorb acoustic energy. The true value of
the intensity at anypoint dependson the amount, type of tissue, and the frequencyof the ultrasound passing
through the tissue. The intensity value in the tissue, In Situ, hasbeen estimated byusing the following formula:

In Situ=Water [e-(0.23alf )] where:

where:

In Situ = In Situ intensity value

Water =Water intensity value

e =2.7183

a =attenuation factor (dB/cmMHz)
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Attenuation factor (a) for various tissue typesare given below:

brain = 0.53

heart = 0.66

kidney= 0.79

liver = 0.43

muscle = 0.55

l = skinline tomeasurement depth in cm

f = center frequencyof the transducer/system/mode combination in MHz

Since the ultrasonic path during the exam is likely to pass through varying lengthsand typesof tissue, it is difficult to estim-
ate the true In Situ intensity. An attenuation factor of 0.3 is used for general reporting purposes; therefore, the In Situ value
commonly reported uses the formula:

In Situ (derated) =Water e -(0.069lf )]

Since this value is not the true In Situ intensity, the term “derated” is used to qualify it.

Themaximum derated and themaximumwater valuesdo not alwaysoccur at the same operating conditions; therefore,
the reportedmaximumwater and derated valuesmaynot be related by the In Situ (derated) formula. For example: a
multi-zone array transducer that hasmaximumwater value intensities in its deepest zone, but also has the smallest derat-
ing factor in that zone. The same transducer mayhave its largest derated intensity in one of its shallowest focal zones.

Tissuemodels and equipment survey
Tissuemodels are necessary to estimate attenuation and acoustic exposure levels In Situ frommeasurements of acoustic
output made in water. Currently, availablemodelsmaybe limited in their accuracybecause of varying tissue pathsduring
diagnostic ultrasound exposuresand uncertainties in the acoustic properties of soft tissues. No single tissuemodel is
adequate for predicting exposures in all situations frommeasurementsmade in water, and continued improvement and
verification of thesemodels is necessary for making exposure assessments for specific exam types.

A homogeneous tissuemodelwith attenuation coefficient of 0.3 dB/cmMHz throughout the beam path is commonly used
when estimating exposure levels. Themodel is conservative in that it overestimates the In Situ acoustic exposure when the
path between the transducer and site of interest is composed entirely of soft tissue.When the path contains significant
amounts of fluid, as in many first and second-trimester pregnancies scanned transabdominally, thismodelmayunder-
estimate the In Situ acoustic exposure. The amount of underestimation dependsupon each specific situation.

Fixed-path tissuemodels, in which soft tissue thickness is held constant, sometimesare used to estimate In Situ acoustic
exposureswhen the beam path is longer than 3 cm and consists largely of fluid.When thismodel is used to estimatemax-
imum exposure to the fetusduring transabdominal scans, a value of 1 dB/cmMHzmaybe used during all trimesters.

Existing tissuemodels that are based on linear propagationmayunderestimate acoustic exposureswhen significant sat-
uration due to non-linear distortion of beams in water is present during the output measurement.

Themaximum acoustic output levels of diagnostic ultrasound devicesextend over a broad range of values:
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A surveyof 1990-equipment models yieldedMI valuesbetween 0.1 and 1.0 at their highest output set-
tings. MaximumMI valuesof approximately 2.0 are known to occur for currently available equipment.
MaximumMI valuesare similar for real-time 2D andMMode imaging.

Computed estimatesof upper limits to temperature elevationsduring transabdominal scanswere
obtained in a surveyof 1988 and 1990 pulsed Doppler equipment. The vast majority of models yielded
upper limits less than 1° and 4°C (1.8° and 7.2°F) for exposuresof first-trimester fetal tissue and
second-trimester fetal bone, respectively. The largest valuesobtained were approximately 1.5°C
(2.7°F) for first-trimester fetal tissue and 7°C (12.6°F) for second-trimester fetal bone. Estimatedmax-
imum temperature elevationsgiven here are for a “fixed path” tissuemodel and are for deviceshaving
ISPTA valuesgreater than 500mW/cm2. The temperature elevations for fetal bone and tissue were
computed based on calculation proceduresgiven in Sections4.3.2.1-4.3.2.6 in “Bioeffects and Safety
of DiagnosticUltrasound” (AIUM, 1993).

Acoustic output tables
The tables in this section indicate the acoustic output for the system and transducer combinationswith a TI or MI
equal to or greater than one. These tablesare organized by transducer model and imagingmode. For a defin-
ition of termsused in the tables, see "Terminology in acoustic output tables" on page 350.
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Table 9-6 Transducer Model: C60xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.3 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.15

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 4.4

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 2.73 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.517

PRF (Hz) 6027

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.26

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 322

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Nrv

Control 2: Optimization Diff

Control 3: Depth 9.9cm

Control 4: MB/THI On/Off
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-7 Transducer Model: C60xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 - (a) - 1.7 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.48

W0 (mW) - # 55.0 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 4.90

z@Pll.3max (cm) 4.2

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.34

fc (MHz) 2.73 - # - 2.16 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - 1.87 #

Y (cm) - # - 1.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.534

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.70

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.33

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 392

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Abd Abd

Control 2: Optimization Diff Avg

Control 3: Depth 7.7 cm 11 cm

Control 4: THI Off On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-8 Transducer Model: C60xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPDMode

Index Label M.I.

TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan
Non-
scanA

aprt≤1
A

aprt>1
GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.2 1.0 - - - (b)

Associated Acous-
ticParameter

pr.3 (MPa) 1.99

W0 (mW) 81.3 - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 4.4

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 2.63 2.63 - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) 0.81 - - - #

Y (cm) 1.3 - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.415

PRF (Hz) 2645

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.96

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) 2.71 - - #

FLy (cm) 6.5 - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 346

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type ABD OB

Control 2: Optimization Color Color

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/THI/Depth

Avg/On/11
cm

Avg/Off/6.0
cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

High/3049Hz Low/414Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Def/Wide &
Tall

Def/Narrow

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-9 Transducer Model: C60xp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 - - 1.1 3.2 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.44

W0 (mW) - - 66.9 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) 84.1

z1 (cm) 3.9

zbp (cm) 3.8

zsp (cm) 0.40

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.9

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.45

fc (MHz) 2.64 - - 2.67 2.67 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - - 3.98 0.31 #

Y (cm) - - 1.30 1.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.233

PRF (Hz) 1302

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.89

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.45

Focal Length FLx (cm) - - 15.90 #

FLy (cm) - - 6.50 #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 239

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type OB OB OB

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 1mm 12mm 12mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 2 Zone 10 Zone 0

Control 4: PRF 1302 Hz 1302 Hz 2604 Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-10 Transducer Model: HFL38xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.1 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 1.17

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.4

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 7.22 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.194

PRF (Hz) 7977

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.16

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 62

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Optimization Avg

Control 3: Depth 3.5cm

Control 4: Needle Profiling On

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-11 Transducer Model: HFL38xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.2 - (a) - (a) (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 1.58

W0 (mW) - # # #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) #

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.4

deq(zsp) (cm) #

fc (MHz) 7.22 - # - # #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - # #

Y (cm) - # - # #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.200

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.82

deq@Pllmax (cm) #

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 121

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Breast

Control 2: Optimization Diff

Control 3: Depth 1.9cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-12 Transducer Model: HFL38xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPD

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.0 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 1.08

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.4

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 7.22 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.193

PRF (Hz) 6640

pr@PIImax (MPa) 1.97

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 51

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Nerve

Control 2: Mode Color

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/4.0cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

High/7812Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Def/Wide

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-13 Transducer Model: HFL38xp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan
Non-scan

Aaprt≤1 Aaprt>1
GlobalMaximum IndexValue (a) - 1.1 - 1.6 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) #

W0 (mW) - 40.1 24.3 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) - -

zbp (cm) - -

zsp (cm) 0.40

z@Pll.3max (cm) #

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.25

fc (MHz) # - 7.22 - 7.22 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 0.12 - 0.12 #

Y (cm) - 0.40 - 0.40 #

Other Information PD (μsec) #

PRF (Hz) #

pr@PIImax (MPa) #

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.25

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 4.68 - #

FLy (cm) - 2.5 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) #

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type SmP SmP

Control 2: Sample Volume
Size

6mm 1mm

Control 3: Sample Volume
Position

Zone 11
(47mm)

Zone 7
(28mm)

Control 4: PRF 1563Hz 1563Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-14 Transducer Model: HFL50xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.1 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.61

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.3

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 5.30 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.493

PRF (Hz) 1084

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.31

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 427

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type SmP

Control 2: Optimization Avg

Control 3: Depth 4.8 cm

Control 4: MB On/Off

Control 5: Needle Profiling On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-15 Transducer Model: HFL50xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.2 - (a) - (a) (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 3.40

W0 (mW) - # # #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) #

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.1

deq(zsp) (cm) #

fc (MHz) 7.82 - # - # #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - # #

Y (cm) - # - # #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.230

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 4.51

deq@Pllmax (cm) #

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 401

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Bre

Control 2: Optimization Diff

Control 3: Depth 1.9 cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-16 Transducer Model: HFL50xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPD

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.1 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.62

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.2

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 5.93 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.629

PRF (Hz) 6649

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.35

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 398

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type SmP

Control 2: Mode CVD

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/4.0 cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

High/7812
Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Def/Wide
and Tall

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-17 Transducer Model: HFL50xp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue (a) - 1.0 (a) 1.5 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) #

W0 (mW) - 33.7 23.0 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) #

z1 (cm) #

zbp (cm) #

zsp (cm) 1.68

z@Pll.3max (cm) #

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.19

fc (MHz) # - 6.00 # 5.99 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 1.20 # 0.72 #

Y (cm) - 0.40 # 0.40 #

Other Information PD (μsec) #

PRF (Hz) #

pr@PIImax (MPa) #

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.18

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 4.68 # #

FLy (cm) - 2.50 # #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) #

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type SmP SmP

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 6mm 1mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 11 Zone 7

Control 4: PRF 1562 Hz 1953 Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-18 Transducer Model: HSL25xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.0 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.42

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.9

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 6.08 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.606

PRF (Hz) 783

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.92

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 328

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Optimization Avg

Control 3: Depth 2.4cm

Control 4:MB On

Control 5: Needle Profiling On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-19 Transducer Model: HSL25xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.2 - (a) - (a) (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 3.17

W0 (mW) - # # #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) #

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.0

deq(zsp) (cm) #

fc (MHz) 6.81 - # - # #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - # #

Y (cm) - # - # #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.192

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.98

deq@Pllmax (cm) #

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 408

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Optimization Diff

Control 3: Depth 3.1cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-20 Transducer Model: HSL25xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPDMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.1 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.81

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.0

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 7.08 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.178

PRF (Hz) 1717

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.60

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 321

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Msk

Control 2: Mode CPD

Control 3: Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/2.0cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

Low/312Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Def/Narrow

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-21 Transducer Model: HSL25xp, OperatingMode: PW Doppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue (a) - (a) - 1.2 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) #

W0 (mW) - # 15.6 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 1.40

z@Pll.3max (cm) #

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.17

fc (MHz) # - # - 6.00 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - 0.60 #

Y (cm) - # - 0.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) #

PRF (Hz) #

pr@PIImax (MPa) #

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.16

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) #

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 7mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 6

Control 4: PRF 2604 Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-22 Transducer Model: HSL25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 0.03 - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.45

W0 (mW) 0.8 - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 2.3

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 6.85 7.15 - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) 1.12 - - - #

Y (cm) 0.30 - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.183

PRF (Hz) 10710

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.78

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) 3.80 - - #

FLy (cm) 2.70 - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 11

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph

Control 2: Optimization Diff Diff

Control 3: Depth 4.9cm 6.0cm

Control 4: MB On On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-23 Transducer Model: HSL25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 - 0.02 - 0.02 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.47

W0 (mW) - 0.5 0.3 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 0.95

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.8

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.13

fc (MHz) 7.57 - 7.64 - 7.44 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 0.60 - 0.40 #

Y (cm) - 0.30 - 0.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.181

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.75

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.12

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 1.95 - #

FLy (cm) - 2.70 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 12

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph Oph

Control 2: Optimization Diff Diff Diff

Control 3: Depth 2.7cm 4.5cm 3.5cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-24 Transducer Model: HSL25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: Color/CPDMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 0.08 - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.47

W0 (mW) 2.6 - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.9

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 7.77 6.10 - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) 1.00 - - - #

Y (cm) 0.30 - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.164

PRF (Hz) 2424

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.78

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) 4.34 - - #

FLy (cm) 2.70 - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 18

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph

Control 2: Mode CPD CPD

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/4.2cm Avg/
4.9cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

Low/1250Hz Low/
781Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Top/Wide &
Short

Bottom
/Def

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-25 Transducer Model: HSL25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 - 0.19 - 0.26 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.42

W0 (mW) - 6.8 6.8 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 0.90

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.8

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.40

fc (MHz) 6.00 - 6.01 - 6.01 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 1.20 - 1.20 #

Y (cm) - 0.30 - 0.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 2.586

PRF (Hz) 1562

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.50

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.34

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 4.68 - #

FLy (cm) - 2.70 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 6

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph Oph

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 2mm 3mm 3mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 2 Zone 11 Zone 11

Control 4: PRF 1562Hz 5208Hz 5208Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-26 Transducer Model: ICTxp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.1 - (a) - (a) (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.46

W0 (mW) - # # #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) #

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.4

deq(zsp) (cm) #

fc (MHz) 4.64 - # - # #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - # #

Y (cm) - # - # #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.322

PRF (Hz) 1600

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.07

deq@Pllmax (cm) #

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 347

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Gyn

Control 2: Optimization Diff

Control 3: Depth 4.1 cm

Control 4: THI Off
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-27 Transducer Model: ICTxp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.0 - (a) - 1.4 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.01

W0 (mW) - # 19.8 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 1.66

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.4

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.20

fc (MHz) 4.38 - # - 4.36 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - 0.72 #

Y (cm) - # - 0.50 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.144

PRF (Hz) 1302

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.49

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.19

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 263

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type OB OB

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 1mm 12mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 2 Zone 3

Control 4: PRF 1302 Hz 1562 Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-28 Transducer Model: L25xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.0 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.42

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.9

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 6.08 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.606

PRF (Hz) 783

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.92

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 328

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Optimization Avg

Control 3: Depth 2.4cm

Control 4:MB On

Control 5: Needle Profiling On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-29 Transducer Model: L25xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.2 - (a) - (a) (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 3.17

W0 (mW) - # # #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) #

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.0

deq(zsp) (cm) #

fc (MHz) 6.81 - # - # #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - # #

Y (cm) - # - # #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.192

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.98

deq@Pllmax (cm) #

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 408

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Optimization Diff

Control 3: Depth 3.1cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-30 Transducer Model: L25xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPD

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.1 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.81

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.0

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 7.08 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.178

PRF (Hz) 1717

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.60

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 321

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Msk

Control 2: Mode CPD

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/2.0cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

Low/312Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Def/Narrow

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-31 Transducer Model: L25xp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue (a) - (a) - 1.2 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) #

W0 (mW) - # 15.6 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 1.40

z@Pll.3max (cm) #

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.17

fc (MHz) # - # - 6.00 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - 0.60 #

Y (cm) - # - 0.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) #

PRF (Hz) #

pr@PIImax (MPa) #

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.16

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - #

FLy (cm) - # - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) #

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 7mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 6

Control 4: PRF 2604 Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-32 Transducer Model: L25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 0.03 - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.45

W0 (mW) 0.8 - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 2.3

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 6.85 7.15 - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) 1.12 - - - #

Y (cm) 0.30 - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.183

PRF (Hz) 10710

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.78

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) 3.80 - - #

FLy (cm) 2.70 - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 11

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph

Control 2: Optimization Diff Diff

Control 3: Depth 4.9cm 6.0cm

Control 4: MB On On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-33 Transducer Model: L25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 - 0.02 - 0.02 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.47

W0 (mW) - 0.5 0.3 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 0.95

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.8

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.13

fc (MHz) 7.57 - 7.64 - 7.44 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 0.60 - 0.40 #

Y (cm) - 0.30 - 0.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.181

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.75

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.12

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 1.95 - #

FLy (cm) - 2.70 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 12

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph Oph

Control 2: Optimization Diff Diff Diff

Control 3: Depth 2.7cm 4.5cm 3.5cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-34 Transducer Model: L25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: Color/CPDMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 0.08 - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.47

W0 (mW) 2.6 - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.9

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 7.77 6.10 - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) 1.00 - - - #

Y (cm) 0.30 - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.164

PRF (Hz) 2424

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.78

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) 4.34 - - #

FLy (cm) 2.70 - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 18

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph

Control 2: Mode CPD CPD

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/4.2cm Avg/
4.9cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

Low/1250Hz Low/
781Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Top/Wide &
Short

Bottom
/Def

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-35 Transducer Model: L25xp (Ophthalmic use), OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 0.17 - 0.19 - 0.26 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 0.42

W0 (mW) - 6.8 6.8 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 0.90

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.8

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.40

fc (MHz) 6.00 - 6.01 - 6.01 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 1.20 - 1.20 #

Y (cm) - 0.30 - 0.30 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 2.586

PRF (Hz) 1562

pr@PIImax (MPa) 0.50

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.34

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 4.68 - #

FLy (cm) - 2.70 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 6

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Oph Oph Oph

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 2mm 3mm 3mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 2 Zone 11 Zone 11

Control 4: PRF 1562Hz 5208Hz 5208Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-36 Transducer Model: L38xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 3.32

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.1

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 4.83 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.426

PRF (Hz) 790

pr@PIImax (MPa) 4.02

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 622

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Optimization Avg

Control 3: Depth 3.5 cm

Control 4:MB On/Off

Control 5: Needle Profiling On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-37 Transducer Model: L38xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 - 1.5 - 2.0 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 3.37

W0 (mW) - 66.8 66.8 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 1.0

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.2

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.62

fc (MHz) 5.22 - 4.40 - 4.40 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 2.40 - 2.40 #

Y (cm) - 0.40 - 0.40 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.277

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 4.18

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.62

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 7.02 - #

FLy (cm) - 1.50 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 538

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven Ven Ven

Control 2: Optimization Diff Diff Diff

Control 3: Depth 4.0 cm 9.0 cm 9.0 cm
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-38 Transducer Model: L38xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPD

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 (a) - - - (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 3.20

W0 (mW) # - - #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.1

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 4.63 # - - - #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - #

Y (cm) # - - - #

Other Information PD (μsec) 0.578

PRF (Hz) 5064

pr@PIImax (MPa) 3.78

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - #

FLy (cm) # - - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 678

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Ven

Control 2: Mode Color

Control 3: 2D Optim-
ization/Depth

Avg/3.5
cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

High/6250
Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Def/Wide-
Tall

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-39 Transducer Model: L38xp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.0 - 2.0 - 2.9 (b)

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.21

W0 (mW) - 80.5 80.5 #

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 1.00

z@Pll.3max (cm) 0.3

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.43

fc (MHz) 5.28 - 5.33 - 5.33 #

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 1.80 - 1.80 #

Y (cm) - 0.40 - 0.40 #

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.201

PRF (Hz) 1562

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.33

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.40

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 7.02 - #

FLy (cm) - 1.5 - #

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 210

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Nrv Nrv Nrv

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 1mm 3mm 3mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 0 Zone 11 Zone 11

Control 4: PRF 1562 Hz 1562 Hz 1562 Hz
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-40 Transducer Model: P21xp, OperatingMode: 2D

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 (a) - - - 2.0

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.02

W0 (mW) # - - 146.2

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 4.1

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 1.85 # - - - 2.09

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) # - - - 2.10

Y (cm) # - - - 1.30

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.134

PRF (Hz) 2933

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.63

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) # - - 18.94

FLy (cm) # - - 9.00

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 240

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Crd Crd

Control 2: Optimization Avg Diff

Control 3: Depth 9.0 cm 35 cm

Control 4: MB/THI Off/On Off/On

Control 5: Sector Size Full Narrow
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-41 Transducer Model: P21xp, OperatingMode: MMode

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 - (a) - 1.9 1.9

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.02

W0 (mW) - # 61.1 133.3

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 5.00

z@Pll.3max (cm) 4.1

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.36

fc (MHz) 1.85 - # - 1.99 2.26

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - # - 2.10 0.79

Y (cm) # - - 1.30 1.30

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.134

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.63

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.35

Focal Length FLx (cm) - # - 2.25

FLy (cm) - # - 9.00

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 240

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Crd Abd OB

Control 2: Optimization Avg Avg Diff

Control 3: Depth 9.0 cm 11 cm 5.0 cm

Control 4: THI On On Off

Control 5: Simultaneous Off Off On
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-42 Transducer Model: P21xp, OperatingMode: Color/CPD

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 2.4 - - 2.8

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.02

W0 (mW) 141.3 - - 150.9

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) -

z@Pll.3max (cm) 4.1

deq(zsp) (cm) -

fc (MHz) 1.85 2.03 - - - 2.03

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) 0.33 - - - 0.33

Y (cm) 1.30 - - - 1.30

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.134

PRF (Hz) 800

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.63

deq@Pllmax (cm) -

Focal Length FLx (cm) 1.30 - - 1.30

FLy (cm) 9.0 - - 9.0

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 240

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Crd Abd Abd

Control 2: Mode Color Color Color

Control 3: 2D Optimization/
THI/Depth

Avg/On/9.0
cm

Avg/Off/5.
0 cm

Avg/Off/5.
0 cm

Control 4: Color Optim-
ization/PRF

Low/880
Hz

High/250
0 Hz

High/
2500 Hz

Control 5: Color BoxPos-
ition/Size

Top/Short-
Wide

Top/Def Top/Def

(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-43 Transducer Model: P21xp, OperatingMode: PWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue 1.5 - - 1.3 3.7 2.8

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) 2.15

W0 (mW) - - 204.3 82.3

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) 126.9

z1 (cm) 3.1

zbp (cm) 2.8

zsp (cm) 3.90

z@Pll.3max (cm) 1.4

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.71

fc (MHz) 2.07 - - 2.09 2.09 2.08

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - - 2.10 2.10 0.33

Y (cm) - - 1.30 1.30 1.30

Other Information PD (μsec) 1.195

PRF (Hz) 1562

pr@PIImax (MPa) 2.37

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.49

Focal Length FLx (cm) - - 14.01 1.30

FLy (cm) - - 9.0 9.0

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) 184

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Abd Crd Abd Abd

Control 2: Sample Volume Size 0mm 14mm 14mm 7mm

Control 3: Sample Volume Pos-
ition

Zone 1 Zone 8 Zone 8 Zone 0

Control 4: PRF 1562 Hz 1562 Hz 1562 Hz 1953 Hz

Control 5: TDI - Off - -
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Maximum Index
Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.
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Table 9-44 Transducer Model: P21xp, OperatingMode: CWDoppler

Index Label M.I.
TIS TIB

TIC
Scan

Non-scan Non-
scanAaprt≤1 Aaprt>1

GlobalMaximum IndexValue (a) - 1.1 - 4.0 2.6

Associated Acoustic
Parameter

pr.3 (MPa) #

W0 (mW) - 113.2 110.9 113.2

min ofW.3
(z1),ITA.3(z1)]

(mW) -

z1 (cm) -

zbp (cm) -

zsp (cm) 1.25

z@Pll.3max (cm) #

deq(zsp) (cm) 0.52

fc (MHz) # - 2.0 - 2.00 2.00

Dim of Aaprt X (cm) - 0.72 - 0.85 0.72

Y (cm) - 1.30 - 1.30 1.30

Other Information PD (μsec) #

PRF (Hz) #

pr@PIImax (MPa) #

deq@Pllmax (cm) 0.47

Focal Length FLx (cm) - 1.30 - 1.30

FLy (cm) - 9.0 - 9.0

IPA.3@MImax (W/cm2) #

Operating Control
Conditions

Control 1: Exam Type Crd Crd Crd

Control 2: Sample Volume Zone 0 Zone 1 Zone 0
(a) This index is not required for this operatingmode; value is <1.
(b) This transducer is not intended for transcranial or neonatal cephalic uses.
#  No data are reported for this operating condition since the global maximum index value is not reported for the reason listed. (ReferenceGlobal Max-
imum Index Value line.)
- Data are not applicable for this transducer/mode.

Acoustic measurement precision and uncertainty
All table entries have been obtained at the same operating conditions that give rise to themaximum index value
in the first column of the table. Measurement precision and uncertainty for power, pressure, intensity, and other
quantities that are used to derive the values in the acoustic output table are shown in the table below. In accord-
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ance with Section 6.4 of the Output DisplayStandard, the followingmeasurement precision and uncertainty valuesare
determined bymaking repeat measurements and stating the standard deviation asa percentage.

Table 9-45AcousticMeasurement Precision and Uncertainty

Quantity Precision
(% of standard deviation)

Uncertainty
(95% confidence)

Pr 1.9% ±11.2%

Pr.3 1.9% ±12.2%

Wo 3.4% ±10%

fc 0.1% ±4.7%

PII 3.2% +12.5 to -16.8%

PII.3 3.2% +13.47 to -17.5%

Terminology in acoustic output tables
Aaprt Area of the active aperturemeasured in cm2.
deq(z) Equivalent beam diameter asa function of axial distance z, and is equal to , where I

TA
(z) is the temporal-average intensity asa function of z in centimeters.

d

eq
@PII

max

Equivalent beam diameter at the point where the free-field, spatial-peakpulse intensity integral is amaximum in
centimeters.

Dim.
of
Aaprt

Active aperture dimensions for the azimuthal (x) and elevational (y) planes in centimeters.

fc Center frequency inMHz.
FL Focal length, or azimuthal (x) and elevational (y) lengths, if different measured in centimeters.
I

pa.3
@
MImax

Derated pulse average intensity at themaximumMI in units ofW/cm2.

I

SPTA.3

Derated spatial peak, temporal average intensity in units of milliwatts/cm2.

I

SPTA.3
z1

Derated spatial-peak temporal-average intensity at axial distance z1 (milliwatts per square centimeter).

MI Mechanical index.
PD Pulse duration (microseconds) associated with the transmit pattern giving rise to the reported value of MI.
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Pr.3 Derated peak rarefactional pressure associated with the transmit pattern giving rise to the value reported under MI
(Megapascals).

p

r
@PII

max

Peak rarefactional pressure at the point where the free-field, spatial-peakpulse intensity integral is amaximum in
Megapascals.

PRF Pulse repetition frequencyassociated with the transmit pattern giving rise to the reported value of MI in Hertz.
TI
type

Applicable thermal index for the transducer, imagingmode, and exam type.

TI
value

Thermal index value for the transducer, imagingmode, and exam type.

TIB (Bone thermal index) is a thermal index for applications in which the ultrasound beam passes through soft tissue
and a focal region is in the immediate vicinity of bone. TIB non-scan is the bone thermal index in the non-auto-
scanningmode.

TIC (Cranial bone thermal index) is the thermal index for applications in which the ultrasound beam passes through
bone near the beam entrance into the body.

TIS (Soft tissue thermal index) is a thermal index related to soft tissues. TIS scan is the soft tissue thermal index in an
auto-scanningmode. TIS non-scan is the soft tissue thermal index in the non-autoscanningmode.

W.3
(z1)

Derated ultrasonic power at axial distance z1 in units of milliwatts.

Wo Ultrasonic power, except for TISscan, in which case it is the ultrasonic power passing through a one centimeter win-
dow in units of milliwatts.

z1 Axial distance corresponding to the location of maximummin(W.3(z1), ITA.3(z) x 1 cm
2)], where z≥ zbp in cen-

timeters.
zbp 1.69 (Aapr t ) in centimeters.
zsp For MI, the axial distance at which pr.3 ismeasured. For TIB, the axial distance at which TIB is a globalmaximum

(for example, zsp = zb.3) in centimeters.
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G
lo
ss
ar
y
General terms
For ultrasound termsnot included in
this glossary, refer to Recommended
Ultrasound Terminology, Second Edi-
tion, published in 1997 byAIUM.

AIUM American Institute of Ultra-
sound inMedicine

as low as
reasonably
achievable
(ALARA)

The guiding principle of
ultrasound use, which
states that you should
keep patient exposure to
ultrasound energyas low
as reasonably achievable
for diagnostic results.

curved
array trans-
ducer

Identified by the letter C
(curved or curvilinear) and
a number (60). The num-
ber corresponds to the
radiusof curvature of the
arrayexpressed inmil-
limeters. The transducer
elements are electrically
configured to control the
characteristics and dir-
ection of the acoustic
beam. For example,
C60xp.

depth Refers to the depth of the
display. A constant speed
of sound of 1538.5
meters/second is
assumed in the calculation
of echo position in the
image.

in situ In the natural or original
position.

LCD liquid crystal display
linear array
transducer

Identified by the letter L
(linear) and a number
(38). The number cor-
responds to the radiusof
width of the array
expressed inmillimeters.
The transducer elements
are electrically configured
to control the char-
acteristics and direction of
the acoustic beam. For
example, L38xp.

mechanical
index (MI)

An indication of the like-
lihood of mechanical bioef-
fects occurring: the higher
theMI, the greater the like-
lihood of mechanical bioef-
fects. See "Acoustic
output" on page 297 for a
more complete descrip-
tion of MI.

MI/TI Seemechanical index
(MI) and thermal index
(TI).

phased
array

A transducer designed
primarily for cardiac scan-
ning. Formsa sector
image byelectronically
steering the beam dir-
ection and focus.



SonoMB
technology

A subset of the 2D ima-
gingmode in which the 2D
image is enhanced by look-
ing at a target frommul-
tiple anglesand then
merging or averaging the
scanned data together to
improve overall image
quality and, in parallel,
reducing noise and arti-
facts.

target
depth

A depth on the display that
corresponds to the
skin/transducer interface.

thermal
index (TI)

The ratio of total acoustic
power to the acoustic
power required to raise tis-
sue temperature by1°C
under defined assump-
tions. See "Acoustic out-
put" on page 297 for a
more complete descrip-
tion of TI.

TIB (bone
thermal
index)

A thermal index for applic-
ations in which the ultra-
sound beam passes
through soft tissue and a
focal region is in the imme-
diate vicinity of bone.

TIC (cra-
nial bone
thermal
index)

A thermal index for applic-
ations in which the ultra-
sound beam passes
through bone near the
beam entrance into the
body.

TIS (soft tis-
sue
thermal
index)

A thermal index related to
soft tissues.

Tissue Dop-
pler Ima-
ging (TDI)

A pulsed wave Doppler
technique used to detect
myocardialmotion.

Tissue Har-Transmits at one fre-

monic Ima-
ging

quencyand receivesat a
higher harmonic fre-
quency to reduce noise
and clutter and improve
resolution.

transducer A device that transforms
one form of energy into
another form of energy.
Ultrasound transducers
contain piezoelectric ele-
ments, which when
excited electrically, emit
acoustic energy.When
the acoustic energy is
transmitted into the body,
it travels until it encounters
an interface, or change in
tissue properties. At the
interface, an echo is
formed that returns to the
transducer, where this
acoustic energy is trans-
formed into electrical
energy, processed, and
displayed asanatomical
information.

variance Displaysa variation in
Color Doppler flow ima-
ging within a given
sample. Variance is
mapped to the color green
and is used to detect tur-
bulence.

Terminology in acoustic output
tables
Aaprt Area of the active aperturemeasured in

cm2.
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deq(z) Equivalent beam diameter asa function of
axial distance z, and is equal to

, where I
TA

(z) is the temporal-average intensity asa
function of z in centimeters.

d

eq
@PII

max

Equivalent beam diameter at the point
where the free-field, spatial-peakpulse
intensity integral is amaximum in cen-
timeters.

Dim.
of
Aaprt

Active aperture dimensions for the azi-
muthal (x) and elevational (y) planes in cen-
timeters.

fc Center frequency inMHz.
FL Focal length, or azimuthal (x) and elev-

ational (y) lengths, if different measured in
centimeters.

I

pa.3
@
MImax

Derated pulse average intensity at themax-
imumMI in units ofW/cm2.

I

SPTA.3

Derated spatial peak, temporal average
intensity in units of milliwatts/cm2.

I

SPTA.3
z1

Derated spatial-peak temporal-average
intensity at axial distance z1 (milliwatts per
square centimeter).

MI Mechanical index.
PD Pulse duration (microseconds) associated

with the transmit pattern giving rise to the
reported value of MI.

Pr.3 Derated peak rarefactional pressure asso-
ciated with the transmit pattern giving rise
to the value reported under MI (Mega-
pascals).

p

r
@PII

max

Peak rarefactional pressure at the point
where the free-field, spatial-peakpulse
intensity integral is amaximum inMega-
pascals.

PRF Pulse repetition frequencyassociated with
the transmit pattern giving rise to the repor-
ted value of MI in Hertz.

TI
type

Applicable thermal index for the trans-
ducer, imagingmode, and exam type.

TI
value

Thermal index value for the transducer,
imagingmode, and exam type.

TIB (Bone thermal index) is a thermal index for
applications in which the ultrasound beam
passes through soft tissue and a focal
region is in the immediate vicinity of bone.
TIB non-scan is the bone thermal index in
the non-autoscanningmode.

TIC (Cranial bone thermal index) is the thermal
index for applications in which the ultra-
sound beam passes through bone near the
beam entrance into the body.

TIS (Soft tissue thermal index) is a thermal
index related to soft tissues. TIS scan is the
soft tissue thermal index in an auto-scan-
ningmode. TIS non-scan is the soft tissue
thermal index in the non-autoscanning
mode.

W.3
(z1)

Derated ultrasonic power at axial distance
z1 in units of milliwatts.

Wo Ultrasonic power, except for TISscan, in
which case it is the ultrasonic power
passing through a one centimeter window
in units of milliwatts.

z1 Axial distance corresponding to the location
of maximummin(W.3(z1), ITA.3(z) x 1
cm2)], where z≥ zbp in centimeters.

zbp 1.69 (Aapr t ) in centimeters.
zsp For MI, the axial distance at which pr.3 is

measured. For TIB, the axial distance at
which TIB is a globalmaximum (for
example, zsp = zb.3) in centimeters.
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